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Abstract
Independent mobility is fundamental to the quality of life of people with impairment. Most
people with severe mobility impairments, whether congenital, e.g., from cerebral palsy, or acquired, e.g., from spinal cord injury, are prescribed a wheelchair. A small yet significant number
of people are unable to use a typical powered wheelchair controlled with a joystick. Instead,
some of these people require alternative interfaces such as a head-array or sip/puff switch to
drive their powered wheelchairs. These alternative interfaces do not work for everyone and
often cause frustration, fatigue and collisions.
To help improve the usability of some of these alternative interfaces, in particular, the headarray and sip/puff switch, this thesis develops a novel technique for control. In the technique,
control is shared between a powered wheelchair user, using an alternative interface and a powered wheelchair fitted with sensors. This shared control then produces a resulting motion that is
close to what the user desires to do but a motion that is also safe.
A path planning algorithm on the wheelchair is implemented using techniques in mobile
robotics. Afterwards, the output of the path planning algorithm and the user’s command are both
modelled as random variables. These random variables are then blended in a joint probability
distribution where the final velocity to the wheelchair is the one with a maximum probability in
the joint probability distribution.
The performance of the probabilistic approach to blending the user’s inputs with the output
of a path planner, is benchmarked against the most common form of shared control called linear
blending. The benchmarking consists of several experiments with end users both in a simulated
world and in the real-world. The thesis concludes that probabilistic shared control provides
safer motion compared with the traditional shared control for difficult tasks and hard-to-use
interfaces.
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Impact Statement
Fehr et al. [2000] showed that powered wheelchairs are inadequate for a few yet significant
number of people. Thus, these people are currently denied independent mobility, which is
fundamental for their well-being. Our research aims at improving the adequacy of powered
wheelchairs interfaces.
Our approach was to develop a novel framework for sharing control between a wheelchair
user and a smart wheelchair, which guaranteed safer motion than the more traditional form of
shared control, linear blending. Our shared control framework has been tested and validated for
the joystick, head-array and sip/puff switch, improving the safety of these interfaces, which are
the most commonly used interfaces. Our work thus paves the way for improving the driving
safety of other commercially available alternative interfaces for wheelchair control such as chin
joystick, buttons and simple switches.
The probabilistic nature of our shared control also paves the way to implementing shared
control for other complex or difficult cases beyond driving with alternative interfaces. For one,
probabilistic shared control can be extended to more complex environments than is currently
considered in the literature. Most studies in the literature deal with simple environments, yet
real-life often is a complex environment, containing moving obstacles. It is natural to model
these obstacles using probability distributions, which is native to our framework. Thus, our
work can extend research in areas such as crowd dynamics, to sharing control in a crowded
space [Paris et al., 2007].
Indeed, our research laboratory, Aspire Centre for Rehabilitation and Assistive Technology
Laboratory (Aspire CREATe Lab) is part of a large European research project called Safe Robot
Navigation in Dense Crowds (CROWDBOT), that will soon begin. CROWDBOT sets out to
enable mobile robots to navigate autonomously and assist humans in crowded areas, rather than
simply stopping when the going gets tough. Within CROWDBOT, our shared control framework will inform on the design of new algorithms for semi-autonomous navigation in crowded
7

spaces while our smart wheelchair will serve as a platform to test out the new algorithms.
Beyond the theoretical impacts of our work, a clinical impact is that we have paved the way
towards enabling people who are not able to use currently available interface for wheelchair control to be able to move around safely and independently using a smart wheelchair. Our approved
National Health Service (NHS) ethics in which we aimed at a clinical trial of our shared control as an intervention for mobility impaired patients, is a step towards making mobility more
accessible.
Thus, our work in this thesis has joined other studies in the literature such as the survey of
wheelchair adequacy by Fehr et al. [2000] to pave the way towards making powered wheelchairs
safer, and improving the adequacy of alternative interfaces. The vision is that our effort will
contribute towards eventually providing independent mobility and improved quality of life to
people who are currently unable to use currently existing forms of assistive technology for
mobility.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
To build a more inclusive society, we need to ensure a good quality of life for every member
of the society. Quality of life, as well as the dignity and self-esteem of people, depend a lot on
their ability to move around independently [Davies et al., 2003, Rosen et al., 2009]. However,
many people have limited ability to move around because of a form of mobility impairment
that restricts independent living and consequently reduces their quality of life. The number of
people with mobility impairment is increasing globally, and a report from the World Health
Organization estimates this increase at 500,000 every year [Bickenbach, 2013]. One of the
main drivers of this increase is the growth of the ageing population to unprecedented levels
many of which have difficulties with moving around. This ageing population will require an
increase in the quality and supply of health care in the form of carers, rehabilitation and assistive
technologies.
The majority of people with a mobility impairment in the UK, are usually prescribed some
form of assistive technology such as a manual wheelchair, powered wheelchair or a scooter, by a
clinical team. To successfully control a wheelchair/scooter to accomplish a task, the capabilities
provided by the wheelchair/scooter user, and wheelchair/scooter have to match the capabilities
required to accomplish a task. A capability is simply the ability of an individual or device to
accomplish a task.
A majority of people with a mobility impairment are subsequently given a manual
wheelchair [Simpson et al., 2008]. However, a significant number of people cannot use a manual wheelchair partly due to lack of arm function. They are given either a powered wheelchair or
a scooter [Hubbard et al., 2007]. For severe conditions that require extended use of the mobility
device, powered wheelchairs are more likely to be prescribed than scooters [Disabled World,
2009].
23

Of the people who use a powered wheelchair, the majority control the powered wheelchair
using a joystick [Fehr et al., 2000]. However, people with more severe conditions are not able
to use a joystick, perhaps due to fatigue or spasms in their arms. They are given an alternative
interface that enables them to exploit their residual functioning to provide the capabilities required to execute vital tasks. This interface is usually a head-array switch, since it is the next
most commonly used interface for powered wheelchair control. Yet, a few but significant number of people cannot use the head-array for several reasons, including paralysis of the neck.
They are usually prescribed the next most common interface, which is the sip/puff switch.
A study by Fehr et al. [2000] showed that these interfaces, which act as alternatives to
a joystick, are inadequate for controlling a wheelchair. To address the inadequacy of these
interfaces, this thesis focusses on improving the interfaces’ adequacy for a target user group
by considering the functioning or capability of the group with mobility impairment rather than
their different health conditions [WHO, 2001]. A capability is simply the ability to accomplish
a given task and the ideal target group is people who are unable or do not have the capability to
use currently available interfaces to control a wheelchair.
Instead of trying to simply match a patient’s functioning to an interface he/she can control and not providing treatment to patients who cannot use currently available interfaces, we
aim to improve the capability of alternative interfaces so that they can help provide capabilities currently lacking but are required to accomplish a task [Hardy, 2004]. We hypothesise that
wheelchairs are inadequate because the control interface does not provide the required capabilities that the wheelchair user intrinsically lacks due to his/her disabilities [Holloway and Tyler,
2013]. Thus, we aim to develop novel interfaces for wheelchair control that provide the required
capabilities.
In order to develop novel interfaces for wheelchair control, several approaches can be
taken. In one approach, an entirely new kind of interface can be developed to be integrated into
the wheelchair. In another approach, existing interfaces can be enhanced to create a new kind
of interface. In this thesis, we take the latter approach to enhance alternative interfaces that
are already commercially available, augmenting user’s input with the motion of a wheelchair
transformed into a mobile robot, with sensors attached to it. At each point in time, the user
shares control of the wheelchair with the wheelchair’s motion planning assistance. The result is
a shared control architecture between the wheelchair user and a wheelchair capable of sensing
the environment. We propose and validate a theoretical framework for a shared control architec24

ture that enhances existing interfaces to create the novel interface solutions and adds adaptive
assistance to the wheelchair. We also validate the resultant novel interfaces and benchmark key
improvements of the solution compared to those in the literature.

1.1

Objectives

In our proposed approach, the information from the sensors is used to provide required capabilities that are not provided by a wheelchair user using an ordinary control interface. The main
reason for taking this approach is that keeping the interfaces unchanged can make eventual
adoption of our solution by patients easy since clinical teams, who are already experienced with
the alternative interfaces, will not have to create entirely new training regimes when training
people to use powered wheelchairs.
Thus, the objective of this thesis is to develop and validate a shared control architecture to
implement a novel interface solution for wheelchair control, based on alternative interfaces that
are currently deemed inadequate.

1.2

Key Contributions

The specific contributions of this thesis are both theoretical and practical. The theoretical contributions are that the thesis:
• Proposes an implementable probabilistic algorithm for shared control based on a recent
and novel probabilistic formulation [Trautman, 2015b].
• Develops a theoretic formulation to extended the probabilistic approach for use with alternative interfaces.
• Recommends a framework for user-centred design of a smart wheelchair.
The practical contributions are that the thesis:
• Demonstrates the inadequacy of alternate interfaces quantitatively and qualitatively using
several metrics.
• Implements the unique theoretical framework for probabilistic shared control in a feasible
way.
• Incorporates reverse steering into the shared control framework.
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• Benchmarks and validates the probabilistic shared control against the state of the art in
shared control for use with three interfaces: j oystick, head-array and sip/puff switch.
• Investigates the effects of the probabilistic shared control for use in different tasks.
• Investigates the similarities between assessing shared control in a simulator and in reallife.
• Contributes to clinically relevant research by using assessment tests that are usually used
in clinical settings. In particular, the thesis uses the wheelchair skills tests, which is
a clinical tool to assess user’s performance with wheelchairs. This approach provided
research-based support for the use of the clinical tool.

1.3

Publications

• Ezeh C, Trautman P, Holloway C, Carlson T. Comparing shared control approaches for
alternative interfaces: a wheelchair simulator experiment, IEEE International Conference
on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics (SMC2017). IEEE
• Ezeh C, Trautman P, Devinge L, Bureau V, Babel M, Carlson T. Probabilistic vs linear
blending shared control for wheelchair driving, in IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics, 2017. IEEE
• Ezeh C, Holloway C, Carlson T. Mobility Research Trajectory Toolkit (MoRe-T2) (Mobility Research Trajectory Tracker): Validation and Application Journal of Rehabilitation
and Assistive Technologies Engineering 24 Dec 2016 (Journal article)
• C. Ezeh, T. Carlson, and C. Holloway, “MoRe-T2: An easy-to-use, low-cost tracking
system for mobility research,” in TRANSED 2015 Proceedings of The 14th International Conference on Mobility and Transport for Elderly and Disabled Persons, p. 2015,
TRANSED, 2015.

1.4

Invited Talks

• Plenary speaker, Posture and Mobility Group Conference, 2017.
• Guest speaker, British Healthcare Trade Association (BHTA) Mobility Group, 2017.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review Part I: Adequacy of
Powered Wheelchairs
This chapter gives a historical background of assistive technology in general and wheelchairs
specifically to show how they have played a role in improving the quality of life of people
from ancient times to the most recent era. The end of this chapter concludes by highlighting
that powered wheelchair interfaces are inadequate for a significant number of patients and
proposes using shared control with adaptive assistance on a wheelchair as a way to address
this inadequacy.

2.1

Introduction

Powered wheelchairs are an assistive technology that are prescribed to patients for two main
purposes, mobility and seating [Redford, 1993]. Mobility includes the ease of use of the
wheelchair to accomplish activities of daily living [Salminen et al., 2009]. Thus, a powered
wheelchair ought to enable movements to be as effortless as possible to allow safety, and to
prevent fatigue and frustration during use. A person with disabilities will normally prefer an
easier-to-use wheelchair over a more difficult-to-use one. A powered wheelchair that is easy to
use allows the user to do more, thus, providing more capabilities than a more difficult-to-use
chair. It will also have a control interface that users find comfortable and safe to use [Fehr et al.,
2000].
Comfortable seating and posture will ensure that the wheelchair user’s condition is enhanced and not made worse by using the wheelchair. Thus the seating and posture of the user
on the wheelchair are very important. However, this thesis is concerned with mobility and the
means of improving mobility. The ability to control a powered wheelchair is the primarily
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focus of prescribing powered wheelchairs as an intervention to improve the mobility of a patient [Arthanat et al., 2009]. Thus, we focus on ease of use or usability of control interfaces for
powered wheelchairs and not on seating or posture.

2.2

Powered Wheelchair Interfaces

(a) A typical joystick.

(b) A
switch.

typical

head-array

(c) A typical sip/puff switch.

(d) A chin joystick.
Figure 2.1: Common interfaces for powered wheelchairs

The adequacy of use of any interface can be determined by its affordances and signifiers [Norman, 2013]. An affordance is what a thing can do and a signifier is a sign indicating
what can be done. Affordances for an interface may be categorised by its resolution of control
and latency [Kaber et al., 2000a].
Resolution of control indicates how many unique commands can be executed using the interface [Carlson et al., 2011]. In general, an interface with higher resolution of control indicates
that it provides more capabilities and thus can lead to more flexibility in control, which can then
improve adequacy [Shneiderman, 1997]. For instance, a proportional joystick (Figure (2.1a))
has, in theory, an infinite resolution of control. A 3-switch head-array (Figure (2.1b)), which
is the most commonly used interface after the joystick, has a lower resolution of control than
the joystick [Fehr et al., 2000]. The reason is that the head-array can execute only as few as ten
unique commands at a point in time, compared to the large number of quantised commands that
the joystick is able to execute. These commands are quick press for the three buttons; long press
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for the three buttons; quick and long press for a combination of the centre and either direction
button (left or right). The next commonly used interface after the head-array is the sip/puff
switch [Fehr et al., 2000]. The sip/puff switch (Figure (2.1c)) only has two buttons, which, as
we can imagine, translates to a lower resolution of control than the head-array.
In terms of latency, a proportional joystick quickly translates deflection of the stick into
commands that drive the wheelchair. Similarly, a quick press on a head-array for instance also
translates quickly to a motion command. However, a long press takes a bit more time to move
the wheelchair when measured from the moment the user initiated the commands to the moment
the wheelchair begins moving. Interfaces with short latency times are perceived as responsive
interfaces, and this improves the rate at which users learn to use the interface and can determine
how well users will understand what the interface is doing [Kaber et al., 2000b].
Interface signifiers help guide the user to realise how best to leverage the capabilities of
the interfaces. A joystick has a natural mapping of both the direction of deflection and degree
of the deflection to the direction of motion and the speed of motion respectively. This intuitive mapping or relationship, allows the joystick to be used easily, to be learnt easily, and to
be remembered easily [Hutchins et al., 1985]. A head-array as well, has a somewhat natural
mapping of its buttons to the direction of motion. However, since the centre button can serve
two functions of going forward and backward, the head-array is less intuitive than the joystick.
The sip/puff switch is not intuitive to use. Its controls, which are sipping on a tube and puffing
into the tube, are not intuitively mapped to direction controls.
The combination of the affordances and signifiers of an interface will determine how easy
users find it to use safely, how easily users learn to use it, and how easily users remember how
to use it. Tools to assess the adequacy of the various input interfaces for powered wheelchairs
include tests of adequacy and the metrics within those tests used to evaluate performance. What
tests and metrics are suitable? The scientific community is yet to agree upon a standard set of
tests [Urdiales et al., 2009]. Nevertheless, some commonly used tests and metrics of performance in clinical and research settings are now reviewed.

2.2.1

Assessing Adequacy of Powered Wheelchair Interfaces

At a fundamental level, assessing the adequacy of a powered wheelchair interface for a patient
essentially involves a clinical team checking to see if the patient has sufficient bio-mechanical,
cognitive and motor-sensor functioning to control a wheelchair using the interface. Several
assessment tests have been developed for assessing the adequacy of powered wheelchairs in
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general but they can be used to assess the adequacy of control interfaces specifically.
The World Health Organization developed a wheelchair service training package [WHO,
2012]. The package contains forms, manuals and guides that include a trainer’s manual and
sets of posters and presentations to aid in assessing and training patients on the use of powered
wheelchairs. This guide is adapted by each wheelchair service centre to fit its purposes as was
found from discussions with several wheelchair services around the UK including the Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Trust, Kings College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust and
Central London Community Health NHS Trust. This practice introduces subjectivity and nonstandardisation in clinical assessments. Similarly, as already mentioned, most works in the
literature on shared control do not employ a standardised test.
Assessing the adequacy of control interfaces can either be done in a real environment,
in a controlled environment or in a simulation. Assessing interfaces in a real environment
provides accurate information in about the usability of these interfaces. These assessments
include the Power-mobility Indoor Driving Assessment (PIDA) [Dawson et al., 1994] and the
Power-mobility Community Driving Assessment (PCDA) [Letts et al., 2007]. However, this
approach may not be suitable for new interventions that haven’t yet been tested rigorously to
ensure safety [CenterWatch, 2018].
Assessing in a controlled environment allows researchers to control the test conditions
including perhaps guaranteeing safety for a test case that could be potentially dangerous in a
real-world environment. Several assessments for controlled environments have been proposed
and they include: the wheelchair skills test [Pineau et al., 2010, 2011], Verburg’s five obstacles,
the functional evaluation rating scale (FERS) and the wheelchair obstacle course (WCOC).
Of all the aforementioned tests for controlled environments, the wheelchair skills test ranks
as the most reliable [Routhier et al., 2003] and it has been adopted widely in the clinical world
as a standard [Pineau et al., 2010]. During a typical wheelchair skills assessment, a clinical
team checks to see if a powered wheelchair user can perform tasks from the wheelchair skills
test before recommending a powered wheelchair [Best et al., 2006, Hosseini et al., 2012]. The
test tries to measure or capture a user’s skills in performing activities of daily living.
The wheelchair skills test was employed in this thesis to assess participants’ skills with
certain interfaces to drive a powered wheelchair in a controlled environment to guarantee safety,
shorten the entire test time, and to have more control over the kinds of metrics of performance
we could use.
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In addition to an assessment test, specific metrics of performance can be used during the
test to analyse or compare users’ performance to evaluate adequacy of the wheelchair interfaces
to meet the needs of the user. Several metrics are subsequently reviewed.

2.2.2

Performance Metrics for Assessing Powered Wheelchair Interfaces

Urdiales et al. [2009] divides metrics for assessing the adequacy of powered wheelchairs into
task-based metrics and psychometrics. Task-based metrics include all metrics that objectively
evaluates the user’s performance for a given task. Psychometrics, on the other hand, focus on
the state of the user rather than his/her performance.
Other studies in literature divide metrics into objective and subjective metrics [Carlson
et al., 2012, Erdogan and Argall, 2017]. Objective metrics are measured independently of a
user’s opinions, whereas subjective metrics are evaluated from the user’s point of view. In
this case, task-based metrics are purely objective. Psychometrics can be both objective and
subjective since we can estimate the user’s state from measurements such as eye gaze, which is
objective, and self-reported questionnaires, which are subjective.
This thesis divides metrics into task-based and human factors, which is another way of saying psychometric metrics. This division is because categorising by task-based or human factors
offers a more distinct grouping than categorising by objective or subjective metrics. Well-known
task-based metrics are task completion time, distance travelled, number of collisions, deviation
with respect to a reference/ideal path, task success (binary score of whether task was completed
or not), degree of success (a score allowing partial completion of task) [Urdiales et al., 2013].
Subjective human factors include workload questionnaires such as NASA Task Load Index,
which tries to capture the actual workload experienced by the user during an activity from the
user’s self-assessment [Hart and Staveland, 1988]. To measure user’s self-reported satisfaction
and evaluation of their performance during an activity, validated metrics include Psychosocial
Impact of Assistive Devices Scale (PIADS), the Quebec user evaluation of satisfaction with assistive technology (QUEST) questionnaire, and the usability, satisfaction and ease of use (USE)
questionnaire [Demers et al., 2002, Lund, 2001, Urdiales et al., 2013]. PIADS and QUEST
captures satisfaction for the life cycle of using the assistive technology, whilst Usability, Satisfaction and Ease of Use Questionnaire (USE) captures satisfaction and usability specifically for
driving with the device, ignoring the quality of service and maintenance for the device.
Objective human factors, on the other hand, aim to capture some of the same qualities as
the subjective metrics do but in a way independent of the user’s direct judgement of his/her
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performance. For instance, workload has been inferred from the change in entropy in the joystick commands and the jerk in the joystick [Carlson and Demiris, 2012]. For discrete interfaces
(such as buttons and switches), workload can be estimated from the change in the number of
buttons pressed per unit time [Crandall and Goodrich, 2002]. Other human factors look at biosignals from the body to measure frustration, stress, etc., when conducting a task. They include
detecting for signs of stress from physiological signals such as heart rate, blood pressure, skin
conductance, pupil dilation and facial expressions [Urdiales et al., 2009]. These metrics may
need additional devices such as a heart rate monitor attached to the wheelchair user or a camera
fixed on the user’s head to track facial expressions.

2.3

Adequacy of Smart Powered Wheelchairs

To improve upon the adequacy of the powered wheelchair interfaces as an assistive technology,
an approach is to add an assistance system on the powered wheelchair in different forms such as
collision avoidance and wall following. This technique of adding sensors and other electronic
systems on a device to help humans better use the device has equally been done in the automobile and aerospace industries. Aeroplanes currently have an autopilot, altitude and cruise
control. Vehicles have automatic braking systems, collision avoidance and cruise control.
Powered wheelchairs with assistive systems, which we call smart wheelchairs, may require
additional or different metrics to assess performance compared to wheelchairs without assistive
systems. Thus, we discuss the nature of smart wheelchairs as found in the literature to better
understand how the adequacy of smart wheelchairs might be measured.
Smart wheelchairs can be classified by the level of autonomy assigned to the wheelchair
or robot, ranging from pure teleoperation by a human (an ordinary powered wheelchair) to a
completely autonomous wheelchair or robot [Sheridan and Verplank, 1978].
According to a review by Simpson [2005], one of the simplest and earliest smart
wheelchairs was the 1992 wheelchair by the NEC Corporation in Japan. The smart wheelchair
was mainly autonomous and had sensors on it that allowed the wheelchair to follow a predefined
path [Wakaumi et al., 1992]. A similar wheelchair was commercialised by the Communication
Aids for Language and Learning (CALL) centre in the UK [Nisbet et al., 1996]. One advantage
of these wheelchairs is that they might be suitable for people who do not have the capacity to
plan their routes perhaps due to a cognitive impairment or blindness. On the other hand, the
disadvantage is that the wheelchair limits places one can go, and the predefined route can feel
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very limiting to people who can plan their routes sufficiently [Nisbet, 2002]. In addition, the
environment will have to be significantly modified for the wheelchair and such a system can
only be used in a known and closed environment such as a nursing home.
Semi-autonomous wheelchairs emerged that gave some of the autonomy to the human.
One type of such semi-autonomous wheelchair contains a variety and hierarchy of control
modes or behaviours [Bley et al., 2004, Mazo, 2001, Parikh et al., 2003]. These behaviours
include wall following and person following, which are both autonomous behaviours, and collision avoidance, which is a low level behaviour that can be used in addition to the other two
behaviours. In this case, the user would simply have to select the desired behaviours from a
set of autonomous and semi-autonomous behaviours, whilst the wheelchair’s role is to execute the desired behaviour. This type of control offers more flexibility than fully autonomous
wheelchairs in terms of the capabilities provided by the wheelchair. People with some capacity to plan their paths will benefit from this type of smart wheelchair. The downside of this
approach is that wheelchair users will have to select from a set of many behaviours to be able
to complete activities of daily living. Thus, a more sophisticated form of smart wheelchair automatically selects the type and level of assistance from computational analysis of the user’s
command and information from the sensors on the wheelchair at each time step.

2.3.1

Sensors

To be able to facilitate complex behaviours robustly, a smart wheelchair requires sensors such
as sonar sensors and infrared sensors to detect and follow a wall or to avoid obstacles. However, these sensors are not able to finely detect objects in the environment, and many such sensors are typically used together to gain rich information about the environment [Sabatini et al.,
1995]. They are, however, popular because they are low-cost and most smart wheelchairs in
the literature use sonar sensors, infrared sensors or a combination of both [Boucher et al., 2013,
Carlson and Demiris, 2012]. Often, laser scanners, which provide high-resolution information
are used [Parikh et al., 2007, Trieu et al., 2008]. The major disadvantage of a laser scanner is
that it only detects information at a specific height and it is much more expensive than sonars
and infrared sensors.
Mono cameras can be used to identify objects and landmarks in the environment to offer
clues as to the current location of the wheelchair. Sensors such as 3D LIDARs, stereo cameras
and time of flight cameras provide rich depth information that can help identify more complex
features of the environment such as stairs and kerbs, which can provide useful information for
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a more robust wheelchair that can be used both indoor and outdoor [Moon et al., 2003, Yoder
et al., 1996].
Thus, a combination of sensor technology and the actual algorithm for sharing the control between the user and the powered wheelchair plays a key role in implementing the smart
wheelchair.

2.3.2

Performance Metrics in Assessing Smart Powered Wheelchairs

All of the performance metrics highlighted in Section (2.2.2) have been used to assess interfaces
for powered wheelchairs can in fact be used to assess smart wheelchairs. In addition to these
assessments, it also useful to assess the assistance provided by the chair. A performance metric
in assessing smart wheelchairs is the agreement between the user’s commands and the final
command that drives the wheelchair [Geravand et al., 2016]. When the wheelchair does not
provide assistance at the right time to the wheelchair user, the user experiences frustration,
which lowers the quality of the user’s experience of the wheelchair.
In general, it is expected that for a better smart wheelchair, there would be a greater agreement between the user’s commands and the wheelchair’s final command in the specific case
that the user is an expert driver or does not want or need help to accomplish a task. However,
for harder tasks and more difficult-to-use interfaces, the user’s commands and the wheelchair’s
final command may differ even for the best performing smart wheelchair. This difference is
because the user may give commands that would lead to collision for a number of reasons including the difficulty of controlling the wheelchair and loss of attention [Preece et al., 2015]. To
get a more accurate measure of agreement however, an estimate of the user’s intended trajectory
given his/her input command ought to be compared with the wheelchair’s final trajectory. This
estimate of the user’s intention from user’s commands can be derived using signal processing
and machine learning techniques [Derry and Argall, 2014].

2.3.3

Motion Tracking Toolkit for Assessing Mobility

Tools used for measuring metrics and assessing performance using a smart wheelchair are varied
and depend on the metric being measured. However, if we have the trajectory of the wheelchair,
we can extract many task-based metrics from it. In particular, we can estimate distance travelled,
task completion time, smoothness of trajectory, the accuracy of task completion and clearance.
Several industry standard tracking systems have been used to track motion in clinical settings. In particular, CODA has been used extensively to study gait in rehabilitation [Begon et al.,
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2015, Lennon et al., 2006, Tyson, 1999], in sports science [Exell et al., 2012, Williams et al.,
2012] and others [Monaghan et al., 2007]. Another tracking system, Vicon has also been used
to track human motion in various settings [Barton et al., 2013, Begon et al., 2015, Park et al.,
2015, Slavens et al., 2015].
CODA is a tracking system that uses cameras to track active infrared markers. Whereas
Vicon is a tracking system that uses cameras to track passive reflective markers. CODA’s active markers are uniquely identifiable but require adequate battery life to last through the time
needed for motion capture. Active markers also need a charging system, which is an additional
hardware element of the tracking system.
On the other hand, Vicon’s passive markers are not uniquely identifiable. The system
continuously measures changes in all labelled markers to estimate their positions over time.
The disadvantage here is that when the system loses track of a certain marker at a particular
time perhaps, for example due, to crossing of markers, the marker needs to be manually labelled
again so that it is identifiable at future points in time. Also, reflective surfaces in the background
can be mistaken for a marker. On the positive side, passive markers do not require additional
hardware for charging.
However, both the CODA and Vicon systems are prohibitively expensive to use [Spezialetti
et al., 2012]. There exists, however, a tracking solution more affordable than CODA and Vicon
for high-speed tracking called the OptiTrack [Carse et al., 2013]. OptiTrack can use both active
and passive markers and it has been validated as having accuracy comparable to the Vicon but
only over a short range (<15 cm) [Carse et al., 2013].
In research settings, a low-cost solution in which a camera mounted on the wheelchair
estimates the position of the wheelchair from fiducial markers is mounted on the ceiling of the
environment at known positions has been used [Carlson and Demiris, 2008b, 2012, Schoepflin
et al., 2011]. At the heart of this solution is the ARToolkit/ARToolkitPlus that tracks the position
of the fiducial markers. This solution to motion capture, however, is costly to implement when
tracking many objects, as each object will require several cameras to be attached to it.
Another low-cost tracking solution is the Kinect. Kinect has been used in several studies
for tracking human motion [Chen et al., 2015, Enriquez et al., 2015, Gonzlez et al., 2014, Harte
et al., 2016]. However, these studies used marker-less tracking that employed specific models
that can only be applied to parts of human body. Thus, Kinect-based tracking is currently
inaccessible to tracking arbitrary objects. Moreover, marker-less tracking is often less accurate
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than marker-based tracking [Ceseracciu et al., 2014]. More specifically, Kinect’s accuracy was
not found acceptable for clinical measurement analysis [Pfister et al., 2014].
The tracking solution used in this thesis to achieving low-cost motion tracking is called
MoRe-T2 (mobility research trajectory tracker) [Ezeh et al., 2016]. The open-source MoRe-T2
system uses standard video cameras such as cheap off-the-shelf webcams to track the pose of
fiducial markers, which are simply printed onto regular office paper. Unlike in the approach
where the camera is mounted on the wheelchair, the number of cameras in MoRe-T2 remains
fixed and cheap fiducial markers can be placed on objects to be tracked, making the solution
scalable to tracking many objects.
Task-based metrics measured from MoRe-T2 and subjective metrics already mentioned
allow conducting a robust assessment of smart wheelchairs. The next section discusses framing
the assessment in ways that works for the user in the so-called user-centred design.

2.4

User Requirements for Designing Smart Wheelchairs

As highlighted by Nisbet [2002], smart wheelchairs are to be designed to meet the needs of the
end user. This approach is called user-centred design, where the user is at the heart of the design
process. A device is of little use if the target user is unable or unwilling to use it. There is a
good chance that designs may not be accepted by users so taking into account users’ preferences
as early as possible in the design process is vital [Biddiss and Chau, 2007]. Furthermore, it is
important to take into account not only the performance of any newly proposed smart wheelchair
but also the acceptance and satisfaction of the users when using the proposed device [Leaman
and La, 2017].
Most works in the literature evaluate only the objective metrics of performance from an
engineering or perhaps functional point of view such as distance travelled, task time, etc. As
we have discussed, it is important to also account for the needs of the user. To this extent, some
studies in the literature do take the user’s subjective evaluations into account.
Odor and Watson [1994] took a comprehensive and holistic view of assessing the impact
of the smart wheelchair of the lives of children with disabilities. The study was a long-term
qualitative analysis that investigated how their smart wheelchair affected the educational aims
of the child, the child’s communication, social life, functional mobility and physical skills.
They found their wheelchair provided safety, improved the motivation of children to learn and
improved the children’s interpersonal skills.
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Some other studies focussed on a smaller scope of the user’s evaluation of the wheelchair.
Petry et al. [2013] investigated how several people (non-regular wheelchair users) perceived the
visual appearance of the smart wheelchair called IntellWhells compared to the appearance of
other smart wheelchairs in the literature. They also investigated the visual impact of modifying
the wheelchair to add hardware and sensors.
Studies conducted in this thesis investigated users’ perceived performance by asking them
how well they thought they performed when using the wheelchair [Carlson et al., 2012, Ezeh
et al., 2017a,b]. We will briefly discuss the various aspects that are of interest in capturing a
user’s evaluation of a wheelchair.
It is worth pointing out that in discussing some requirements for user-centred design of a
smart wheelchair, we do not consider specifically the form factor or the specifications of the
wheelchair itself. This is because we take the powered wheelchair as a given element since
powered wheelchairs already exist commercially. Almost any powered wheelchair can be made
smart by adding hardware components such as sensors and, ideally, the smart system should
be removable from the underlying wheelchair so that the system can be transferred to other
wheelchairs [Pineau et al., 2011]. As a result, we focus on the additional requirement that
the smart part of the wheelchair needs to fulfil in addition to the design recommendations for
a typical powered wheelchair. There already exist recommendations for powered wheelchair
designs such as ensuring or maintaining good posture [Cooper, 1999, RICA].

2.4.1

Safety and Comfort

Safety is the first requirement of a smart wheelchair [Urdiales et al., 2009]. The user must
not be harmed in any way when using the wheelchair within the conditions and terms of use.
This safety includes not adversely affecting the posture of patients and so solutions ought to
accommodate the unique posture requirement of each patient [Harms, 1990].
Furthermore, it is important that the user is not just safe but also feels safe. Providing
feedback to the user can help them feel safe [Kawaguchi et al., 2008]. In addition, a robustly
safe system can provide this feeling perhaps as the user begins to trust the wheelchair more over
time. To ensure a very robust system, the smart wheelchair can perhaps be over-engineered to
be safe even outside the conditions of use.
Another important aspect of safety is the robustness of the sensors being used [Feiten et al.,
1994]. Sensors to detect obstacles, for instance, ought to be reliable for use in any scenario in
which the user finds him/herself within the specified environment of use. Moreover, the sensors
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need to be sufficiently reliable in avoiding collisions in the case of obstacle avoidance. The
system and electronics need to be robust to vibrations and perturbations when the wheelchair
moves [Ippoliti et al., 2006]. Where faults occur or components/sensors fail, it is important that
the wheelchair detects and mitigates the risk associated with the failed system by for instance,
moving slowly or switching to manual control.

2.4.2

Usability of the interfaces

The interfaces on the smart wheelchair to interact with the wheelchair need to be intuitive.
Norman [2013] in his book on the design of everyday things mentioned the need for objects or,
in this thesis, interfaces, to have signifiers, which are physical clues that are shaped or arranged
in such a way that leads to an intuitive use of the interface. For example, the button to go right
should be on the right side in relation to the button to go left. Also red colours can be used
in the feedback display to indicate a warning that a user should promptly pay attention to. In
other words, the form ought to complement the function. Moreover, the interface may need to
give clear feedback if it is not very intuitive to use. Besides designing intuitive interfaces, the
interface will be accepted better the more responsive or predictable the outcome of using the
interface given the user’s intention [Ezeh et al., 2017a]. This means interfaces should have low
latency and high reliability in translating users’ actions to noticeable input commands.

2.4.3

Ease of Use of the Assistance

Essentially, driving a smart wheelchair is a collaboration between the user and the wheelchair.
For a collaboration to work, both agents need to know and account for the other agent’s intentions or goals [Hollnagel and Woods, 2005]. The wheelchair has access to the user’s intentions via the user’s input to the control interface and possibly via other sensors that track other
clues from the user such as eye gaze [Prendinger et al., 2009]. The user can know about the
wheelchair’s intention from visual, haptic or sound-based feedback. When a disconnect in the
feedback occurs, and the wheelchair behaves in an unpredicted manner, the user can become
frustrated. The assistance ought to work intuitively in order to reduce frustration in the smart
wheelchair user [Preece et al., 2015]. There ought to be a predictable outcome for a command
given by the user, and this can be achieved amongst other ways by providing feedback to the
user about the state of the smart wheelchair.
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2.4.4

Visual Appeal of the Wheelchair

The aesthetics of the smart wheelchair design is key to user’s acceptability. Visually appealing
objects are perceived as easier to use than less visually appealing ones [Kurosu and Kashimura,
1995]. In fact, visual appeal influences perceived usability of an object more than the inherent
usability of the object does.

2.4.5

Affordability of the Smart Wheelchair

The smart wheelchair has to be affordable to the stakeholders such as national healthcare services, insurance companies and charities, many of whom might be different from the target
users [Shahnaz et al., 2017]. As a result, smart wheelchair design should use low-cost techniques and materials without having to compromise a lot on quality. Thankfully, the price of
hardware components such as micro-controllers and sensors are relatively low because of mass
consumption (driven by industries such as gaming and automobile industry) and the consequent
economies of scale. Reliable sensors are, however, still very expensive. Novel sensors that
combine the latest advances in algorithms such as deep learning with low-cost sensors and the
fusion of several low-cost sensors form a promising path to make affordable and robust sensors [Urdiales et al., 2009].

2.5

Challenges in Designing of Smart wheelchairs

This section reviews some of the current challenges or potential bottlenecks in designing a smart
wheelchair besides the fact that interfaces for the powered wheelchair control are inadequate.

2.5.1

No Standardisation of Metrics

Some of the requirements such as usability of the interfaces and ease of use of assistance have no
standardised metrics to quantify them. In other words, there is currently no consensus in the rehabilitation and assistive technology community on metrics to assess a smart wheelchair. There
are several proposed standards or metrics but they remain to be clinically validated. In terms
of assessing how people perform when using a wheelchair, the Wheelchair Skills Test [Kirby
et al., 2002], and the WHO wheelchair training package [Organization, 2013], amongst others,
are validated assessments. However, each clinical centre usually adopts its own variation of a
wheelchair assessment, making assessment outcomes difficult to translate amongst centres [Lin
et al., 2006].
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2.5.2

Cross-Industry Collaboration

Smart wheelchair technology is inherently multidisciplinary [Touati and Ali Cherif, 2012]. It
requires concepts from computer science, electronics and mechanical engineering for the hardware and software development. It also requires concepts from clinical science and psychology
to evaluate the impacts of the human in the control loop. In particular, occupational therapists
are necessary for designing test protocols that properly assess the ability of the wheelchair user.
Physiotherapists are useful to properly position a patient on the wheelchair and to assess if the
patient has the functional capability to use an interface.
Moreover, collaborating with charities and clinical consultants is essential to recruiting
people with mobility impairments as participants for studies. The collaboration can help identify a significant number of target participants and aim for studies to coincide with patients’
treatments since patients find it difficult to physically attend and engage in studies [Nary et al.,
2011].
Finally, when designing for manufacturing and commercialisation purposes, collaboration
with manufacturers is required to convert the design into a commercially viable product.

2.5.3

Cost / Reliability trade-off of sensors

Sensors for smart wheelchairs include distance or ranging sensors such as sonar sensors, infrared sensors, LIDARs, laser scanners, stereo cameras and more recently, millimetre wave
radars. Essentially, a smart wheelchair is a mobile robot and so, it uses other sensors such
as odometry sensors to measure speed [Siegwart et al., 2011]. Some of these sensors such as
odometry sensors are cheap and unreliable [Simpson, 2005]. Other sensors such as laser scanners are expensive and only reliable for detecting obstacles on a single plane. In general, the
current state of art in obstacle detection sensors are not reliable [Pinggera et al., 2015].
The most reliable sensors are LIDAR sensors but they are very expensive [Song et al.,
2016]. Cheaper sensors can be made reliable by fusing different types together to compensate
for the weaknesses of each sensor in a technique called sensor fusion. However, robust sensor
fusion is still a relatively expensive procedure [Gravina et al., 2017].

2.6

Conclusion and Resultant Hypothesis

In conclusion, although currently available assistive technology, especially powered mobility,
has been very useful in helping individuals with mobility impairments, a significant number of
people are yet to benefit from currently available technologies. In particular, for many people
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with disabilities, alternative interfaces for controlling the wheelchair to carry out activities of
daily living, are inadequate. Smart wheelchairs have been proposed in several works in the
literature to provided the needed capacities/assistance not provided by these interfaces. Smart
wheelchairs are essentially powered wheelchair with sensors on them that sense the environment
and use this information to help the user manoeuvre better.
Developing smart wheelchairs require criteria of correctness to measure improvements or
adequacy. This chapter has reviewed some of the assessment tests and metrics used to evaluate
smart wheelchairs and their control interfaces. Several gaps in the literature exist, in particular,
lack of standardisation of assessments and the inadequacy of alternative interfaces for controlling wheelchairs.

2.6.1

Hypothesis

With respect to improving the adequacy of interfaces for powered wheelchairs, we focus on the
head-array and the sip/puff switch. The hypotheses are that:
Hypothesis 1
It is more difficult to control a wheelchair using the alternative interfaces, the
head-array and the sip/puff switch, than it is to control with a joystick. This
difficulty can be quantified using various metrics of performance.
Hypothesis 2
By combining information from the user’s interface and information from onboard sensors, we can make driving a powered wheelchair with alternative
interfaces more controllable and safer to use than without this combination of
information.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review Part II: Background to
Shared Control Theory
This chapter introduces the theory of shared control from its origin in advances in the aerospace
and automobile domains. Advances in automated transport systems made in the 20th century
laid the groundwork for the advent of shared control. Aspects of shared control involve driver
intention prediction, path planning, blending of the user’s intended motion with the motion of a
path planner and context awareness. In this chapter, the state of art in the theory of the different
aspects of shared control is discussed.

3.1

Introduction

In the mid 90s, the high rate of airline crashes prompted the industry to adopt automated systems that assisted pilot drivers to prevent more accidents [Amalberti and Deblon, 1992, Endsley,
2016]. In particular, formalisms were developed to reason about how much control to give the
automation and what functions would be allocated to the human and to machine [Inagaki, 2014].
Ultimately, the pilot was in control but an auto-pilot was used to maintain cruise control and execute corrective manoeuvres that would otherwise be risky for pilots to execute, amongst other
functions. The success of automating of some functions of flying an aircraft contributed to the
wide adoption of automation in the automobile industry [Xiao and Gao, 2010]. Certain aspects
of driving have been successfully automated. For example, in the 1950s, General Motors developed the “keep lane assist” system for cars, which was effectively a steering control [Beiker,
2014].
In the late 1990s, a field of control, called collaborative control emerged from the previous
research in partial automation within the aerospace and automobile industries [Fong, 2001].
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Traditionally, robots were seen as tools but Fong [2001] introduced a new paradigm called
collaborative control that views robots as partners or fellow collaborators. Within this paradigm,
humans collaborate with robots to accomplish tasks. This collaborative control was used in
teleoperation of vehicles and enjoyed a wide range of success [Crandall et al., 2005, Goodrich
and Schultz, 2007].
Collaborative control for smart wheelchairs includes dialog between human and a smart
wheelchair to complete a task [Bourhis and Agostini, 1998]; blending of the human and smart
wheelchair controls [Carlson et al., 2012, Li et al., 2011, Urdiales et al., 2007]; and a hierarchical
arrangement of the functions of both the human and the smart wheelchair [Mazo, 2001]. Often
the human was in charge of high-level reasoning whilst the smart wheelchair was in-charge of
low-level controls and fault detection [Fong, 2001].
We have seen in Section (2.3) that even though assistance from a smart wheelchair can
improve safety and help people to move around, people do not want to feel helpless or disempowered [Carlson and Demiris, 2008b]. Indeed, whilst there can be such a thing as too little
help (fully manual control), there can be too much help (autonomonous control) [Nisbet, 2002].
To navigate or balance control between a wheelchair and a user, who are intimately bound together, a fundamental approach is to consider the lowest level of the collaborative system where
the user’s input signal and the wheelchair’s motion planner are combined at each point in time.
This part of the collaborative system is called the shared control system [Argall, 2016].
Shared control is typically implemented in the following manner (see Figure (3.1)). At
each point in time, the user’s input command is sampled, and from a history of samples, the
user’s intended velocity is estimated. At the same time, sensors on the wheelchair sample
data from the environment and the sampled data is used to construct an optimal path that the
wheelchair can follow. The user’s intended velocity for the next time step is then combined with
the velocity from the wheelchair and the final velocity is sent to the wheelchair’s controller.
Subsequent sections elaborate in more detail the implementation of shared control, beginning
with estimating the user’s intended velocity or trajectory.
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Figure 3.1: A block diagram of a typical shared control system

3.2

Estimating User’s Intended Trajectory

Estimating a user’s intention is still a maturing field in the literature. The sequence of user
commands could either be interpreted as a sequence of sub-goal positions or velocities. In
one technique, where the user’s intended command is estimated as a goal pose in the environment, the goal pose can be fixed at a few metres in the direction indicated by the user’s commands [Ezeh et al., 2017a, Sanders, 2017, Tomari et al., 2013]. However, this naive approach
may not accurately estimate the user’s intention as it assumes a wheelchair user’s intended goal
is fixed even though behaviours, capability and control interfaces vary for different wheelchair
users [Demiris, 2007].
A more accurate estimation of intention might be to dynamically determine the goal. The
goal may depend on the direction of the user’s input and the degree to which the user indicates
the direction. For instance, pressing a button with more pressure or in the case of a joystick,
deflecting the stick more may indicate a further distance [Carlson and Demiris, 2012]. Similarly,
the user’s intentions can also be expressed as velocities (direction and speed) as in normal
control where the goal velocity increases as the user presses an input with more pressure or in
the case of the joystick, deflecting it more, indicates a higher velocity in the direction of the
deflection [Hüntemann et al., 2007].
The user’s intended trajectory can also be derived from expert knowledge [Escobedo et al.,
2012b], or from clues in the environment observed by computer vision [Leishman et al., 2010,
Rios-Martinez et al., 2012]. However, all the above approaches do not take into account limitations of both the user and the interface being used. By taking into account the limitations
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of the user and interface, a more realistic estimate of intention can be developed especially for
wheelchair users.
To account for the limitations of the user or the interface, some studies attempt to use
probability models to represent a user’s intentions. For example, a range of probabilities are
assigned to possible poses/velocities in the environment given the input signals from the user.
Various probability distributions can be used in this approach. A normal probability distribution
over a range of candidate goal poses/velocities centred on the direction the user indicated, can
be used Hüntemann et al. [2007]. However, data-driven models such as Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) and Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) have be shown to
produce a more stable and accurate estimate of the user’s intentions [Demeester et al., 2006,
Taha et al., 2008a,b, Vanhooydonck et al., 2010].
Another approach for estimating a user’s intended trajectory is implementing a hierarchical
database of possible behaviours and the user’s intention at a specific time is the behaviour with
the highest computed weight. Here, the weightings can be based on heuristics about the user’s
capabilities, interface and clues from the environment [Demiris, 2007, Demiris and Khadhouri,
2006].
A more precise estimate of a user’s trajectory will depend on the user’s capabilities/disabilities being taken into account. For example, one case study assigns more weighting
to right direction commands than left direction commands from a joystick for a patient who
has muscular atrophy and has difficulty indicating a right direction with a joystick [Hüntemann
et al., 2007]. The conditioned input is then converted directly into an intended velocity or processed further to estimate the user’s intention. For people with tremors, the input from a joystick
can be passed through a low-pass filter [Riley and Rosen, 1987]. In a more sophisticated and
accurate approach, a neural network filter can be trained to generate a user model of the actual
goal pose or velocity for wheelchair users with tremors [Rabhi et al., 2013].
Estimating a user’s trajectory may also depend on the type of interface being used. A headarray has a lower resolution of control than a joystick for example. A head-array with only 3
button switches is much more limited than a proportional joystick that can be used to express
many different directions. The various limitations of the different interfaces can be accounted
for in the estimation.
In general, the user’s intended trajectory is combined with controls from an autonomous
system on the wheelchair. In shared control, this autonomous control is generated from a path
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planning algorithm. The next section reviews the state of art of such algorithms.

3.3

Motion Planning

Wheelchairs fitted with shared control will need an algorithm that provides some level of assistance at each point in time. This assistance can modify the motion of the wheelchair from what
it would have been if the user did not use shared control. To modify the motion, shared control
needs a group of algorithms that are capable of planning motion in the first place. Shared control typically then combines the result of the motion planner with the commands indicated by
the user as will be discussed in Section (3.4).
Motion planners can be divided into reactive and deliberative planners. Reactive planners
only generate the best path for the next time step using information from local sensors on the
wheelchair to compute paths. The advantage of this approach is that it is relatively simple to
implement. However, the downside is that the wheelchair can be led into an unwanted dead-end
since planning does not consider future positions for the wheelchair. Deliberative planners on
the other hand, use global knowledge of the environment to compute plans. The advantage is
that the computed path is a global optimum. However, it is often time-consuming to compute
as more information needs to be accounted for.
Thus, reactive motion planners appear to be more suitable for shared control with smart
wheelchairs because it leverages information from the local sensors and so can adapt quickly to
unknown environments and dynamic obstacles. In known environments, a deliberative planner
can be used in combination with the reactive planner.
Due to the suitability of the reactive planner, it has been successfully applied in many studies [Levine et al., 1999, Li et al., 2011, Lopes et al., 2011, Tomari et al., 2012]. A variation of
the vector field histogram (VFH) has been used in many studies [Urdiales et al., 2007]. In the
VFH method, a 2-dimensional cartesian histogram of occupancy is constructed from information from sensors such as sonar sensors. This histogram is then reduced to the 1-dimensional
histogram of polar coordinates around the location of the wheelchair. Sectors of the histogram
with occupancy below a threshold are computed as candidate directions. A centre point of a
selected direction is computed, and the wheelchair turns in that direction and moves with speed
proportional to the distance from obstacles. The major downside of the VFH is the exact kinematics and dimensions of the wheelchair are not accounted for in the planning algorithm.
Another algorithm that has enjoyed wide adoption is the potential field algorithm [Hwang
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and Ahuja, 1992, Petry et al., 2010, Storms and Tilbury, 2014]. In this algorithm, occupied and
free spaces are modelled as repulsion and attraction forces respectively. The wheelchair then
moves in the direction of the greatest force. The downside is that the wheelchair can oscillate
around obstacles as it gets stuck in a local maximum.
To mitigate the disadvantages of these planners, a slightly more complex reactive planner
has been used. This planner is called dynamic window approach (DWA). The dynamic window approach can account for the kinematics in the wheelchair. However, a naive dynamic
window approach can oscillate around an obstacle as it is a heuristic based planner [Li et al.,
2012]. Mechanisms exist to minimise and eliminate this oscillation [Li et al., 2012, Sgorbissa
and Zaccaria, 2012].
The dynamic window approach works by computing a set of feasible velocities that can be
reached in the next time step. From these velocities, a set of safe velocities that would not result
in a collision is computed. Then all velocities are assigned weights that correspond to the sum
of the speed, distance to the obstacle (clearance) and heading to the goal. This sum is known as
the cost function. The final velocity selected is the one with the maximum weight or cost. DWA
has been used for shared control in the literature [Inigo-Blasco et al., 2014] and it forms the
basis of another algorithm, the dynamic local obstacle avoidance [Carlson and Demiris, 2010].
Other motion planners such as VFH+, model predictive control, etc also optimise over
different objective functions and constraints in a manner similar to that of the dynamic window
approach [Ulrich and Borenstein, 1998].
This thesis bases the motion planning for the powered wheelchair on the dynamic window
approach due to the fact that it is simple to implement and can account for the exact kinematics
of the wheelchair.
Having highlighted how to derive a user model and a motion planner, we will now look at
techniques to combine the motion computed from the user’s intention with the motion derived
from the planner.

3.4

Blending Strategies

The most common approach to blending or combining trajectory from the user’s commands
with the trajectory from a motion planner is called linear blending. Linear blending is simply a
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weighted sum of the two trajectories (Figure (3.2)). Mathematically, we have,
uLB (t) = Kh uh (t) + KR uR (t),
where Kh + KR = 1,

(3.1)
(3.2)

uLB is the linear blended trajectory, uh (t) is the human’s intended trajectory at time, t and uR (t)
is the path planner’s trajectory computed at time, t.

Figure 3.2: A block diagram of a typical linear blending approach

This approach has enjoyed a wide range of adoption in the literature. Most linear blending
techniques differ in how the weight of the human’s trajectory, Kh and the weight of the path
planner’s command, KR are computed. The weights are usually dynamic values and several
criteria have been used to determine how the weights should change. Usually, objectives like
safety, directivity, agreement or some combination of these objectives have been used widely
in the literature [Emam et al., 2010, Urdiales et al., 2008, 2013]. The weights assigned to the
wheelchair usually are increased when the wheelchair is closer to obstacles, which is a measure of decreased safety. Increasing the weight of the path planner means that more control
is given to the assistance at the expense of the user. For example, in tasks involving a fixed
goal position, more control can be given to the wheelchair when the user steers away from the
goal position [Carlson and Demiris, 2008b]. Finally, to ensure that the wheelchair moves in a
way that most agrees with the user’s commands, an agreement objective can be used so that
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more control is given to the user, when the wheelchair’s trajectory is very different from the
user’s [Geravand et al., 2016].
Whilst linear blending is easy to implement and has enjoyed a wide range of success,
its formulation is not suitable for more complex or dynamic environments than the test cases
currently found in literature [Trautman, 2015b]. Part of the reason is that the simple addition
of trajectories from the user and the motion planner does not guarantee objectives such as no
collision or may not necessarily result in a control that is stable for the wheelchair in general.
Carlson and Demiris [2008a] introduced a different way of blending by using safe minitrajectories for a task of going through a doorway. In this approach, the wheelchair selected the
trajectory and the user only decides how much speed to go along the path using a joystick. The
user is constrained to move along a safe trajectory and the approach works fine for going through
a narrow doorway where the wheelchair is constrained along a trajectory until it goes through
the door. However, for other activities such as navigation in a crowd where the environment
changes often, it is not suitable because of the increased uncertainty in the navigation task. In
such a case, explicit models of interaction for crowd navigation will need to be developed so as
to guarantee safety of the crowd and the wheelchair user [Li et al., 2011].
Another approach to blending is to optimise a cost function that takes into account models
of interaction between the user and wheelchair such as an agreeability metric [Li et al., 2011]
but other human factor metrics such as trust and fatigue could potentially be added. At the same
time, this optimisation can include constraints such as the wheelchair kinematics and additional
ones such as imposing minimum jerk. This optimisation approach is very similar to several
path planning algorithms that are based on cost functions or heuristics [Fox et al., 1997a]. The
only difference here is the addition of more “cost functions” that are human focussed, such as
agreement and trust, so the generated path is close to what the user desires. In this approach,
linear blending is no longer used; the output of the optimisation will be a final command to
drive the wheelchair.
Almost all the above approaches do not guarantee safety in the blending process. The
exception is the safe mini-trajectories approach which guarantees safety but it occurs as an
extra step after the initial blending.
This thesis aims to develop a blending strategy that guarantees safety at least in the theoretical formulation. Shared control is formulated as a joint probability distribution between the
user and the path planner [Trautman, 2015b]. We then imposed a structure on this joint proba50

bility distribution and the shared control command was the planner’s trajectory with the highest
probability for the distribution. The success of this probabilistic method is demonstrated over
linear blending [Ezeh et al., 2017b].

3.5

Powered Wheelchair Control

After the final velocity is computed in the blending process, it is sent to the powered wheelchair
controller. The wheelchair controller is responsible for driving the motors to the specified velocity. Typical approaches to implementing the powered wheelchair control include open loop
control, closed loop control and model predictive control. Since powered wheelchairs come in
different shapes, sizes and specifications, it is difficult to establish a single control law.
Controllers would have to be adapted to each wheelchair, taking into account the maximum
acceleration and torque of the motors, and the effects of the castor wheels on the motion dynamics [Krichel et al., 2009]. Manufacturers of existing wheelchairs configure several driving
profiles to fit the user’s needs such as outdoor and indoor driving modes.
Thus, to implement controllers for smart wheelchairs adapted from already existing powered wheelchairs, collaboration with manufacturers is important. The early versions of smart
wheelchairs were essentially robots with chairs fitted on them [Leaman and La, 2017]. Thus, it
was easy to gain direct access to the lowest levels of control and implement a solution. However,
now, manufacturers need to provide access to the control of the wheelchair.
In this case, the wheelchair may already have its in-built control algorithm and will only
need set commands in the form of voltage signals to achieve a certain velocity. Moreover, most
major wheelchair contributors use proprietary communication buses not dissimilar to CANBUS
used in the automotive industry [Carlson and del R. Millan, 2013, Rofer et al., 2009]. Care
ought to be taken to design a controller that takes into account the dynamics of the intrinsic
wheelchair controller and model predictive control can be used in this case. Furthermore, it
helps to embed in the control algorithm, an understanding of the non-linear effects of the castor
wheels [Johnson and Aylor, 1985].
In this thesis, a simple controller circuit that mimicked the wheelchair’s own joystick is
used, to send motion commands in the form of voltage signals to the wheelchair’s main control
system. The control algorithm was essentially an open loop control with specific set points
for voltage to speed mapping. Whilst this approach is simple to implement and the open loop
model remains unchanged within the specific conditions for which they were derived, its dis51

advantage is that different conditions such as different slope angles and ground texture will
change the nature of the set points. For this thesis, however, the slope and ground texture were
kept unchanged and kinematic effects of castor wheels were assumed negligible since the test
environment was level and even- surfaced. In addition, the wheelchair motors were powerful
enough to suppress castor effects sufficiently even though the castor wheels introduced some
small perturbations.

3.6

Context Aware Adaptive Control

Context is defined as a unique set comprising the user’s intended action, the user’s state and
the environmental state. The state of the environment can be interpreted in different ways
depending on the user’s state and the intended action. For example, a kerb can either be an
obstacle that the user wants to avoid or follow, or it could be a path that the user wants to climb
up to or descend from. Similarly, a user may want to park near a wall, follow along it or avoid
it. Furthermore, an expert user may behave very differently from a novice user, which holds
true for the same person becoming an expert user after gaining significant experience with the
wheelchair. Likewise, a tired person or a distracted person may well behave very differently
from when they are alert and focussed.
Context is an advanced topic and has not yet been substantially researched. The typical
approach to context awareness is to model possible behaviours as hypotheses and to select
the hypothesis with the maximum probability of being the user’s intended behaviour given the
available evidence or information [Escobedo et al., 2012a, Vanhooydonck et al., 2010, Witzig
et al., 2013]. Behaviours may also be arranged in hierarchies. Shared control can then be
implemented to assist in carrying out the specific behaviour by, for example constraining the
wheelchair along a safe mini trajectory, if the context detection system determines that the user
is trying to go through a doorway [Carlson and Demiris, 2012]. This thesis does not analytically
address context awareness but discusses how the shared control solution could potentially be
extended into a context-aware adaptive control.

3.7

Conclusion and Resultant Hypothesis

In conclusion, the state of the art in shared control involves estimating user intention from
input interfaces and sensors that both monitor for clues from the user and the environment. The
intention of the user is then blended with a form of path planning algorithm. The purpose of this
blending is to provide assistance for the user if required. The most common form of blending is
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called linear blending, but Trautman [2015b] has shown that linear blending does not guarantee
safety. Thus, we have developed a probabilistic blending, which we will detail in the later parts
of this thesis. In particular, we demonstrate the success of probabilistic blending over the state
of the art and validate this shared control in improving the performance of wheelchair users.

3.7.1

Hypothesis

Hypothesis 3
Based on the review of the literature of shared control, our hypothesis is that
probabilistic shared control will improve the safety and satisfaction of users
compared with linear blending.
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Chapter 4

Characterising the Adequacy of
Wheelchair Interfaces
In this chapter, the adequacy of alternative interfaces for controlling a powered wheelchair is
characterised. In particular, the adequacy of the joystick, the head-array and sip/puff switch
are considered. Quantitative results in this chapter corroborate qualitative evidence from the
literature to show that the joystick is the easiest interface to use, followed by the head-array.
The sip/puff switch was the most difficult interface to use. Recommendations for improving the
adequacy of these interfaces, from lessons learnt in the studies, are also provided.

4.1

Introduction

The aim in this chapter is to validate the first hypothesis given in Section (2.6.1). To do this,
the pros and cons of commercially available interfaces for driving powered wheelchairs namely
a joystick, a head-array and a sip/puff switch, are characterised. The characterisation involves
determining the capabilities each interface provides to the user and assessing the required capabilities needed to carry out activities of daily living. Ideally, the required capability should
improve users’ functioning or ability to make quick and safe manoeuvres, and reduce users’
frustration. The idea is that the assessment of required capability will expose, qualitatively and
quantitatively, the extent of an interface’s capabilities and, thus, will highlight where improvements in the interfaces are needed to provide the required capabilities.
The next section highlights related studies in the literature. The section after discusses
the experiment, in which the performances when driving several interfaces over a variety of
tasks are compared. In the section after, the results of the experiment indicate that the sip/puff
switch is the most difficult interface to use, followed by the head-array; the joystick is the
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easiest interface to use. Finally, recommendations to compensate interface inadequacies that
were observed and quantified are discussed.

4.2

Related Work

Fehr et al. [2000] investigated the adequacy of several interfaces for wheelchair control. The
investigation was in the form of a survey collecting subjective data on how wheelchair users
and clinicians perceive interfaces. The survey, however, did not investigate adequacy in terms
of objective and quantitative metrics of performance that focus on characterising adequacy at
the level of performing key wheelchair skills. The objective metrics of performance will provide
a specific benchmark against which one can judge immediate improvements in the adequacy of
a proposed interface solution.
Few works in the literature compare several commercially available interfaces for driving powered wheelchairs. Angelo [1992] compared the accuracy of three different modes of
scanning input interface for people with cerebral palsy. Cooper et al. [2000] compared speed,
time spent moving, and information capacity time for using two types of joysticks to drive a
powered wheelchair. Carrington et al. [2014] investigated ways to improve the accessibility of
commercially available interfaces such as joystick and sip/puff switch from qualitative feedback
from powered wheelchair users. However, they did not explicitly capture quantitative metrics
to assess performance using the different interfaces.
No work in literature, to our best knowledge, has compared performance using the specific
commercially available interfaces (head-array and sip/puff switch) mentioned as inadequate by
Fehr et al. [2000]. The study in this chapter fills in this gap in the literature by comparing the
performance of alternative interfaces (head-array and sip/puff switch) to performance of the
joystick. Both qualitative and qualitative feedback from participants are captured.

4.3

Method

This section provides an overview of the experimental setup, which includes the interfaces for
the wheelchair, the assessment course and the experimental protocol. Throughout the experiment, we aimed to employ low-cost solutions and tools as much as possible.
The experiments have been examined and approved in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. This study’s ethics identification number
issued by University College London is 6545/002.
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4.3.1

Wheelchair Platform, Interfaces and Controller

Figure 4.1: Wheelchair platform with joystick, head-array and sip/puff switch connected to the
wheelchair control system via a proprietary adapter.

The wheelchair platform used was an Invacare Typhoon II powered wheelchair. The
wheelchair has an emergency switch, in case of any motor control failure, a head-array, joystick and a sip/puff switch (See figure (4.1)). The wheelchair control interfaces were connected
to the wheelchair via a proprietary interface adapter that we designed. The adapter contained
a micro-controller and circuit to connect to the wheelchair’s DX bus system (similar to a CAN
Bus) so that it can recognise inputs from the interfaces, record these inputs and send them to the
wheelchair’s motor.
Interface commands controlled the wheelchair in accordance with the guidelines on using these alternative interfaces for wheelchair control. For safety reasons, we limited the
wheelchair’s speed when using the head-array and sip/puff switch. This setting allowed participants to move short distances whilst minimising the risk of collision. The maximum speed
we set for the joystick was slightly higher as people could more comfortably use the joystick
without colliding.

4.3.1.1

Joystick

We used an off-the-shelf proportional joystick. The joystick worked as intuitively expected
with the direction of joystick deflection corresponding to the direction of the wheelchair and
the magnitude of deflection corresponding to the speed of movement (Figure (4.2a)).
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(a) Joystick Controls.

(b) Head-array Controls.

(c) Interface control commands.

Figure 4.2: Control mappings for the interfaces

4.3.1.2

Head-Array

We used a three-switch head-array made of three low-cost push-switches. Each large and flat
switch was placed on one of the three pads of a headrest mounted on the wheelchair. As shown
in Figure (4.2b), pressing and holding onto the left or right switch rotates the wheelchair in place
and in the respective directions. The centre switch has two commands. A quick press toggles
between a forward and backward mode. Holding onto the centre switch moves the wheelchair
forward or backwards according to the current mode. Holding onto both the centre button and
either side button moved the wheelchair along a curve. For feedback, LED lights were used to
indicate the current direction of the centre button.

4.3.1.3

Sip/Puff switch

The sip/puff switch senses air pressure from a sip or puff into a mouthpiece and uses this pressure as an input command (hence the name). Some sip/puff switches can sense multiple pressure
levels of air pressure. However, some people may not be able to deliver the different levels of
pressure reliably. As a result, we chose a sip/puff switch that only senses one pressure threshold.
Several commands can be used for control such as quick sip or puff, a long sip or puff
and a double sip or puff-then-hold (Figure (4.2b)). We only used four commands that map most
simply onto the four main cardinal directions: quick and long sip or puff. A long sip and a long
puff were assigned to turn the wheelchair in place and in the left and right direction respectively.
Using a long sip or puff for forward or backward motion instead means that a wheelchair user
would have to stop often when moving over long distances as he/she would inevitably run out
of breath.
A quick sip was mapped to a backward motion such that if the wheelchair were moving
forward, it stopped with a quick sip. Also, if the wheelchair were stationary, it reversed back58

wards with a quick sip. A quick puff followed a similar pattern as the quick sip but in the
forward direction. Long sips and puffs issued whilst the wheelchair was moving forward or
backward, would turn the wheelchair to create a curved motion.

4.3.1.4

Forward Kinematic Model for Interfaces

We created a map of interface commands to actual velocities for the wheelchair. For the switch
interfaces, the map was straight forward. When the switch is pressed, the wheelchair moved at
its maximum speed (velocity profile of the wheelchair is given in Table (C.1) of the appendix)
and when the switch is released, the wheelchair’s speed becomes zero. For the joystick however,
the velocity profile was a bit more complex. Firstly, we normalised the input signal (a 5V analog
signal acquired at 50 Hz by the 12-bit ADC of the data-logger, with 2.5V being neutral) from
the joystick’s hall effect, such that the joystick indicates zero when in neutral position, indicates
plus one at extreme deflections along forward and right direction, and indicates minus one for
extreme deflections in the back and left directions. Instead of using a linear map from these
normalised values to the maximum speeds of the wheelchair, we instead made the joystick
more sensitive at lower speeds and less sensitive at higher speeds to aid in fine manoeuvres.
The function map is given below:
v0i = v0i max ×

tan(0.43πvi )
: {vi ∈ ℜ, vi ∈ [−1, 1], i ∈ {Linear, Angular}}
5

(4.1)

where v0i is the final speed of the wheelchair, vi is either the linear or angular speed obtained
from the normalised joystick signal and v0i max is the maximum value the speed can be.

4.3.2

Assessment Course

As discussed in Section (2.2.1), we chose tasks from the wheelchair skills test to build our
assessment test. We chose a wide range of tasks in which participants had to move and so,
constitute part of a typical wheelchair user’s activity of daily living. We excluded other tasks
from the wheelchair skills test such as changing the speed of the wheelchair since these did not
directly test mobility. The selected tasks with positions indicated in Figure (4.3b), were:
• Ascend & descend kerb (5 cm) (Position 1 to 2).
• Ascend & descend slope (5 degrees) (Position 2 to 3).
• Move a short distance forward (Position 2 to 3).
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• Turn while moving forward (90 degrees) (Position 2 to 3).
• Get through an opened door (81 cm wide) (Position 3 to 4).
• Park sideways in a small space (Position 4 to 5).
• Move a short distance backward (Position 5 to 6).
• Turn whilst moving backward (90 degrees) (Position 5 to 6).
• Rotate in place (180 degrees) (Position 6 to 7).
• Move forward along a cross slope (5 degrees) (Position 7 to 1).
We had to modify the “go through hinged door” task from the wheelchair skills test into a
“get through an opened door” task as wheelchair users using a head-array or sip/puff switch are
unlikely to have the sufficient arm strength for opening hinged doors. However, they may still
need to go through an automated door, an open door or even through a narrow space.
Each of the tasks ended when participants, choosing their own trajectory, arrived at specific
goal poses located around the circled numbers in Figure (4.3b). A detailed explanation of these
tasks can be found in the literature [Kirby et al., 2015].
The assessment course shown in Figure (4.3a) was setup at the Pedestrian Accessibility
Movement and Environment Laboratory (PAMELA), UCL.

4.3.3

Performance Metrics

To assess performance during the wheelchair skills test, we employed several metrics of performance. The task-based metrics we used were: task completion time (s), distance (m) travelled
by the wheelchair and intermittent level. Distance travelled and task completion time increase
for interfaces that are harder to control and for more difficult tasks, all other conditions being
constant. Intermittent level is defined as the ratio of time the user spent moving to the total
task time [Urdiales et al., 2013]. For self-paced tasks in which participants are ideally always
moving towards a destination, intermittent level indicates the level of difficulty in manoeuvring.
Stopping often to think or plan a path increases intermittent level and vice-versa.
We measured the task-based metrics from the trajectory information obtained using our
mobility research trajectory tracker(MoRe-T2) [Ezeh et al., 2016]. Briefly, MoRe-T2 can estimate the position and orientation of an ARToolkit marker over a very large area at low cost.
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(a) Assessment course.

(b) Top view plan of assessment course.
Figure 4.3: Experiment setup at the Pedestrian Accessibility Movement and Environment Laboratory
(PAMELA), UCL

We simply attach a marker to the top of the wheelchair to track the wheelchair’s motion. The
accuracy of the tracking system is given in Table (C.1) of the appendix.
Subjective human factors on the other hand allowed us to capture details of an interaction
as perceived by the human operator. The human factors we employed for this study were:
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NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [Hart and Staveland, 1988] and the wheelchair skills
questionnaire [Rushton et al., 2016]. A higher score on NASA-TLX indicates a higher workload
and vice-versa. The wheelchair skills questionnaire measures self-reported capacity to perform
a wheelchair skill. A higher score indicates a higher capacity to perform a particular skill.
We also collected unstructured data in the form of insightful feedback from the participants
and observations we made during the study.

4.3.4

Recruitment method

Our ideal target users are those who cannot use currently available interfaces for wheelchair
control (Chapter (1)). However, since these people are vulnerable because they typically have
severe conditions preventing them from using available interfaces, we decided to err on the side
of caution to conduct our studies first on healthy participants and current wheelchair users as
proxies to our target group. The assumption is that if we can detect an inadequacy in using the
interfaces for participants who should be able to use the interfaces better than our target users,
then that provides compelling evidence to conduct further studies with our vulnerable target
users who should find using the interfaces even more difficult.
Wheelchair driving performance differs with experience [Lisbeth Nilsson PhD and
Josephine Durkin PhD, 2014]. Thus, we aimed to recruit two groups of participants: experienced and inexperienced wheelchair users. However, we found it difficult to recruit powered
wheelchair users, as this is a significant challenge for our type of research [Tsui and Yanco,
2009].
We managed to recruit an experienced wheelchair user who was a middle-aged male with
C4 tetraplegia and had 2.5 years of experience driving a wheelchair using a T-bar joystick
interface. We identified experienced wheelchair users by selecting those who regularly use
a form of joystick, head-array or sip/puff switch as their main control interface and who in
addition, lack any apparent cognitive impairment.
For the inexperienced group, we recruited ten novice able-bodied participants (seven men
and three women) within an 18-55 years age range, who had never driven a powered wheelchair
prior to the study to serve as proxies for inexperienced or potential wheelchair users. We identified healthy participants by only selecting people without any apparent cognitive or motor
impairment.
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4.3.5

Experimental Protocol

The wheelchair had a MoRe-T2 marker attached to the top of the head-rest. This marker allowed
us to track the motion of the wheelchair. Just before the start of each trial, we remotely triggered
the data logging system simultaneously on the wheelchair and for MoRe-T2. At the end of a
trial, we remotely terminated the data logging.
Before proceeding with the experiment for an interface, a participant was given 5 minutes
to drive around in order to become familiar with the controls, as done by Carlson and Demiris
[2012]. Before the very first trial of the experiment, the participant completed the assessment
course once to become familiar with the tasks.
Novice participants drove the wheelchair around the assessment course using the three interfaces in a pseudo-randomised manner to minimise the learning effect [Abbink and Mulder,
2010]. We then analysed group performance for the three interfaces to determine how performance with head-array and sip/puff switch fared against that of the joystick, which served as
our gold standard. All novice participants completed the assessment course with at least two
of the three interfaces. For each interface, the participants performed at least 4 trials of the
assessment course, after which they were asked to complete the NASA-TLX and Wheelchair
Skills Test (WST).
The experimental procedure was only slightly different for the regular wheelchair user.
The regular wheelchair user conducted 20 trials using his own control interface and powered
wheelchair. We measured all metrics except for interface commands since this would have
required us to modify the wheelchair.

4.4

Results

We compared performance amongst the three interfaces using a one-way ANOVA test. The
sample sizes for the different interface groups were unequal as not everyone was able to use
all the interfaces within the time limit of the experiment. We chose our alpha level to be 5%.
Significant differences found were computed post-hoc using Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD). We applied this measure for all experiments in this thesis.
Overall, our task-based and human factor results (see Figures (4.4), (4.5)) consistently
showed that performance using a joystick ranked the highest for all metrics followed by performance using the head-array. Performance using the sip/puff switch was the lowest for all
metrics. Despite individual variability, all results showed a statistically significant difference in
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performance amongst the three interfaces.
Between-individual variation was the dominant source of performance variation when using the joystick and head-array whilst within-individual variation was the dominant source of
performance variation when using the sip/puff switch. Indeed these variations make sense
as most participants found joystick and head-array to be much easier to use so individual
performance did not vary much but were distributed at different levels for different individuals. Almost all participants found sip/puff switch to be difficult to use and so we observe the largest variations in performance for sip/puff switch for most participants (see Figures (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8)). Outliers in the results in Figure (4.4) were mostly from a single
participant.

(a) Distance Travelled.

(b) Completion Time.

(c) Intermittent Level.
Figure 4.4: Overall results for task-based metrics. For all metrics, the joystick showed better performance for all metrics followed by the head-array and then the sip/puff switch (* p <0.05).

4.4.1

Results for Task-Based Metrics

Participants performed best with the proportional joystick. The joystick had the shortest distance travelled (26.90 m±7.50 m), fastest completion time (81 s±25 s) and highest intermittent level (0.97±0.04) (see Figure (4.4)). On the other hand, sip/puff had the longest dis64
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Figure 4.5: Overall results for human factors in characterising interface adequacy. For all metrics, the
joystick shows better performance followed by the head-array and then the sip/puff switch (* p <0.05).

Figure 4.6: We compare distance (m) travelled using the three interfaces for each task (* p <0.05).
Error bars show two standard deviations from the mean. We see a noticeably large variation in parking
sideways and reversing. The labels in the x-axis are explained in Table (4.1).

tance travelled (42.89 m±16.80 m), slowest completion time (212 s±84 s) and lowest intermittent level (0.88±0.07); so it fared the worst. The distance travelled with the head-array
was 32.26 m±10.46 m; task completion time was 147 s±41 s; and the intermittent level was
0.95±0.04.
Interestingly, a joystick also has the highest resolution of control compared to a head-array
and a sip/puff switch. Thus, the joystick is most suitable for finely controlling a wheelchair.
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Figure 4.7: We compare the time taken (s) to complete tasks using the three interfaces: Joystick, headarray and sip/puff switch (* p <0.05). Error bars show two standard deviations from the mean. We see
a noticeably large variation in parking sideways and reversing. The labels in the x-axis are explained in
Table (4.1).

Task Abbreviation

Task Description

All
Side
Door
Back
Rotate
Kerb
Cross Slope
Turn

Aggregate results of all tasks
Parking sideways
Going through a door way
Steering backwards
Rotate the wheelchair by 180o
Climb up or down the kerb
Travel along a cross slope
Move forward whilst turning.

Table 4.1: Abbreviations to wheelchair skills test.

The head-array has a similar but more complex mapping compared to the joystick. The headarray had the next highest resolution of control followed by the sip/puff switch. In addition,
the joystick has the most intuitive physical mapping and mental mapping of commands to corresponding motion directions, followed by the head-array and then the sip/puff switch. Thus
all other things being equal, higher resolution of control leads to the higher performance as it
allows for executing more complicated manoeuvres in the case where the interface with higher
resolution also has a more natural mapping [Hutchins et al., 1985, Norman, 2013].
Distance travelled was significantly different for all interfaces. Interfaces that are more in66

Figure 4.8: We compare intermittent level for all tasks using the three interfaces: Joystick, head-array
and sip/puff switch (* p <0.05). Error bars show two standard deviations from the mean. Unlike for
distance and duration, we do not see as large a variation from parking sideways and steering in reverse.
However, we see a noticeably large variation in going through a doorway, climbing kerb, and turn whilst
moving forward. The labels in the x-axis are explained in Table (4.1).

tuitive and have higher resolution enable users to perform smoother turns more effortlessly than
less intuitive interfaces such as the sip/puff switch. The sip/puff switch did not provide intuitive
mapping between commands and corresponding motion. As a result, a less intuitive interface
produces motions with sharper turns, which translate to longer distances than the curved turns
produced by a more intuitive interface.
The intermittent level was also higher for interfaces with more intuitive mappings. A
good reason is that with more intuitive interfaces, participants perform mental simulations and
path planning almost subconsciously (i.e., easier and quicker) as the required commands for
executing the motion come effortlessly to the mind [Norman, 2013]. Thus, they spend less time
stopping to deliberate on the route to take. With the sip/puff switch, which is the least intuitive
interface, our observation was that participants stopped the most frequently to plan a path for
only a few steps ahead and this also involved memorising a sequence of commands to execute
the intended path plan.
For each individual task, the joystick emerged superior to the other interfaces in all performance metrics. Interestingly, the head-array showed a higher completion time and longer
distance travelled than the sip/puff switch when ascending and descending a kerb. This phe67

nomenon was probably due to an absence of a circuitry for debouncing accidental command
inputs.
One reason for the accidental commands is that the jerk from ascending or descending a
kerb propels a driver’s head such that he/she might accidentally press the centre switch quickly
reversing the direction of travel. Furthermore, the visual feedback for the head-array was out
of sight when the participant’s head was pressed on the head-array switches. This meant that
often the participant was unaware that the mode had toggled due to accidental presses and so
they would often move the wheelchair by a short distance to find out the wheelchair’s direction
was not as desired.

4.4.2

Results for Human Factors

Figure 4.9: We compare the self-reported wheelchair skills for novice able-bodied participants using the
three interfaces (* p <0.05). Participants consistently report lowest capability using the sip/puff switch.
Tasks such as steering backwards, side park and going through doorway had the lowest overall skills
scores for all interfaces. The labels in the x-axis are explained in Table (4.1).

The NASA-TLX was used to measure task workload for the different interfaces (see Figure (4.5)). NASA-TLX’s scale is from 0 to 100 where 100 indicates the highest workload. The
total workload score for using the joystick was 24.04±13.27. For using the head-array, workload score was 36.37±18.82. For using the sip/puff switch, workload score was 53.69±10.39.
The joystick was much less frustrating (18.67±17.59) and demanding mentally
(23.55±16.96) and physically (16.67±16.42) than the head-array (36.80±27.16, 40.10±22.97,
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32.40±26.71 respectively) and sip/puff switch (51.16±25.37, 72.00±10.73, 43.67±23.30 respectively). Workload was highest when using the sip/puff switch as expected. Mental demand
was significantly higher with the sip/puff switch than with the other interfaces. Workload for
the joystick across all workload sub-scales was not significantly distinguishable from workload
for the head-array.
Frustration was also highest for using the sip/puff switch. One explanation is that frustration originates from the gap between the real outcome of an executed command and the desired
outcome. This gap is known as the gulf of execution [Norman, 2013]. Participants often sipped
when the correct command was to puff and vice-versa, indicating difficulty in distinguishing
the two commands, which is perhaps a problem of lack of a proper signifier to help build an
adequate mental model. A signifier is a perceptible sign or signal that shows what can be
done [Norman, 2013]. Moreover, most participants found it challenging at times to distinguish
between the durations of a quick and long switch press (i.e., sip or puff) especially when trying
to move by only a short distance.
The wheelchair skills questionnaire gave an indication of the user’s self-reported ability
to accomplish a task. The self-reported capability was scaled from 0 to 100, with 100 meaning most capable and 0 meaning least capable in completing a task. Participants in general
reported being most capable when using the joystick (94.16%±8.12), followed by the headarray (90.00%±9.59) and least capable with the sip/puff switch (79.17%±0.02) as shown in
Figure (4.9). For all the interfaces, however, participants reported being least capable when
steering in reverse and parking to the side. However, we conclude steering in reversing was the
hardest task, since, unlike parking sideways, in addition to showing a significant degradation in
task-based metrics for the alternative interfaces compared to joystick, only steering in reverse
also showed a significant reduction in self-reported wheelchair skills for alternative interfaces.
Steering in reverse requires a capability to see the back of the wheelchair, which indicates
the need for a rear-view mirror or an approach that provides the ability to safely manoeuvre in
reverse. We note that users of both the head-array and sip/puff switch will not have sufficient
capabilities to look backwards by themselves.
Parking to the side in a small space required fine control to navigate safely, and consequently, it would demand more effort and attention from the participants. The head-array and
sip/puff switch both exhibited latency, which is required to distinguish a quick press from a
longer press. This latency, however, makes it harder for the participant to perform a side-park
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or finer motion in general as participants required instantaneous feedback to effectively judge
the effects of their actions especially when moving over a short distance.

4.4.3

Performance for the Experienced User

We note that the completion times (46 s±13 s) of the experienced wheelchair user who uses a
joystick was significantly smaller (p<0.05) than the time (81 s±25 s) of novice but able-bodied
participants using the joystick. The distances the regular wheelchair user travelled (32.5 m±5.8)
were not significantly different from the distances (26.9 m±7.5) of the novice able-bodied users.
We also emphasise that the speed of the experienced user’s wheelchair was about the same as
that of our wheelchair with the joystick.
The wheelchair user’s reported workload score of 13.83 is within two standard deviations
from the mean score for the novice but able-bodied users using the joystick. Thus, we can
say the workload for the wheelchair user is similar to the workload of the novice participants.
The experienced wheelchair user commented on difficulty navigating backwards as he could
not turn backwards due to his condition. To complete navigating backwards tasks, he relied on
initially bumping gently against the platform walls to determine when to stop. With more trial
repetitions, he inferred where to stop from guessing how close he might have been to the wall
behind by taking cues from the environment without actually being able to look backwards.

4.5

Improving Interface Usability

Based on our observations in this study, we suggest some solutions towards making both headarray and sip/puff switch more user-friendly in order to bring users’ driving performance using
the interfaces on par with performance using a joystick. Our suggestions could also be relevant
when using the interfaces to control other assistive technologies such as scooters and exoskeletons. Each suggestion is a step towards improving interface usability and we investigated the
actual contribution of some of the suggestions to interface usability in practice in following
chapters of this thesis.

4.5.1

Facilitate Safe and Fine Motion

Executing fine motion is especially difficult using discrete non-proportional control, as the user
tends to issue many quick commands, which they perceive as effortful in order to position
the wheelchair right whilst avoiding collisions. Tasks such as going through narrow doors or
opening, parking in a narrow space, climbing up and down a narrow vehicle ramp and steering
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whilst turning backwards all require fine motion to be performed safely.
Shared control techniques such as collision avoidance can help reduce the effort and mental
demand of fine motion allowing the user to concentrate on planning their route. Further to
facilitating collision avoidance, shared control can also reduce effort and increase performance
by making required small adjustments to the user’s path. The expected outcome is that fewer
commands are issued, paths are smoother and tasks takes shorter times to be completed. Shared
control may recognise the intended trajectory of the user and gently nudge the wheelchair to
move along that trajectory [Carlson and Demiris, 2012]. Care must be taken, however, to ensure
that the assistance actually helps the user when and only when the user needs help; and this is a
non-trivial task.
A concrete example of an ideal small path adjustment occurs when a wheelchair user is
about to move through a doorway as in Figure (4.10). Shared control can gently nudge the
wheelchair so that it is properly aligned to get through without collision. Also, users have a
tendency to get stuck momentarily when executing a motion plan near obstacles. In such a
case, the wheelchair can be gently nudged away from trajectories that may lead to dead ends.
For example without shared control (Figure (4.10a)), some participants (although they could
glance backwards) tend to turn too soon under certain circumstances whilst reversing around a
corner (position 2). Thus, they collide with the corner wall, stop to evaluate and then correct
their path by either moving forward or turning in the reverse direction to create some space
(position 3) before continuing to turn around the corner. With shared control, however, in an
ideal case (Figure (4.10b)), the user’s intended trajectory can be identified and the wheelchair
gets nudged towards the appropriate path.
For the head-array, we observed that when some participants moved strictly forward, after
a while they lose their focus. It appears when the wheelchair moves at a single speed, the relaxed
position of the user’s head against the centre button of the head-array, induces relaxation and
reduces alertness. This is an interesting point because it perhaps suggests that if an interface
is too easy to use for a particular task, the user may become too complacent during the task
and over-rely on the interface. Thus, more research can perhaps shed light on how best to
ensure the user is engaged or kept safe for different levels of alertness. However, this research
is beyond the scope of our studies. If we would speculate on possible approaches to maintain
alertness, one can employ techniques to reduce or manage the effects of vigilance such as done
by Oulasvirta et al. [2005].
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(a) Without shared control.

(b) With shared control.

Figure 4.10: In (a), the wheelchair user turns too early whilst moving backwards thus colliding with
the wall. In (b), shared control gently nudges the wheelchair user’s path away from collision to create
enough space to turn successfully whilst moving backwards.

4.5.2

Improve Control Mapping

Here we discuss solutions to issues around the interfaces’ commands and the motion they are
mapped onto.
Participants often mistakenly issue sip instead of puff commands and vice-versa. Quick
sips and quick puffs provide some level of intuitive mapping in that a sip sucks air into the
mouth and this alludes to a backward motion whereas a puff pushes air out in front and this
alludes to a forward motion. However, when a wheelchair user wishes to stop abruptly, he/she
may forget this mental model, as there is a lack of physical/visual signifier to hint at the correct
commands to issue. In this case, a quick sip or puff whilst the wheelchair is moving can be used
to stop the wheelchair irrespective of travel direction.
Commands for left and right rotations (long sip or puff) are less intuitive and so the commands may need to be reformulated or a better mental model could be used. The visual feedforward display can be provided during the latency time before a sip or puff is recognised as a
long sip or puff. This feed-forward ensures that the user is well aware of the impending command before it is recognised as an instruction for the wheelchair. To ensure that the users notice
it, the visual feed-forward display can be placed such that it is seen without the need to move
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the head. However, care should be taken to ensure that this display does not distract the user.
Similarly, well-placed visual feedback can benefit the head-array by indicating a change
in direction whenever the centre button is pressed quickly such as when motion jerk causes the
user’s head to press the button. Debouncing circuitry can also eliminate accidental head-array
commands. This debouncing circuitry may detect jerk via an inertial sensor so that any quick
press of the centre switch can be ignored if given immediately after the wheelchair had been
moving or during times when the wheelchair experience a large jerk.
To reduce the occurrence of interruptions in the first place, motion can be generated that
ensures minimal jerk. The wheelchair’s speed can be reduced when encountering a kerb or a
bump in the path. Smooth starting and stopping of the wheelchair will also minimise jerk.
Lastly, participants, mostly those who drive cars, assumed and wanted wheelchair control
for all interfaces to be similar to driving, especially when steering whilst turning backwards.
One reason might be that a car’s mental model is very popular. However, the wheelchair turns
in the reverse in the opposite way to a car due to the difference in the kinematic models between
a car and the wheelchair.

4.5.3

Provide Backside Viewing

Most participants expressed difficulty manoeuvring backwards. Since participants were mostly
able-bodied, they repeatedly turned their entire bodies to look backwards whilst steering. Notably, the experienced wheelchair user also thought he needed a better way of sensing behind
him. In everyday life, regular wheelchair users may not have the upper body strength to look
backwards and feeling for obstacle with the back of the wheelchair, which we observed in our
study, may not be the safest strategy.
Thus, wheelchairs users need a way to see behind them that requires minimal head or body
movement. A back viewing mirror or a display screen mounted in front that shows real-time
footage from cameras mounted to look backwards can be used. In any case, extra items mounted
on the wheelchair should minimally distract or obstruct the user’s front and side views and
should not increase the wheelchair width significantly [Bell and Heitmueller, 2009]. However,
shared control can be used to provide the capability to navigate backwards as already mentioned.

4.6

Conclusion

By measuring some important metrics (i.e., distance travelled, task completion time and workload) of navigation performance for healthy novice participants used as proxies for wheelchair
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users using the different interfaces, we showed that the participants perform significantly less
well with the head-array compared with a joystick. Also, participants using the sip/puff switch
performed significantly less well than with the head-array. Findings from the analysis of the
metrics support our first hypothesis in Section (2.6.1) that states that sip/puff switch and headarray are more difficult to use than the joystick.
We also suggested the capabilities required to successfully and safely accomplish activities of daily living. Most of the capabilities required such as collision avoidance, fine motion
control, backwards manoeuvrability, and improved control mapping can all be provided using
shared control techniques. Other capabilities, such as visual feedback, can be provided with the
use of a display amongst other approaches.
Thus, for people who find it difficult to accomplish activities of daily living using a headarray or sip/puff switch, they may benefit from some form of assistance or shared control to
provide required capabilities to successfully accomplish these activities. This assistance may
be temporary to aid in learning to use an interface or may be permanent depending on the
individual. These capabilities do not appear to be intrinsically provided by the two interfaces.
Thus, providing the needed capabilities for the commercially available interfaces hold a promising benefit to end-users as these interfaces can be brought into the market faster than completely
novel interfaces for which markets do not yet exist.
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Chapter 5

Improving Powered Wheelchair Driving
Using a Novel Shared Control Approach
The previous chapter showed that alternative interfaces are inadequate for driving a powered
wheelchair. In this chapter, shared control is used to address this inadequacy. Shared control is
defined as the combination of the user’s intended motion and the motion of a smart wheelchair’s
path planner at each time step. The ideal end result of the combination is to gently modify the
user’s driving to a safer, less effortful, and smoother motion that is very close to what the user
desired. The viability of a novel shared control approach is investigated and its performance is
compared with the most common form of shared control in the literature. Most shared control
techniques employ a traditional strategy called linear blending, which is a weighted sum of the
user’s trajectory and a path planner’s trajectory. This chapter, however, details the implementation of a more generalised form of blending called probabilistic shared control (PSC). The
probabilistic formulation in theory improves the accuracy of modelling the interaction between
the user and the wheelchair by taking into account uncertainty in the interaction. This chapter
demonstrates the practical success of probabilistic shared control (PSC) over linear blending
in terms of safety, particularly for novice users.

5.1

Introduction

Commercially available interfaces are inadequate for wheelchair control and the previous chapter gave quantitative and qualitative evidence to support this claim. To address this inadequacy,
shared control can and has been used to compensate for inadequacy in using an interface by providing driving assistance such as obstacle avoidance and motion compensation. This assistance
helps to improve the safety of driving and helps to execute a task with fewer instructions[Carlson
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and del R. Millan, 2013].
Recently, several different shared control strategies have emerged that continuously combine the user input signal (e.g., joystick position) with that produced by a path planning algorithm running on the wheelchair [Carlson and Demiris, 2012, Devigne et al., 2016, Dragan
and Srinivasa, 2013, Goil et al., 2013, Hüntemann et al., 2007]. Most of these techniques employ a traditional strategy of shared control, called linear blending (LB), or derivatives thereof.
However, linear blending is unsafe in its theoretical formulation [Trautman, 2015b].
This chapter details implementation and evaluation a more generalised approach for
wheelchair driving called Probabilistic Shared Control (PSC), which explicitly models the
blending of the user and path planner’s trajectory in a mathematically principled way. Trautman
[2015b] hypothesised that probabilistic shared control (PSC) is safer and more expressive than
the traditional approach of linearly blending the human and path planner’s trajectory. The initial
implementation of PSC provides safer motion than linear blending and results in fewer collisions, for the tested novice participants, which supports the third hypothesis in Section (3.7.1).
The following Section (5.2) briefly highlights other approaches to blending the user’s velocity with a path planner’s velocity and it also highlights this chapter’s unique contribution
to the literature. Afterwards, Section (5.3) briefly discusses the smart wheelchair’s architecture
that enabled us to deploy probabilistic shared control. Section (5.4) then discusses the proposed
theoretical and practical implementation of Trautman’s PSC framework. The next sections,
Sections (5.5) and (5.6) compare PSC to linear blending in a real-world experiment and Section (5.7) discusses the wider implications of PSC for smart wheelchairs.

5.2

Related Work

As already mentioned, several groups have proposed shared control strategies for wheelchairs
that continuously blend the user’s intended trajectory/input signal(s) with some sort of optimal trajectory or control law from a path planner. Generally, these strategies use (variations
of) linear blending to combine the user’s intended trajectory with the wheelchair’s trajectory [Trautman, 2015b]. Linear blending is simply a weighted sum as shown below:
uLB (t + 1) = Kh uh (t) + KR uR (t),
where Kh + KR = 1,
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(5.1)

and uLB (t + 1) is the linearly blended trajectory given to the wheelchair at time, t + 1; uh (t) is
the human’s intended trajectory at time, t; and uR (t) is the path planner’s trajectory computed
at time, t. Most linear blending techniques differ in how the weight of the user’s trajectory, Kh
and the weight of the path planner’s command, KR are computed. These weights might also
be dynamic [Carlson and Demiris, 2012]. Simply adding a weighted human trajectory with a
weighted path planner’s trajectory does not guarantee safety.
To improve shared control systems, several studies model the user’s behaviour using probability distributions [Demeester et al., 2009, Hüntemann et al., 2013, Simpson and Levine, 1999].
These models aim to improve the estimation of the user’s intended trajectory, which is then linearly blended with the path planner’s trajectory. Thus, since this approach still uses linear
blending, it does not guarantee safety.
In Lopes et al. [2013] and Galn et al. [2008], the final velocity in their shared control
approach is also one with the maximum probability of a joint probability. However, their joint
probability does not have an agreeability factor that controls the degree to which the user’s
commands and the shared control should agree or disagree. A possible result of omitting this
agreeability factor is that the final velocity of the shared control can differ greatly from that of
the user. It is possible that a user’s left command might lead to the wheelchair moving right
and this behaviour greatly reduces the predictability of the shared control. One key aspect of
ensuring a good implementation of shared control is to make the assistance as understandable
as possible [Carlson, 2010, Norman, 2013].
We propose to improve the safety of the shared control system by modelling the actual
blending of the human’s intention and the path planner’s command as a joint probability distribution [Trautman, 2015a]. The shared control law becomes the path planner’s trajectory with
the maximum probability in the joint probability distribution. The joint probability also contains
an agreeability function that controls the degree to which the user’s commands and the shared
control should agree or disagree. Unlike for linear blending, probabilistic shared control gives
us a mathematical approach to guarantee safety at a theoretical level by outputting a velocity
that obeys the kinematic constraint of the wheelchair.

5.3

System Architecture

This section presents the first version of the smart wheelchair architecture with which we used
to implement our probabilistic shared control. The smart wheelchair was built upon an Invacare
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Figure 5.1: The interconnected parts of the smart wheelchair based on the ROS. An oval shaped label
represents a ROS node that has a single function and the label on an arrow represents the topic name for
messages sent between nodes connected by the arrow.

Typhoon II powered wheelchair. As shown in Figure (5.2), the wheelchair has an emergency
switch, in case of any motor control failure, a head-array, joystick and sonar sensors. Also, not
shown, the wheelchair has a sip/puff switch.
At the heart of the electronics for the wheelchair, are two computing boards, the Radxa
Rock Pro (for high level algorithms such as the shared control and map) and the Beagle-Bone
Black (to interface with the sensors and the wheelchair control circuit). Both of these boards
run the Robot Operating System (ROS) on Linux.
As depicted in Figure (5.1), a ROS node called “odometry” running on the Beagle-bone
extracts odometry information from encoders attached to the wheelchair’s wheels. Another
ROS node also running on the Beagle-bone, called “sonar” extracts information about obstacles
from sonar sensors. Information from the sonar sensors and odometry are sent to the “map”
ROS node. The map node then computes an occupancy grid of the space around the wheelchair.
This occupancy grid, together with the odometry and the user’s commands, from the “control
input” ROS node running on the Beagle-bone, are sent to the shared control node. The shared
control node then computes the desired velocity and this velocity is sent to another ROS node
on the Beagle-bone, called the motor controller. The motor controller converts the velocity into
voltage signals that are then passed to the wheelchair’s controllers to move the wheelchair as
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Figure 5.2: The smart wheelchair with two visible sonar sensor nodes, one on each side of its front
castors. A further two sensor nodes are occluded at the rear of the chair. The wheelchair also has an
emergency switch, in case of any motor control failure, a head-array, joystick and a sip/puff switch (not
shown).

closely as possible to the desired velocity.
The next section briefly discusses the sonar node and map node in more detail before
covering the shared control node.

5.3.1

Sonar Node

We used the popular and perhaps the cheapest sonar sensors available, the HC-SR04, to detect
obstacles in the environment. We chose sonar sensors because they are cheap and could sense
obstacles at different heights unlike a laser scanner. However, sonar sensors suffer from poor
resolution and its accuracy can vary depending on the materials the sonar beams reflect off of.
We also considered using a Kinect but the Kinect’s accuracy and performance are generally
sensitive to lighting conditions [Khoshelham and Elberink, 2012].
The sensors were grouped into four nodes that each housed up to four sonars (Figure (5.2)).
Each node was initially designed to cover as much area as possible. Four sensors on each node
covered an area of about 150 ◦ (see Figure (5.3)). Having four sensor nodes at the four corners
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of the wheelchair covered a large perimeter without having to perform as much calibration as
would have done if each sensor was placed individually.
We also created each node so that it was easy to mount with minimal modification of the
wheelchair, fixing a node on each of the wheelchair’s frames holding the castor wheels. A node
contained a micro-controller that directly serviced its group of sensors.
Based on the nature of the sonar sensors and our choice to group sensors in nodes, a tradeoff between speed and safety emerges. To increase the speed of the wheelchair, we ultimately
had to increase the sampling rate for obstacle detection. This increase required reducing the
number of sensors. However, as the number of sensors reduces, the number of blind spots of
the wheelchair increases, reducing the safety of the wheelchair.
We settled at using three sonar sensors in each node to obtain a sampling rate of 5 Hz. Any
fewer number of sensors would not be able to prevent collisions. The area coverage of each
node was then effectively 90 ◦ . The sonars were time-multiplexed to prevent cross-talk. 5 Hz
was sufficient for the wheelchair to move with the linear and angular velocities restricted to
0.2 m/s and 0.625 rad/s respectively, based on a time to collision analysis.
Essentially, we wanted to restrict how far the wheelchair travelled before it resampled the
obstacles in the environment. To ensure safety, we set a minimum clearance from obstacles to
the wheelchair to 10 cm similar to Carlson and Demiris [2012]. Based on this clearance value,
we limited the maximum distance the wheelchair could travel between each time step (200 ms).
For an object at the minimum clearance distance from the wheelchair, the wheelchair would be
able to detect this object within a time step and decelerate quickly before collision. Thus, the
path planner ignored trajectories with clearance less than the minimum value.
An upper linear and angular speed limits of [0.2 m/s, 0.625 rad/s] gives upper limits of
0.04 m and 0.10 m respectively on distance travelled within 200 ms before resampling obstacles
in the environment. We imposed a lower and stricter distance limit on the linear distance than
on the angular distance because of the blind spot at the front of the wheelchair, that may not
guarantee sensors detect an obstacle in time. Thus, the wheelchair linear motion needed to be
cautious, although the sensors could detect obstacles during turning just fine. The computation
for angular limit takes into account that the longest edge of the wheelchair from the centre of
rotation is about 0.8 m. Mathematically the limits are expressed below,
1
× max (vmax , d · ωmax ) ≤ clearancemin
fs
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(5.2)

where fs is the sampling frequency, d is the maximum length from the outer edges of the
wheelchair to its centre of rotation, clearancemin is minimum clearance, and vmax and ωmax are
the maximum translational and angular velocities respectively.
The obstacle sensing design had three major blind spots shown in Figure (5.3). The blind
spot in front of the wheelchair was probably the most important. For small obstacles, the
wheelchair can certainly head into a collision. To mitigate this risk, we used only large stationary obstacles that can be detected at all times in the experiments. The blind spots at the
sides were not critical since the wheelchair could not move sideways and so would not easily
bump into obstacles on its sides. Here, we assume that obstacles in the environment are static
and large.
We created a ROS node for the sonars on the Beagle-Bone that collected the latest distance
measurements from the sonar node via an I2C interface. The ROS node then published this
information at 5 Hz, which was as fast as the sonars themselves could sample.

5.3.2

Map Node

An internal representation of the obstacles in the environment is crucial for the wheelchair.
Therefore, we constructed a local occupancy grid of the space around the wheelchair, which
spanned an area of 4 m × 4 m. Faster processing requires an occupancy grid area that is as
small as possible. For a wheelchair of about 1.4 m long, occupancy grid area enabled us to
accounting for obstacles up to 1.25 m ahead or behind the wheelchair. We also assumed that
wheelchair users plan up to about 1 m ahead at each point in time. Considering a longer horizon
would have increased the latency of the map and path planner by increasing both the size of the
map and the length of the trajectories to be considered by the planner.
The map had a fixed grid resolution of 0.05 m × 0.05 m, which coincided with the precision
of the sonar sensor measurements, which was about 0.09 m for a cardboard obstacle [Adarsh
et al., 2016]. The local map used log-odd update to populate the occupancy grids [Thrun, 2001].
We updated the position of occupied grids using odometry, which was calibrated with the lowcost tracking toolkit, MoRe-T2 [Ezeh et al., 2016]. Occupied grids had a forgetting factor of
5 seconds, after which they become unoccupied. The forgetting factor was used to suppress
errors in estimating obstacle positions that might result from accumulated dead-reckoning error [Boucher et al., 2013].
We created a ROS node that builds the occupancy grid of the space around the wheelchair.
This node takes in information from the odometry and from the sonar sensor to compute the
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Figure 5.3: Layout showing distribution of sonar sensor beam and blind spots in smart wheelchair
design.

occupancy grid. The grid is then published as a ROS message at 5 Hz which is fixed by the
lowest sampling rate: that of the sonar sensor.

5.4

Probabilistic Shared Control (PSC)

Here, the practical implementation of probabilistic shared control (PSC) for application to powered wheelchairs is described. Trautman [2015b] developed a theoretical model for probabilistic
blending and showed theoretically that the approach improves safety compared with the most
common form of blending, linear blending. However, the theoretical model did not specify the
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nature of the trajectory space, i.e., whether the trajectory is described as velocities, time-locked
positions in Euclidean space or a combination of both. Trautman’s theoretical model makes use
of probability models for both the user and the path planner. However, the exact mathematical
functions for these models are not explicitly specified.
We made several assumptions and enforced a structure on Trautman’s theoretic models to
realise the probabilistic shared control on a real-time wheelchair platform. These assumptions
resulted in a usable implementation of a joint probability of two random variables: the user’s
intended trajectory and the path planner’s commands generated by the well-known path planner
Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) [Fox et al., 1997b]. The advantage of using DWA is that
one can specify the kinematic constraints specific to the wheelchair so that the output trajectories
of the planner obey these constraints.
Assumption 1
Both the wheelchair’s and user’s trajectories follow a probability distribution
in the velocity space and the wheelchair uses the dynamic window approach
(DWA) to generate its next velocity and their corresponding probabilities.
Using Assumption 1, the path planner based on DWA, is summarised as follows. Firstly,
let utR = [vt , ωt ]> define the path planner’s trajectory such that vt and ωt are linear and angular
Ri
speeds respectively at time, t. Candidate velocities, ut+1
for the next time step are sampled from

the dynamic window. So, these velocities are chosen according to the wheelchair’s kinematic
constraints (given in Table (C.1)) such that they can be reached within the next time step and
can be decelerated to zero before the wheelchair collides with any detected obstacles.
Ri
Furthermore, each candidate velocity has a probability associated with it such that ut+1
∼
Ri
p(ut+1
| zR1:t , zE1:t ), i = 1 : N, where N is the total number of admissible and safe trajectories;

zR1:t are the measurements taken of the robot’s speed, and zE1:t are measurements of obstacles
detected in the environment up until time, t. A velocity’s probability is computed based on
its normalised clearance (the minimum distance to an obstacle along the trajectory [Fox et al.,
1997b]). We assign a higher probability to velocities with higher clearance, which implicitly
suggests a preference for moving into free spaces.
We normalise this clearance by dividing the distance to the obstacle by the maximum
distance at which the sonar sensors can detect an obstacle. We set this maximum clearance to
2.55 m. The sonar sensors could detect up to 4 meters; however, data retrieved via I2C was
limited to 8 bits for each sensor reading, which gives 255 as the maximum output value that we
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chose to interpret as 2.55 m. 2.55 m was more than enough for an upper bound on clearance or
maximum detectable distance around the wheelchair.
Assumption 2
The user’s velocity distribution is based solely on the most current input command.
h
In general, the user’s intended trajectory can be modelled as a random variable, ut+1
=
h | zh ) where zh are the human’s input mea[vt+1 , ωt+1 ]> with a probability distribution p(ut+1
1:t
1:t

surements until time, t.
Trautman’s model accounted for the history of the user’s commands. However, we simply
assume the user’s goal trajectory is approximately indicated by their current input command
sampled at 10 Hz [Carlson and Demiris, 2012]. In other words, the probability distribution of
the human’s intended goal is assumed to be memoryless.
The advantage of this probability distribution is that it simplifies the shared control framework, whilst simultaneously allowing users to change their minds and inherently allowing for
a degree of input error. Ignoring past data, perhaps, can also be beneficial for patients who do
not have tremors and who do not have cognitive problems. However, since ignoring past data
can reduce the accuracy of prediction, some filtering based on the history of the user’s input
might be needed for patients with tremors or cognitive problems [Rabhi et al., 2013]. From
Assumption 2, the user’s velocity distribution is given as:
h
h
h
p(ut+1
| zh1:t ) = p(ut+1
| zth ) = δ (ut+1
− zth ).

(5.3)

Assumption 3
A joint probability of the user’s intended trajectory and the wheelchair’s trajectory is simply the multiplication of the probability functions for the user’s
intended trajectory, the path planner’s trajectory and an agreeability function.
Trautman made the modelling assumption that:
h
R
E
p(ut+1
, ut+1
, ut+1
| z1:t ) =
R
E
h
ψ(ut+1
, uR ) p(uh | zh1:t ) p(ut+1
, ut+1
| zR , zE ),
{z 1:t 1:t }
|
{z t+1} | t+1
{z
}|

agreeability function human model
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planner’s model

(5.4)

where uE represents the trajectory of obstacles in the environment. However, this study
i
h
>
> >
>
.
deals solely with stationary obstacles and so uE has been ignored. z1:t = zh1:t , zR1:t , zE1:t

h , uR
The “agreeability function”, ψ ut+1
t+1 [Trautman, 2015b], couples the probability distribution of the user’s trajectory and the path planner, capturing how close together these are. In
other words, for a given path planner and user velocity pair, a higher agreeability value increases
the chances of that pair to be the velocity that maximises the joint probability. This agreeability
function is given as:




1 h
h
R
>
h
R
R
ψ ut+1 , ut+1 = exp − (ut+1 − ut+1 )(ut+1 − ut+1 ) .
2γ

(5.5)

The free parameter γ shifts authority between the user and the path planner, by modifying
the weight of the joint probability distribution for a specific user, path planner trajectory pair.
With γ, one can control how closely the path planner’s velocity that maximises the joint probability, is to the user’s intended velocity. A higher γ value spreads the exponential function wider,
which increases the chances that the path planner velocity and user velocity pair that maximises
the joint probability are further apart. Thus, in a sense, a higher γ shifts authority to the path
planner and vice-versa.
We set this gamma value empirically to 100 so that the wheelchair moves away from nearby obstacles and towards a near-by open space even if the user had indicated for the wheelchair
to move in the direction of the obstacle.
In our implementation, we normalise trajectories before computing the subtraction within
the exponential function. This normalisation makes the exponential function more meaningful
so that the agreeability function becomes:




1 h
h
R
R
h
R
>
ψ ut+1 , ut+1 = exp − (ût+1 − ût+1 )(ût+1 − ût+1 ) ,
2γ
h
R
h , ûR →
where ût+1
and ût+1
are normalised velocities such that ût+1
t+1

h

v

ω
vmax , ωmax

(5.6)
i>

. Using

equation (5.3) and ignoring uE , the joint probability function is given as:

 

h
R
h
h
R
| z1:t ) = ψ ut+1 , ut+1 δ ut+1 − zt p(ut+1
| zR1:t , zE1:t )


h
h R
h R
R
⇒ p(ut+1 = zt , ut+1 | z1:t ) = ψ zt , ut+1 p(ut+1
| zR1:t , zE1:t )
h
R
p(ut+1
, ut+1

Assumption 4
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(5.7)
(5.8)

The path planner’s velocity that maximises the joint probability is then selected as the control law for the wheelchair. This procedure is repeated for
each time step.
The control law, uPSC that describes PSC is given below:
R∗
uPSC (t + 1) = ut+1
, with

(5.9)

R
R∗
R
| zR1:t , zE1:t ).
= arg max ψ(zth , ut+1
)p(ut+1
ut+1
R
ut+1

The resultant implementation is expressed in algorithm (1).
Let a be the maximum acceleration of the wheelchair;
Let d be the maximum deceleration of the wheelchair;
uPSC = 0;
while True do
Sample human input, zth ;
Sample wheelchair velocity, ztR ;
Sample obstacles, ztE ;
pmax = 0;
if zth == [0, 0]> then
uPSC = 0;
else
n


o
Ri
Ri
Sample admissible velocities, UR = ut+1
| ut+1
∈ utR − d∆t, utR + a∆t ;
UR ← remove unsafe velocities from UR ;
Ri
foreach ut+1
in UR do
Ri
Compute clearance, ci of ut+1
;
Ri
ci
R
E
p(ut+1 | z1:t , z1:t ) ← cmax ;


Ri
h = zh , uRi | z ) = ψ zh , uRi
R
E
p(ut+1
1:t
t
t
t+1
t+1 p(ut+1 | z1:t , z1:t );
h = zh , uRi | z )>p
if p(ut+1
max then
1:t
t
t+1
h = zh , uRi | z );
pmax = p(ut+1
1:t
t
t+1
Ri
uPSC (t + 1) = ut+1 ;
end

end
end
Send uPSC to motor controller;
end

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for the probabilistic shared control (PSC) algorithm. We have imposed a structure on the probabilistic model for the user, path planner and joint probability
distribution. The path planner’s velocities and probabilities are based on the dynamic window approach (DWA). The advantage of using PSC is that the resultant velocities obey the
kinematic constraints of the wheelchair.

5.5

Methodology

To evaluate the probabilistic framework for shared control, we compared participants’ performance and acceptance of assistance when driving with PSC against that when driving with linear
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LB , was a simple linear combinablending (LB) approach. The linear blending control law, ut+1

tion (average) of the user’s trajectory and PSC’s trajectory, indicating that the user’s intended
trajectory and PSC’s trajectory are equally important.
In most studies in the literature, the weights are modulated based on some factors including
safety, and agreement between user’s and the path planner’s trajectory. Nevertheless, these
weights still do not guarantee safety, as shown by Trautman [2015b].
Thus, for the purpose of this initial implementation, we employed the simplest form of
linear blending to reduce the number of variables in the experiment, provide a baseline for
implementing linear blending and simplify the analysis of the experiment results. The equation
for linear blending is given below:

R
R
ut+1
= arg max p(ut+1
| zR1:t , zE1:t )

(5.10)

h
h
ut+1
= arg max p(ut+1
| zh1:t )

(5.11)

LB
h
R
ut+1
= Kh ut+1
+ KR ut+1

(5.12)

u

u

Kh = KR = 0.5

5.5.1

Participant Selection

As with the previous chapter, this chapter is concerned with the functioning of the participants
as a measure of the adequacy of the shared control method and not on the particular condition
per se. Thus, participants recruited appeared to have similar functioning or capabilities even
though their conditions were not all the same.
We recruited four non-wheelchair users (three males, one female) and three wheelchair
users (two male, one female), aged 18-55 years. We realise the number of participants is small,
especially for the group of non-wheelchair users. Two of the wheelchair users used a powered
wheelchair and the other wheelchair user used a power-assist wheelchair. All wheelchair users
had above three years of experience in using a wheelchair.
The non-wheelchair users were able-bodied and served as proxies for novice wheelchair
users with no upper body or cognitive impairment, as it was difficult recruiting large numbers
of wheelchair users for all the experiments. Using able-bodied people as proxies was justified
since the wheelchair users we recruited had enough arm/hand strength to control a joystick,
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which was the only interface used in this study and so they could perform any manoeuvre the
able-bodied participants could do on a wheelchair, albeit perhaps more precisely. Thus, the
main difference between both groups of participants was the level of experience.
We held the experiment at the state of the art facility at UCL called Pedestrian Accessibility
Movement and Environment Laboratory (PAMELA).

5.5.2

Protocol

We performed two separate studies to compare PSC and linear blending. In study 1, we asked
the non-wheelchair users to manoeuvre forwards through some stationary obstacles (we used
cardboard boxes to model obstacles so that any collisions would be harmless, as shown in
Figure (5.4)). We assumed that participants would require some assistance to not collide with
the obstacles. We then went on to test some key navigation tasks from the wheelchair skills
test [Kirby et al., 2002], namely: move forward; turn right around a corner; and avoid stationary
people/obstacles whilst moving.
In study 2, we wanted to see how participants used shared control for the much more
difficult, but extremely relevant task of reversing into/out of an elevator (see Section (4.4.2)).
Participants started perpendicular to a space representing the elevator so that they had to reverseturn approximately 90 ◦ before entering the space/elevator.
For both studies, each participant performed four trials for each of the two types of assistance (PSC and linear blending) in a pseudo-randomised order, i.e., a total of 8 trials. Before
switching to a new type of assistance, participants drove the wheelchair for up to 15 minutes
to become familiar with the task and the assistance. Participants were told which type of assistance they were using for all tasks, but were not given any indication as to whether or not one
should be better than the other; they were simply described as different wheelchair behaviours.
We also expressly stressed that they (the participants) should try their best to avoid obstacles.
The experiment protocol was approved by the University College London research ethics
committee (ref. 6545/003).

5.5.3

Performance Metrics

We used several task-based metrics and human factors to compare performance and acceptance
between the two conditions (PSC vs linear blending).
Unlike in the previous chapter, we did not continue to use the wheelchair skills questionnaire because we did not observe a strong effect from the questionnaire.
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(a) Part of the assessment course showing the smart wheelchair, a participant and cardboard
obstacles.
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(b) Layout of the assessment course showing obstacles (rectangular cardboard boxes), the
wheelchair’s travel direction (red arrow) and the user’s command direction (blue arrow) when
driving with PSC. The thick black line represents a wall. Qualitatively, PSC is able to compensate for erroneous user input and generate a safe, smooth trajectory.
Figure 5.4: Assessment course for study 1 based at UCL Pedestrian Accessibility Movement and Environment Laboratory (PAMELA).

For the task-based evaluation, we used standard metrics similar to the previous experiment
where we characterised the adequacy of wheelchair interfaces. These metrics are distance trav89

elled; task completion time; and intermittent ratio. To have a measure of safety, we added two
new metrics, clearance and number of collisions [Ezeh et al., 2016]. Clearance is defined as
the average minimum distance of the wheelchair from all obstacles for the duration of the task.
We placed markers in the environment that enabled us create a digital map of the assessment
course, calculating clearance for each time step along the wheelchair’s trajectory on the map.
To prevent clearance from being skewed in open spaces, we only calculated clearance for when
sensor readings detected obstacles. For simplicity in calculating clearance, the wheelchair was
modelled as a rectangular footprint.
Given an assessment course that stays constant, if an assistance mode is easy to drive with,
we would expect the participants to cover less distance and take less time to complete trials than
for a mode that is difficult to drive with. Similarly, for an assistance mode that increases safety,
we would expect the clearance metric to be greater than for a mode that does not improve
safety. we calculated these metrics from the wheelchair’s global trajectory, recorded using
MoRe-T2 [Ezeh et al., 2016].
To capture subjective satisfaction and usability of the shared control, we employed the
CSUQ [Lewis, 1995]. The questionnaire has been used successfully to assess assistive technology [Dillon and Ratcliffe, 2004]. We also used the NASA-TLX to determine workload.
Finally, we invited participants to leave any free comments about the different types of
control, and their experiences as a whole.

5.6

Results

We compared metrics using an ANOVA (α = 5%). Interestingly, the two studies and the different tests within them all produced very similar results. Although the task and types of participants differed, overall, PSC provided safer motion (Figures (5.5) and (5.8)) but did not perform
as well as linear blending for the other metrics, both for proxies of novice wheelchair users and
for experienced powered wheelchair users.

5.6.1

Study 1 Task-Based Results

PSC performed better than linear blending in terms of the number of collisions and clearance
(Figure (5.5)), which supports the premise of PSC as proposed by Trautman, that it yields a
safer method to blend the human’s intended trajectory with path planner’s trajectory [Trautman,
2015b]. We only recorded a total of three collisions for PSC compared with seven for linear blending. Collisions were not dangerous; only light contact with an object was seen,
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which resulted in an emergency stop. Moreover, clearance was significantly higher for PSC
(0.31±0.05 m) than for linear blending (0.24±0.03 m).
However, the safety provided by PSC came at a cost, since the distance travelled and task
completion time using PSC (8.11±1.50 m in 145±165 s) were significantly greater than for linear blending (6.77±0.85 m in 80±86 s). The intermittent level was higher for PSC (0.87±0.06)
compared with linear blending (0.99±0.01), which indicated participants stopped more with
PSC and thus had less fluid motion.

5.6.2

Study 1 Human Factors Results

We used an ANOVA (α = 5%) to individually analyse each question of the CSUQ [Lewis,
1995]. In the CSUQ, a rating of 7 means that the respondent strongly agrees, whereas a 0
means the respondent strongly disagrees with the statement. We see that in general, participants
rated linear blending more favourably even if this wasn’t detected by a statistical significance.
From the NASA-TLX questionnaire (Figure (5.6)), workload when using PSC was not
significantly different from workload when using linear blending. The only exception was
frustration, which was higher for PSC compared to linear blending. Thus, with the exception
of the frustration scale of the NASA-TLX, there was no detectable difference in human factors
between PSC and linear blending.

5.6.3

Study 2 Task-Based Results

The findings for the task involving wheelchair users indicated that, as in the first study, PSC
provided a safer motion by reducing collisions but at the cost of degrading other metrics of
performance (distance in Figure (5.8c), completion time in Figure (5.8d), and intermittent level
in Figure (5.8e)). Again, much as for study 1, the distance travelled, task completion time and
intermittent level using PSC (4.60±2.77 m, 68 s±62 s and 0.74±0.21) were significantly greater
than for linear blending (2.26±0.16 m, 17 s±4 s and 0.93±0.10).
However, the results for the wheelchairs were slightly different from those of the group of
non-wheelchair users, possibly due to their better mental models and honed wheelchair skills.
Wheelchair users drove more safely on average. PSC only reduced the number of collisions
from two to one (Figures (5.8a)). Even clearance was not significantly different between the
two types of assistance (0.32±0.22 m and 0.38±0.15 m respectively shown in Figure (5.8b)) as
it was for study 1.
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Figure 5.5: non-wheelchair users driving forward, whilst avoiding stationary obstacles using PSC and
linear blending (* p<0.05). PSC improved safety (a) and (b), but at the cost of other performance metrics
(c), (d) and (e)

5.6.4

Study 2 Human Factors Results

For all but one of the questions from the CSUQ, there was no statistically significant difference
in preference for either PSC or linear blending (Figure (5.10)). However, similar to the previous
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Figure 5.6: For non-wheelchair users, the dimensions of workload were not significantly different for
the two blending approaches, except for frustration, which was higher for PSC compared with linear
blending (* p<0.05).

study, we see a slight preference for linear blending
The qualitative feedback from the wheelchair users confirmed that they preferred assistance
that did not completely stop their motion, even if the shared control indicated that no motion
was the best of all the possible candidate velocities to ensure no collision. We may cautiously
infer that perhaps, a more relaxed form of assistance that may allow collision but only at very
slow speeds, would be preferred.
Workload measured with NASA-TLX (Figure (5.9)) did not show any significant difference but in absolute terms, using PSC (58.82±0.95) resulted in higher workload than using
linear blending (30.28±21.10).
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Figure 5.7: For non-wheelchair users, usability and satisfaction were not significantly different between the two types of blending, PSC and linear blending, for all questions of the Computer Usability
Satisfaction Questionnaire. The questionnaire’s scale is from 0 to 7, with 0 meaning most disagree and
7 meaning most agree.
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Figure 5.8: Wheelchair users driving forward, whilst avoiding stationary obstacles using Probabilistic
Shared Control (PSC) and linear blending (LB) (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01). The difference in safety for the
two types of assistance is not as large as in study 1. In particular, clearance level was similar for the
two types of assistance (a). Nevertheless, one less collision was observed for PSC (b). However, PSC
degraded other performance metrics (c), (d) and (e).
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Figure 5.9: For wheelchair users, workload was not significantly higher but was consistently higher in
absolute terms for PSC compared with linear blending (LB).
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Figure 5.10: For wheelchair users, usability was not significantly different between the two types of
blending, PSC and linear blending (LB), for all questions of the CSUQ. The questionnaire’s scale is from
0 to 7, with 0 meaning strongly disagree and 7 meaning strongly agree.
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5.7

Discussion

The aim of this chapter’s study was to implement a novel shared control system that guarantees
safety. Towards this end, a novel framework, called probabilistic shared control (PSC), has been
implemented. PSC resulted in a lower number of collisions compared to the more traditional
shared control approach, linear blending.
We benchmarked PSC against linear blending in two different studies with two separate
groups of participants: non-wheelchair users and wheelchair users. These different studies
mean that the results from the two studies, cannot be directly compared. However, in both
studies, PSC performs at least as well as (and sometimes better than) linear blending in terms
of safety according to the third hypothesis in Section (3.7.1), albeit at a cost of degrading other
metric of performance such as task completion time and distance travelled.
To examine why PSC seems to perform worse than linear blending for some metrics, let
me first draw your attention to the limitations in the design of the smart wheelchair. Currently,
the positions of the sonar sensors (Figure (5.3)) mean that the wheelchair has some subtle blind
spots most notably that obstacles detected by the sonar sensors suddenly at close range perhaps
due to a sharp rotation, may not be registered in the internal model. The obstacle may occupy a
grid that part of the wheelchair also occupies. However, we assumed in the model that grids the
wheelchair occupy are always free, so some observed nearby obstacles are ignored. Without this
assumption, the wheelchair will frequently stop due to false positive sonar readings. A remedy
for this frequent stop will be to use sensors with better resolution on the detected object.
Furthermore, we represented the wheelchair internally as a rectangle. Whilst this assumption made computation easier, it caused some frustration with the participants. Having a rectangular model of the wheelchair meant that when participants wanted to turn into a tight space, the
wheelchair blocked them from doing so since it assumes its non-existent edges of its internal
rectangular model were close to an obstacle. However, in real-life, the wheelchair was more
than 10 cm from any obstacle.
In addition, since we modelled an obstacle from a sonar sensor as a line the length of the
sonar beam, perpendicular to the sensor and at the distance of the obstacle, some obstacles near
the imaginary edge of the wheelchair but further than 10 cm will have beams that appear to
protrude into the wheelchair. In this case, the wheelchair will also stop even though there is
no obvious obstacle in sight. All these limitations may have contributed to PSC’s inefficiencies
since PSC tries to enforce clearance constraints. Linear blending did not have to follow any of
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these constraints.
It is also worth noting that the path planner worked with the assumption that people wanted
to always move in such a way that maximises clearance, which is not necessarily true and can
lead to disagreement between the user and the path planner. All participants commented that
PSC was perhaps too cautious and would prevent them from moving into some spaces when
they thought they had sufficient clearance. For subsequent studies, we re-designed the smart
wheelchair to move closer to obstacles, not least by reducing the additional 10 cm clearance
that provides the safety buffer zone. Another factor that might cause PSC to disagree with
wheelchair users is the agreeability function, γ. A high γ will shift more control to the path
planner resulting in the wheelchair optimising more for clearance than for agreeability.
Nevertheless, a cautious control may still be beneficial for people with very severe impairments. For such people, an improvement in safety may outweigh deterioration in performance.
Although there are other ways of improving safety in shared control systems, PSC has been
shown to explicitly embed the concept of safety.
Regardless of the shared control strategy, all participants commented that the wheelchair
moved too slowly as users wanted a fast moving and responsive interface. The wheelchair’s
speed was constrained by the sampling frequency of the sonar sensors. With faster sampling,
the wheelchair will be able to move faster whilst being able to stop in time before colliding. The
constraint of 5 Hz was due to the nature of the sonar sensor used. The HC-SRO4 has a fixed
energy for its emitted beam. The energy was high enough to detect obstacles at 4 m. This high
energy, however, was a disadvantage to our design because it meant waiting up to 60 ms for the
energy from each sensor to dissipate to avoid cross-talk between sonar sensors. Sensors with
lower energy beams will allow for a faster sampling rate that translates to a faster wheelchair.
The important lesson learnt was that the shared control framework needed better sensors.
Although the HC-SR04 is perhaps the cheapest sonar sensor available, it costs a lot by reducing
how fast the wheelchair could move. We take the lessons learnt from this preliminary experiment to improve the performance of PSC in the subsequent chapters.

5.8

Conclusion

Probabilistic shared control (PSC) offers an alternative, more generalised and powerful framework for combining the human’s intended trajectory and the path planner’s trajectory, compared
with the de facto standard of blending, linear blending (LB). It works by modelling the user’s
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trajectory and the path planner’s trajectory as a joint probability distribution, rather than linearly
blending the two values. In this study, we made certain theoretical and practical assumptions
that allowed a feasible implementation of PSC based on Trautman’s original theoretical framework [Trautman, 2015b].
Moreover, we have performed some initial experiments, both with non-wheelchair users
and with wheelchair users, that demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. The findings indicate that PSC does indeed provide safer motion with fewer collisions than the traditional
approach, linear blending. However, the increase in safety resulted in an increase in distance
and task completion time.
In our next work, we improve upon the performance of PSC and extend the algorithm to
alternative interfaces.
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Chapter 6

Extending Shared Control to Alternative
Wheelchair Interfaces
In the previous chapter, we performed a preliminary test of our probabilistic shared control
(PSC) on a joystick. We showed that the first iteration of our shared control provided a safer
trajectory but at a cost of increased distance travelled, increased completion time and increased
workload, compared with a linear blending approach to shared control. In this chapter, we
improve upon and extend our shared control to alternative interfaces: head-array and sip/puff
switch. We show in an experiment on driving the wheelchair in a simulation, that PSC reduces
more collisions than linear blending for difficult to use interfaces, i.e., sip/puff switch when
both techniques for “shared control” are compared against no “shared control” for steering
the wheelchair. PSC also generally performs better at keeping a good clearance away from
obstacles. At the same time, our improved probabilistic shared control does not increase the
distance travelled and the task duration time compared with no shared control when steering
the wheelchair.

6.1

Introduction

We showed in the previous chapter, in a preliminary test, that the first iteration of our probabilistic shared control provided safer trajectory than linear blending when driving with a joystick. However, not everyone with severe mobility impairments can use a joystick to drive a
wheelchair perhaps because of insufficient upper limb motor function [Fehr et al., 2000]. They
will need to use one of the alternative interfaces such as a head-array or a sip/puff switch.
However, according to our hypothesis in Section (2.6.1) and its supporting evidence from
Chapter (4), these alternative interfaces are difficult to use. In particular, task completion time
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and distance travelled, amongst other key indicators, increase when using alternative interfaces
to drive a wheelchair. Shared control can help reduce the task completion time and reduce the
distance travelled. Shared control can also provide a collision avoidance system to make driving
safe.
In this chapter, we investigate improving the adequacy of alternative interfaces using a
probabilistic approach for blending the user’s trajectory with the path planner’s trajectory called
probabilistic shared control (PSC). Our objective is to validate our second hypothesis in Section (2.6.1) by bringing driving performance and user satisfaction when using alternative interfaces as close a level to driving performance using the joystick as possible, and better than we
would be able to achieve without shared control.
Section (6.2) discusses related studies in the literature to highlight our unique contribution. Section (6.3) introduces improvements we made to our path planner implementation. Section (6.4) discusses our formulation of probabilistic shared control that blends the velocity from
a path planner with the velocity from a user’s input command. Section (6.5) highlights our experiment to assess the performance of probabilistic shared control in a simulation. Section (6.6)
shows the results of the simulation experiment. Finally, Section (6.7) discusses the results of
the experiment.

6.2

Related Work

The main contribution of this chapter is benchmarking our probabilistic shared control against
the state of the art for alternative interfaces that are commercially available. Some studies in the
literature have looked at shared control for alternative interfaces.
Demeester et al. [2012] compared shared control techniques for a three button switch interfaces. Similar to our work, they implemented a probabilistic function to model the user’s
intended commands from the switch interface and the final action of the wheelchair was the
planner’s command that had the maximum reward. However, the path planner was only able to
consider the next time step, which does not allow for navigating around obstacles, but merely
preventing collisions. In our case, our path planning can navigate around obstacles as it considers several time steps ahead. Also, unlike Demeester et al. [2012]’s approach, our shared
control permits moving backwards, which is non-trivial since tradition path planning algorithms
are designed to only consider moving forwards. The ability to steer in reverse added even more
flexibility to the framework.
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Broad and Argall [2016] implemented a shared control algorithm for a sip/puff switch.
Their approach was to constrain the path planning algorithm to have the same limitations as the
user. The strength of this approach is that the path planner and the user are both constrained
to reason on the same state space, permitting more agreement between the user’s intended trajectory and the path planner’s trajectory. However, the drawback of this approach is exactly
that the assistance itself is limited beyond that imposed by the wheelchair’s (robot’s) kinematic
constraint. In our approach, we take the perspective of allowing the user to express more possibilities with a discrete interface, to bring performance using the alternative interfaces as close
as possible to that achieved when using a joystick.

6.3

Motion Planning Using the Dynamic Window Approach

The path planner of our shared control system is based on the Dynamic Window Approach
(DWA) for collision avoidance. In this section, we discuss some improvements we made when
implementing the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) upon the implementation of our first
version of shared control in the previous chapter.
DWA works by selecting the linear and angular velocity pair (v, ω) that maximises a set
of objectives whilst still ensuring that the velocity pair does not lead to collisions and obeying
constraints imposed by the kinematic model of the wheelchair (given in Table (C.1)). The objectives DWA maximises are: heading, clearance and velocity. This objective can be formulated
as the optimisation problem below:
(v, ω)∗ = arg max(H · Heading(v, ω) +C ·Clearance(v, ω) +V ·Velocity(v, ω)),

(6.1)

(v,ω)

where H,C,V are the weights indicating how much importance we ascribe to each of the objectives.
In this current version of our motion planner, we use all of DWA’s objectives (clearance,
velocity and heading) unlike in the previous chapter where we only used the clearance objective.
Here, we assume that probabilistic shared control would work best if combining the user’s
probability function with that of a fully formed path planner that works on its own. A path
planner with only clearance in its cost function, will only move the wheelchair away from some
obstacle and then stop. Including velocity in the cost function encourages the path planner
to move the wheelchair at higher speeds. Including heading in the cost function biases the
wheelchair to move towards the goal position. We discuss the definitions and implementation
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of these objectives in the next section.
Furthermore, in our implementation, and unlike in the ideal version of DWA and in the
previous chapter, we needed to allow the wheelchair to drive backwards since the original DWA
does not account for reverse motion. In particular, we modified the algorithm so that we can
compute the heading, clearance and velocity for reverse motion, which has not been done before
to our knowledge. Further, we needed to take into account the latency of the system as data
propagates after being acquired by the sensors right down to the final velocity commands to the
wheelchair’s motors.

6.3.1

Heading

Heading is a measure of the alignment of the wheelchair’s orientation, θR with a direction of
the goal position. Heading for a particular velocity pair is measured at the position (xR , yR ) that
the wheelchair reaches when it decelerates using its maximum deceleration, one-time step after
moving at the velocity pair. Fox et al. [1997b] calculated heading as π radians minus the smaller
angular distance between the orientation of the wheelchair and the bearing of the goal position
(xG , yG ) from the wheelchair. In our implementation, we normalised this heading and added a
new heading equation for reverse motion. Our equation for reverse motion takes into account
that whilst the wheelchair may be moving backwards, its orientation is still mathematically
facing forward. Mathematically, we have:

R

Heading(u ) =



 π−(bearingR→G

θRt )

π


 −(bearingR→G
π

θRt )

, if v ≥ 0
(6.2)

,

if v < 0

Where bearingR→G = arctan2(yG − yR , xG − xR )
The notation θ1

θ2 returns the smaller signed angular difference between the two angles,

θ1 and θ2 . v is the translational part of candidate trajectory (uR ).
Unlike in the previous chapter (Chapter (5)) and in Trautman’s formulation in Equation (5.4), we did not assume that the path planner’s goal pose was independent of the user.
We made the path planner’s goal to be the same as the estimated wheelchair user’s near-term
goal at the particular time step. The near-term goal for wheelchair users has been correlated
with eye-gaze [Xu et al., 2016]. In Raymond et al. [2018], the lower-bound for user’s gaze
when intending to move forward was 1.5 m, which we used as the distance to goal for our planner. This distance was the most relevant data on estimating near-term goal from a user’s input
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and without using any clues in the environment that we found from the literature.

6.3.2

Velocity

The velocity is simply calculated as the normalised translational speed, v. Mathematically, this
is:
Velocity =

|v|
vmax

(6.3)

In this study, we set the maximum translational speed to 0.4 m/s and the maximum angular
speed to 0.6 rads−1 using the same calculations as in Equation (5.2). However, this time, we
constrained speed so that wheelchair does not travel more than the size of an occupancy grid at
each time step. This constraint is advantageous especially around sharp turns where obstacles
may appear suddenly. In this case, we want to ensure that we can always sample and plan for
adjacent occupancy grids around the grids occupied by wheelchair’s boundaries.

6.3.3

Clearance

Originally, clearance was measured as the minimum distance to an obstacle along a trajectory.
However, this metric does not account for purely rotational trajectories [Inigo-Blasco et al.,
2014]. To account for clearance of purely rotational trajectories, we assumed the distance to the
obstacle was the linear distance swept by the arc formed by rotation of the furthest edge of the
wheelchair’s body from its centre of rotation, towards the obstacle and before the wheelchair
would collide with the obstacle.
We improved clearance even further. Naively, clearance at each time step is calculated
as purely the distance to obstacles. However, we improved upon this calculation of clearance
by computing clearance as the space required to decelerate before colliding if moving at the
candidate velocity. We also took into account that by the time we compute clearance, the
observed obstacle and the sampled position of the wheelchair would have changed due to the
latency of the system.
This new calculation provided us with a more precise clearance than our previous implementation and allowed us to move in tight spaces whilst still providing protection against
collisions. This new computation is the reason we could keep our safety threshold as low as
0.02 m. Having a threshold at all, even a low one as we current have, indicates a margin of
error to account for 3 standard deviations of the measurement error (0 m ± 0.003 m) in the laser
ranging sensor, which we used instead of sonar sensors.
Our final clearance was then a normalised distance to the obstacle. Mathematically, we
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have:
Clearance(v, ω) =



1,





 d(v,ω)

dmax ,

if v = 0 ∧ ω = 0
if |v| > 0 ∧ d > S


d=|θcol. −θRt |·r


, if |v| = 0 ∧ |ω| > 0 ∧ d > S

dmax




0,
if d < S,

,

(6.4)

where d(v, ω) is the nearest distance from an obstacle if the wheelchair moves with velocity,
(v, ω). S is the safety threshold we adopted as an added guard against collision and was set to
0.02 m. θcol. is the orientation of the wheelchair at the point of collision and θRt is the current
orientation of the wheelchair.

6.3.4

Admissible Velocity Set

Recall that DWA selects a velocity pair for the next time step from a set of velocity pairs that
satisfy the wheelchair’s kinematic constraints and do not lead to collisions. Obtaining this admissible velocity set is tricky when trying to manoeuvre the wheelchair in tight spaces. In tight
spaces, adhering to the wheelchair’s kinematic constraints, accurate control of the wheelchair,
latency and sensor accuracy all become very significant (as we see in Chapter (5)). We focus on
accounting for latency by testing our algorithm in a software environment that provides accurate
obstacle sensors and accurate control of the wheelchair. To find the admissible set of velocities
in tight spaces, we assumed that by the time the wheelchair will output the next command, it
will have moved by a small linear and angular distance pair from the time the current position
was sampled. This distance pair is given approximately by




 
v
  = ∆T ×  t  ,
∆θ
ωt
∆d

(6.5)

where ∆T is the sampling period of our system. We then update the current position of the
wheelchair to calculate the distance to the nearest obstacle for a given velocity pair. Using this
distance, we calculate our admissible velocities as the velocities that, if issued to the motors at
the next time step, can be decelerated to zero within the following time step before a collision
can happen.
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6.3.5

Global Map

In our initial design for the shared control architecture in the previous chapter, we used a local map that continuously updated the occupancy around the wheelchair and always kept the
wheelchair at the centre of the map. However, this strategy is quite slow as it takes up to 200 ms
to generate a map. One of the reasons for the slow execution time is that at each time step,
we update all the grids of the occupancy map. Another reason more related to the processor,
is that the radxa rock pro running the mapping program is slow at multithreading given the
other programs such as the shared control planner competing for resources. There are complex optimisation techniques that can be used to increase execution time such as compressing
the information in the occupancy grid but we decided to instead use a global map [Nelson and
Michael, 2015]. In the global map, the map itself remains fixed whilst the wheelchair’s position
within the map changes according to measured data from the odometry. This new implementation reduced latency to 84 ms.

6.3.6

Improving Latency

As discussed above, latency influenced our algorithms significantly. The system was designed
in ROS in Figure (6.2b) and as such, information flows from one ROS node to another. Time
elapses for obstacle information from the distance sensors (a laser scanner), to reach and be
used in our motion planner.
We improved upon latency by employing a faster processor than the original Radxa Rock
Pro that ran the shared control node in our preliminary study in Chapter (5). This time, we
used an Intel Core i7 6500U / 2.5 GHz laptop mounted behind the wheelchair as the main brain
running both the map and shared control nodes.
We analysed the latency and identified the critical path as being from acquiring distance
data from the laser scanner (we used the laser scanner as our distance sensor in this study),
to generating an occupancy grid (the map node) and finally to computing the shared control
velocity (the shared control node). The average latency of the map node from acquiring laser
scans to outputting an occupancy map from the distance sensor data was 84 ms, which was
an improvement from 400 ms in the preliminary study. The average latency of DWA itself
to compute the probabilities of the different candidate trajectories was 27 ms, which was an
improvement from 200 ms in the preliminary study.
Our planner reasons over multiple trajectories, looking into the future and computing the
weights of several objectives for each trajectory, taking into account kinematic constraints. This
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computation can require a lot of computing power and, although it might be argued that significant optimisations may be made on less powerful systems (such as trading space for time),
simply increasing the computing power of the processor was a sufficient way to reduce computation time. The latency evaluation helped us to improve the performance of the system as a
whole.

6.3.7

Choosing Weights for Objective Functions

We had to tune the weights, H, C and V for the DWA objective functions empirically. Different
weights result in different behaviours around obstacles. In particular, increasing H reduced the
wheelchair’s tendencies to turn around an obstacle. Increasing C increased the path planner’s
preference for free space. Increasing V increased the path planner’s preference for faster velocities. We chose a combination of H, C and V that ensured the wheelchair prefers turning sharply
to going straight near obstacles but prefers going straight to stopping for obstacles. Our reason
for choosing this combination of H, C and V, is that we were interested in an obstacle avoidance
behaviour, which assumes a preference for moving around obstacles rather than parking close
to obstacles.
Different behaviours require different values for H, C and V. Our values for H, C and V
were 0.02, 0.4, and 1 respectively. These values were calibrated using manually formulated
inequality equations on combinations of cost functions to prioritise certain behaviours over
others near obstacles (Appendix (B.3)).

6.4

Probabilistic Shared Control

We improved our practical form of the probabilistic shared control that was detailed in Chapter (5). In particular, we utilised the DWA based motion planner explained previously in Section (6.3). We also implemented different probabilistic models for different control interfaces.
Finally, we added visual feedback to allow wheelchair drivers to know what commands they
have issued.
In our shared control and, as in Chapter (5), we model the interaction between the user’s
intention and the wheelchair’s path planner as a joint probability distribution. In this case, the
control law (final motor commands to the wheelchair) attempts to maximise this joint probabil108

ity. We formulate this joint probability function as:
h
h
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(6.6)

planner’s model

where uh is the human’s intended velocity. uR is the path planner’s velocity. z1:t represents the
combined measurements of the human’s intentions, static obstacles and the wheelchair’s state
up until time, t. zh represents measurements of human input alone.

6.4.1

Human Model

The human model describes how we estimate the user’s intended velocity from measurements
of the user’s input. Input interfaces could range from a joystick, an eye-gaze tracker to a
brain-computer interface. In this study, we concern ourselves with the joystick, head-array
and sip/puff switch as input interfaces.
In general, we assume that the user model is given by a normal distribution of trajectories
with directions around the current input measurement and did not depend on any past information [Carlson and Demiris, 2012].
The human model for joystick remains the same as in Equation (5.3) of the previous chapter. We, however, used a different model for the head-array and sip/puff switch control interfaces. Since both the head-array and sip/puff switch can only indicate the four cardinal
directions and four secondary inter-cardinal directions, we made some assumptions about the
user’s intended velocities to allow the user to express more velocities as intentions than the eight
directions permitted by the alternative interface.
We assumed that when a person indicates a straight forward or backward motion, he/she
meant to move only in the strictly forward or strictly backward direction respectively. If we
instead assumed the user would like to turn as well as move forward or backward, we find that
the wheelchair turned much more in situations where the user clearly wanted to go straight
without turning. For other directions such as the user indicating a forward-right, we assumed
the intended user’s direction was somewhere along that direction, with uncertainty given by
a normal distribution centred on that direction. Alternatively, we could have used a uniform
distribution. However, we assumed that directions very close to the direction indicated by user
are more likely what the user intended than directions further away from the indicated direction.
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Mathematically, the human model for the head-array and sip/puff switch is given as follows:
h
p(ut+1

| zh1:t )inter f ace

h −zh 2
1
−(ut+1
t)
√
e
=
σ 2π

.
2σ 2

,

(6.7)

where σ is the variance of the distribution indicating the degree to which we trust that the input
represents the user’s true intended velocity. For the joystick, however, we assumed the most
current user input was the user’s intended velocity. Our assumption is another way of saying
σ → 0:
The complete model for all interfaces is given below:

h
p(ut+1
| zh1:t ) j =
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δ (uh − zh ),
t
t+1

, if ω 6= 0
,

(6.8)

if ω = 0

where j ∈ {head-array, sip/puff switch}
The sip/puff switch is a two-switch interface and is more difficult to use than the headarray, which is a three-switch interface as we observed in chapter (4). Thus, we gave more
tolerance to the direction by letting σSip/Puff switch >σhead-array .

6.4.2

Visual Feedback

We added visual feedback to the wheelchair to allow participants remain aware of the commands
they have executed (Figure (6.1)). The feedback is mostly useful for the head-array and sip/puff
switch. As highlighted in Chapter (4) on characterising the adequacy of wheelchair interfaces,
we pointed out that feedback is important so that the user can better understand the state and
behaviour of the wheelchair, which is important in shared control [Preece et al., 2015].
For the head-array, our visual feedback helps users keep track of the direction of the centre
button, which could be forward or backward (Section (4.3.1)). For the sip/puff switch, the visual
feedback informs the user if he/she had inputted a long or short, sip or puff command.

6.4.3

Planner’s Model

The planner’s model is derived from our modified version of the dynamic window approach
discussed in Section (6.3). The dynamic window approach produces a set of trajectories that are
safe and can be reached by the wheelchair within the next time step. The trajectories from DWA
are weighted based on their heading to the goal location, clearance (distance from obstacle) and
velocity to form the probability distribution of the autonomy, p(uR | z1:t ). Mathematically, the
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Figure 6.1: For the head-array, our visual feedback helps users keep track of the direction of the centre
button, which could be forward or backward. For the sip/puff switch, the visual feedback informs the
user if he/she had given a long or short, sip or puff command. During the experiment, we placed the
visual feedback window (not shown) on the display monitor by the side of the gazebo simulator window.

non-normalised probability of trajectory, i is given as:
p(uRi | z1:t ) = H · Heading(uRi ) +C ·Clearance(uRi ) +V ·Velocity(uRi )

(6.9)

where H, C, V are the constant weights for heading, clearance and velocity respectively.
We normalised the probability function by ensuring that H, C, V, heading, clearance and velocity, are each scaled so that they are in the range of 0 to 1.

6.4.4

Resultant Control Law

The control law or velocity used to drive the wheelchair, uPSC from our probabilistic shared
control is the path planner’s trajectory that maximises the joint probability highlighted in Equa111

tion (6.6). Mathematically, we have:
R∗
uPSC (t + 1) = ut+1
, where

(6.10)
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(6.11)

h ,uR )
(ut+1
t+1

The full algorithm for our shared control is expressed in Algorithm (2). In Algorithm (2),
in order to obtain candidate user-intended trajectories and their corresponding probabilities, we
sampled the probability distribution for an interface according to its human model.
For head-array and sip/puff switch, we sampled only five velocities around the direction
indicated by the user. The five velocities were at evenly spaced angles from the direction indicated by the user so that the magnitude formed from the translation and velocity components
of the trajectory remains the same. Corresponding probabilities were calculated using the user
model. We chose five samples empirically because any more samples would have increased
processing time beyond the 100 ms boundary allocated by the 10 Hz sampling rate of the entire
system.
We tested our improved shared control in a simulation experiment as discussed in the next
section.
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Let a be the maximum acceleration of the wheelchair;
Let d be the maximum deceleration of the wheelchair;
uPSC = 0;
while True do
Sample human input, zth ;
Sample wheelchair’s velocity, ztR ;
Sample obstacles, ztE ;
pmax = 0;
if zth == [0, 0]> then
uPSC = 0;
else
n


o
Ri
Ri
∈ utR − d∆t, utR + a∆t ;
| ut+1
Compute set of admissible velocities, UR = ut+1

UR ← remove unsafe velocities from UR ;
// Compute set of user’s intended trajectory and probabilities
for the given interface, Uh
σ =0;
if interface == joystick then
σ = 0;
else if interface == headarray then
σ = σheadarray ;
else if interface == sippuff then
σ = σsippu f f ;
step = σ5 ;
h

t)
th0 = atan−1 w(z
);
v(zth )
q
mag = w(zth )2 + v(zth )2 ;
for d = step; d<σ ; d += step do
th = th0 − d;
v = cos(th) ∗ mag;
w = sin(th) ∗ mag;
.

ρ=

−(d)2 2σ 2
√1 e
σ 2π

 

;

v
h
Append u =
, ρ in Uh
w
end
// Find uR that maximises a joint probability.
Ri
foreach ut+1
in UR do
hj
hj
foreach ut+1
, ρ(ut+1
) in Uh do
Ri
Ri
Ri
Ri
p(ut+1 | z1:t ) ←= H · Heading(ut+1
) +C ·Clearance(ut+1
) +V ·Velocity(ut+1
);
h

h

h

Ri
j
j
R )p(u j | zh )p(uR | z );
p(ut+1
, ut+1
| z1:t ) = ψ(ut+1
, ut+1
1:t
t+1
1:t
t+1
h

Ri
j
if p(ut+1
, ut+1
| z1:t )>pmax then
hj
Ri
pmax = p(ut+1
, ut+1
| z1:t );
Ri
uPSC (t + 1) = ut+1 ;
end

end
end
end
Send uPSC to motor controller;
end

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode for our probabilistic shared control (PSC) algorithm extended to
alternative interfaces. It samples from the human probability distribution for the specific
interface being used, whether it is a joystick, head-array or sip/puff switch. The probability distribution of the path planner’s velocities are computed not just by clearance as in the
previous chapter, but also by velocity and heading.
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6.5

Simulation Experiment

We performed an experiment to investigate how much our shared control improved the adequacy
of alternative interfaces. We benchmarked the performance of using alternative interfaces (headarray and sip/puff switch) with our shared control against the performance when driving with
the same interface but using a standard form of shared control, linear blending, and when using
no shared control [Carlson and Demiris, 2008b].

6.5.1

State of the Art for Linear Blending

The linear blending used in this experiment is based on a similar approach to that found in the
literature. Here, the weights of the user’s intended velocity and the planner’s velocity were
modulated based on how close the wheelchair was to a obstacle. As the wheelchair got closer
to the obstacle, more control was given to the planner. Mathematically, we have:
R
R
ut+1
= arg max p(ut+1
| zR1:t , zE1:t )

(6.12)

h
h
ut+1
= arg max p(ut+1
| zh1:t )

(6.13)

u

u

R

α = e−CLBClearance(ut+1 )

(6.14)

LB
h
R
ut+1
= (1 − α)ut+1
+ αut+1

(6.15)

Clearance is the same as defined in Section (6.3.3). C is a constant tuned empirically. We
set it to give the planner a very high degree of control near obstacles to best avoid collision as
much as possible, but to give the user more freedom in low-risk situations.
We note that the goal pose of the path planner of the linear blending we employed, is conditional on the user’s input. Thus, we say that linear blending is indeed a form of probabilistic
shared control, but one where the human and path planner are double coupled. The first coupling is in deriving the planner’s goal and the second is at the blending of the user and planner.
The reason for conditioning our path planner from the human input, is that our path planner,
DWA, needs a goal pose to work as explained in Section (6.3.1).
Our probabilistic blending also employed a human-dependent planner. However, a major
difference of PSC from linear blending is that, in PSC, the resultant control law is the planner’s
velocity. As a result, with PSC, we can guarantee safety to the extent that our path planner
generates safe velocities and this safety is entirely dependent on the planner’s implementation
and not on the user’s input.
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(a) Diagram of the virtual
wheelchair showing field of
view of the laser sensor. The
rear of the wheelchair was essential a blind spot as the laser
could only scan up to 270o .

(b) ROS architecture of the shared control system. We can
see that the gazebo simulation provides odometry reading and
also takes in velocity commands (/cmd vel) to drive the virtual
wheelchair.

Figure 6.2: ROS architecture of our shared control setup as it interacts with the simulator. The
wheelchair in the simulator has a laser scanner attached in front of it.

6.5.2

Methodology

We created a virtual wheelchair (robot) in a simulation, as in Figure (6.2a). This wheelchair
was approximately the same dimensions as our real-life wheelchair and had similar kinematics
if we ignore the physical dynamics of the castor wheels. The virtual wheelchair used a laser
scanner as its distance ranging sensor. The virtual wheelchair was controlled by interfacing
the ROS framework on our physical wheelchair, with the simulation environment as shown in
Figure (6.2b).

6.5.3

Protocol

Participants were asked to drive a virtual wheelchair (robot) in the virtual world using three
interfaces, a joystick, head-array and a sip/puff switch, all of which were attached to our physical wheelchair. The participants sat on our physical wheelchair, which was stationary for the
duration of the experiment.
The experiment consisted of nine conditions. For each of the three interfaces, participants
drove the wheelchair with three types of assistance: our probabilistic shared control, a standard
dynamic linear blending control and no assistance. The order of the conditions was pseudorandomised for each participant to minimise learning effect, as in the last chapter. Furthermore,
for each condition, the participant was given up to ten minutes to become familiar with using
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the interface and the assistance. Each participant ran a single trial for each condition, which
lasted for about five minutes.
We recruited nineteen participants, which was greater than the minimum sample size of
eight needed as given by our statistical calculation in Appendix (B.1). The participants consisted of seven able-bodied men and twelve able-bodied women, all between ages 23-35 years.
However, only three men and seven women were able to complete all the tasks in the experiment and so we used only their data to ensure a balanced data set. Two of the participants were
part of our previous studies but since those studies were short and occurred a year earlier, we
assume that the participants are all novice wheelchair users.
The experimental protocol was approved by the University College London Research
Ethics Committee (ref. 6545/003) and experiments were performed in accordance with the
ethical standards laid out in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

6.5.4

Assessment Course

The assessment course (see Figure (6.3)) was designed in a Gazebo simulation, which interfaces
nicely with the Robotics Operating System (ROS) that our shared control was implemented
upon [Koenig and Howard, 2004]. The task in this assessment course essentially consisted of
manoeuvring the wheelchair around a corridor, then going into a free space before finally going
through a narrow door way. The tasks are a combination of key skills taken from the wheelchair
skills test [Kirby et al., 2002]. These skills are move forward, turn whilst moving forward,
navigate in free space and go through a doorway. We ensured that the assessment course had a
balanced number of turns so as to be unbiased.

6.5.5

Performance Metrics

The performance metrics we employed to assess how well our shared control worked were split
into task-based metrics and human factors. The task-based metrics were: distance travelled,
task completion time, clearance (average minimum distance to nearest obstacle), number of
collisions, intermittent level and trajectory smoothness. The human factors were: agreement;
input jerk; input entropy; workload measured using NASA-TLX [Hart and Staveland, 1988]
and acceptability measured using the USE [Lund, 2001]. We briefly discuss how we use these
metrics.
Task-based Metrics Ideally, driving with a better performing control will take shorter distance
and less time for a task. Another metric, average clearance, gives us an idea of how cautious or
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Figure 6.3: Image depicting the experiment setup. The participant has a sip/puff switch in her mouth
and is sat on a stationary wheelchair whilst controlling a virtual wheelchair (robot) in the simulation.

safe the control is in general (see Section (6.3.3)). We computed clearance from the dimensions
of the wheelchair and the map of the environment created from the laser scanner data as the
wheelchair moved around the assessment course. Similar to clearance is the number of collisions. A lower number of collisions indicates a better performing control. Intermittent level,
which is the ratio of time spent moving to total task time, should indicate better performance
ideally as explained in Section (4.3.3). To compute number of collision in the simulation world,
we attached a contact sensor to the wheelchair’s gazebo model. This sensor publishes contact
information and indicates when the wheelchair was in contact with the environment. We then
filtered the message to only count unique collisions. A unique collision was defined such that
contact with the environment up till the time when the contact stop was counted as a single
collision.
Smoothness is a new metric, we added in this study. For a steering task, a smooth trajectory indicates good control and effort minimisation, which is a key characteristic in motor learning [Burdet et al., 2013]. Enhanced motor learning translates to better wheelchair
skills [MacPhee et al., 2004]. We used the SPectral ARC (SPARC) measure of smoothness,
with range [− inf, 0] [Balasubramanian et al., 2015]. The higher and closer a smoothness value
is to zero, the smoother the trajectory. We only looked at the linear component of motion to
determine smoothness [Sarasola-Sanz et al., 2017].
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Human Factors The objective human factors we measured were number of input commands
issued, agreement (between the user and shared control), jerk and entropy. The lower the number of commands issued, the more efficiently the task was carried out. We defined agreement in
terms of the deviation of the direction of user’s commands from the direction of the final shared
control’s velocity. Mathematically, agreement is given below:
Define direction, θ (u) ≡ tan−1

v

(6.16)

ω

θ (uSC
i )|
π
N
∑ ai · ∆ti
agreement = i=0
∑N
i=0 ∆ti

ai = 1 −

|θ (zhi )

(6.17)
(6.18)

 
v
where u ∼  , ai is the normalised agreement at time step, i. uSC is the final output of the
ω
shared control (PSC or linear blending). N is the number of samples available in which data
from both the measured input of the user, zh , coincide in time with uSC . ∆ti is the duration of
user’s input command, zhi .
The lower the agreement value, the higher the assistance provided by the wheelchair. A
low value may indicate that the human did not need assistance. It may also indicate that the
shared control made a wrong decision, providing no assistance when the user actually needed
some assistance. Similarly, a high agreement value may indicate the human does not need help.
It may also indicate that both the human and the shared control made a wrong choice.
Ideally, an easier task will result is less jerky commands than a harder task. Input jerk
was estimated as the average of the norm of the third derivative of the linear and angular parts
of the measured input command, which is similar to measuring the jerk in the deflection of a
joystick [Carlson and Demiris, 2012]. Although differentiation introduces a lot of noise, the
assumption is that all other things being equal, we should be able to compare jerk for the same
interface. To calculate jerk, we used the velocity estimate of the user’s command rather than
the raw signals themselves. This approach allowed us to establish a way to compare jerk for
different interfaces.
We also measure the entropy in the user’s input. Entropy determines how much information
or disorder is in the user’s command. The more erratic and jerky the user’s input, the more
entropy the user’s input exhibits. Thus, entropy can indicate the degree of difficulty in a similar
h

v(z )
manner to jerk. Entropy was estimated from the angular component, tan−1 ω(z
h ) of the user’s
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input [Goodrich et al., 2004].
Self-assessed metrics of performance can be used to evaluate shared control from the perspective of the participant [Carlson and Demiris, 2012]. The perceived workload is captured by
the NASA-TLX. The idea here is that better performing shared control will reduce the perceived
workload in comparison to other shared control. The USE questionnaire captures how well a
user is satisfied with the shared control, and it is important because we want users to be content
using our shared control.

6.6

Results

In this section, we detail how our shared control improved the performance of the alternative
interfaces. We used an ANOVA to analyse all the results of our experiment at a significance level
of 5%. Significant differences found were computed post-hoc using Tukey’s honestly significant
difference (HSD). We focus specifically on the results of driving through the corridor with the
different interfaces each using the three types of assistance.
We want to compare the performance of PSC to both linear blending and no assistance
for the alternative interfaces. Consistently, PSC provided the safest motion for all interfaces in
terms of clearance. However, linear blending had the best performance for all interfaces and for
all metrics except clearance and collision (see Table (6.1)).
In terms of human factors, participants preferred linear blending to PSC from the USE
questionnaire when using the head-array and preferred PSC to linear blending when using the
sip/puff switch. Workload measured by the NASA-TLX, however, did not indicate any significant difference amongst the different types of assistance for any of the interfaces (see (see
Table (6.2)).

6.6.1

Comparing PSC and Linear Blending for the Joystick

We included the results of using linear blending as a way to benchmark our solution against
the state of the art as we did in our preliminary studies (Chapter (5)). In that study, we saw that
although PSC provided safer motion by reducing number of collisions and increasing clearance,
it reduced performance by increasing distance travelled, completion time; and reducing the
intermittent level and agreement.
In this study, we found no significant difference between PSC and linear blending (LB)
when using the joystick in terms of distance, and agreement, which is an improvement, since LB
performed better than PSC in these metrics in the preliminary experiment. In terms of duration
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and intermittent level, however, PSC still performed worse than linear blending. Clearance and
number of collisions were not significantly different between PSC and linear blending, with
linear blending interestingly having a lower average number of collisions. In general, there is a
closer similarity between performance with PSC and linear blending when using a joystick than
we observed in the preliminary study.
Now that we have established a link between the results of this study and our previous
studies, we will now consider each of the alternative interfaces.
Interface

Distance (m)

Duration (s) Collision

Clearance (m) Intermittent

Smoothness

JS (NA)
JS (PSC)
JS (LB)
HA (NA)
HA (PSC)
HA (LB)
SP (NA)
SP (PSC)
SP (LB)

66.68±4.57
70.83±9.81
66.00±2.21
71.85±6.18
69.55±4.65
65.25±3.23
85.63±17.08
82.22±11.85
75.29± 8.01

297±57
305±54
242±39
308±85
377±181
236±51
465±154
402±81
341±96

0.27±0.03
0.28 ±0.06
0.26±0.03
0.22±0.03
0.26±0.03
0.25±0.03
0.20±0.07
0.27±0.12
0.24±0.04

0.91 ± 0.12
0.80±0.07
0.91±0.04
0.77±0.10
0.72±0.14
0.86±0.07
0.57±0.20
0.69±0.08
0.74±0.08

-2.91±0.52
-2.53±0.91
-1.81±0.48
-2.86±0.93
-2.85±1.66
-1.80±0.57
-3.92±1.38
-2.42±0.80
-2.08±0.81

5±4
3±4
3±3
9±8
3±2
1±1
29±23
6±4
9±14

Table 6.1: Results of task-based metrics for driving a wheelchair in the simulation experiment. We see
that for all interface, PSC kept the highest clearance from obstacles, which indicates a generally cautious
control and PSC reduced collisions the most for the sip/puff switch. Linear blending however, reduced
the distance travelled and task duration the most for all interfaces. In addition, linear blending reduced
collisions the most for the head-array (JS =⇒ joystick, HA =⇒ head-array, SP =⇒ sip/puff switch,
NA =⇒ no assistance and LB =⇒ linear blending).

Interface

Agreement (m) Entropy

Jerk ms−3

No. of Commands

HA (PSC)
HA (LB)
SP (PSC)
SP (LB)

0.76±0.07
0.80±0.04
0.79±0.08
0.79±0.07

10.38±0.32
10.02±0.51
9.93±0.25
9.88 ±0.30

1772±841
1099±228
1905±382
1626±448

0.91±0.22
0.86±0.13
1.06±0.17
0.97±0.20

Table 6.2: Human factors results from simulation experiment. We did not observe any significant
difference between PSC and linear blending for any of the metrics. (JS =⇒ joystick, HA =⇒ headarray, SP =⇒ sip/puff switch, NA =⇒ no assistance and LB =⇒ linear blending)

6.6.2

Comparing PSC and Linear Blending for Head-array

In Figure (6.4), we superimposed all the trajectories for all participants using the head-array
without assistance, with PSC and with linear blending. Clearly, the trajectories made from
driving with no assistance looks the most jittery and thus, at first glance appear to be the worst
performing of the three approaches. However, trajectories made when using PSC and linear
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blending look comparably smooth with linear blending looking just a little bit smoother. These
images give an overall summary, that linear blending performed slightly better than PSC for
all task-based metrics except clearance, whereas no assistance performed the worst for all taskbased metrics except duration, for which PSC performed worst.
Task-Based Metrics Focussing specifically on the effects of shared control on the performance
when driving with a head-array, we see that PSC increased clearance without compromising on
any other performance metric at a significant level of 5% compared with using the head-array
without any assistance (see Figure (6.5)). Both PSC and linear blending reduced the number
of collisions significantly, indicating that any shared control is indeed better than no shared
control. Linear blending reduced both the number of collisions and the distance travelled for
the head-array compared with no assistance. The numerical results for the task-based metrics
are detailed in Table (6.1).
Results for Human Factors Participants generally preferred linear blending to both PSC and
no assistance. Participants rated linear blending more favourably for the statements: “It is flexible”, “It saves me time when I use it.”, “It is wonderful”, “It is fun to use”, “I am satisfied with
it”, “I quickly became skilful with it”, “I can use it successfully every time”, “I can recover from
mistakes quickly and easily” and “I don’t notice any inconsistency as I use it”. As already mentioned, no significant differences were observed in the NASA-TLX, which suggests a disparity
between perceived workload and perceived satisfaction. Moreover, the number of commands
issued, when participants drove with the head-array using linear blending was significantly less
than that when driving using PSC.
Agreement, entropy, and jerk when using PSC were not significantly different from when
using linear blending (see Table (6.2) for numerical results and Figure (6.6) for the graphical
representation of the results).

6.6.3

Comparing PSC and Linear Blending for sip/puff switch

In Figure (6.4), as with the head-array, we overlaid all the trajectories of participants using each
of the three assistance on three separate images. We see that the trajectories made with the
sip/puff switch without assistance look more jittery than the trajectories made using the headarray without assistance. In general, performance with the head-array was better than that with
the sip/puff switch.
Similarly, trajectories made using the sip/puff switch with PSC seems comparably as
smooth as trajectories made using linear blending. Analytically, participants performed best
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(a) Joystick without shared
control.

(b) Joystick with probabilistic
shared control.

(c) Joystick with linear blending.

(d) Head-array without shared
control.

(e) Head-array with probabilistic shared control.

(f) Head-array with linear
blending.

(g) Sip/Puff switch without
shared control.

(h) Sip/Puff switch with probabilistic shared control.

(i) Sip/Puff switch with linear
blending.

Figure 6.4: Trajectories overlaid for all interfaces and types of assistance. Trajectories made with no
assistance seems to be the most jittery for all interfaces and thus, at face value, show the worst performance.
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Figure 6.5: Comparing task-based results amongst types of assistance for the head-array. Linear blending (LB) had the best performance overall. In particular, it significantly reduced the number
of collisions, distance travelled, increased intermittent ratio compared with no assistance (NA). Linear
blending also reduced duration compared with PSC. However, both linear blending and PSC reduced the
number of collision compared to no assistance. PSC also improved clearance compared to no assistance.
(NA =⇒ no assistance and PSC =⇒ probabilistic shared control, ∗ =⇒ p < 0.05).
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(a) Result for USE Questionnaire, pt1 for the head-array. Linear blending (LB) is preferred significantly
to no assistance (NA) for the question, “It is flexible” (∗ =⇒ p < 0.05).
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(b) Result for USE Questionnaire, pt2 for the head-array. Linear blending is preferred to PSC for the
question, “It saves me time when I use it” (∗ =⇒ p < 0.05).
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(c) Result for USE Questionnaire, pt3 for the head-array. Linear blending (LB) is preferred significantly
to no assistance (NA) for the questions, “It is fun to use” and “It is wonderful”. Linear blending is
preferred significantly to PSC for the questions, “I am satisfied with it” and “I quickly became skilful
with it” (∗ =⇒ p < 0.05).
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(d) Result for USE Questionnaire, pt4 for the head-array. Linear blending (LB) is preferred significantly to PSC for the questions, “I can use it successfully every time”, “I can recover from mistakes
quickly and easily”, and “I did not notice any inconsistencies as I use it”. Linear blending is preferred to
no assistance (NA) for the question, “I can recover from mistakes quickly and easily” (∗ =⇒ p < 0.05).
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Figure 6.6: Comparing human factors results for using the head-array. Linear blending had a statistically significant lower number of commands compared to PSC (∗p < 0.05). Moreover, the USE
questionnaire indicates that overall, linear blending is the preferred form of assistance for the head-array.
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Figure 6.7: Results for task-based metrics in comparing types of assistance for the sip/puff switch.
PSC had the best performance in terms of safety: collision and clearance. However, both PSC and linear
blending reduced number of collisions, and improved trajectory smoothness compared to no assistance
(NA). Linear blending also improved the intermittent ratio compared to no assistance. (NA =⇒ no
assistance, LB =⇒ linear blending, ∗ =⇒ p < 0.05).

with PSC in terms of safety but not statistically significantly so compared with linear blending. Furthermore, trajectories made using the sip/puff switch with no assistance appears more
jittery than the trajectories made using sip/puff switch with PSC and linear blending. Overall,
performance using sip/puff switch with no assistance was worse than with either type of shared
control.
Task-Based Metrics For the sip/puff switch, PSC and linear blending both significantly reduced
the number of collisions (Figure (6.7)) without any significant change to the distance travelled
and task duration compared to no assistance. The numerical results for the task-based metrics
are detailed in Table (6.1).
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Results for Human Factors For the sip/puff switch, generally, participants were more satisfied
with PSC compared to both linear blending and no assistance. In particular from the USE
questionnaire, participants rated PSC as significantly more useful than no assistance. As with
head-array, workload measured using the NASA-TLX did not show any significant difference
between all the types of assistance.
We observed no significant difference in number of commands, agreement, entropy, jerk,
the NASA-TLX and for most of the questions of the USE questionnaire between PSC and linear
blending (see Table (6.2) for numerical results and Figure (6.8) for the graphical representation
of the results).
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NA
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It meets my needs.

It saves me time when I use it.

It makes the things easier to get done.

It gives me more control over activities.

It is useful.

It helps me be more productive.

It helps me be more effective.
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(a) From the USE questionnaire for the sip/puff switch, PSC is preferred to no assistance(NA) for the
question, “It is useful” (∗ =⇒ p < 0.05).
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(b) Results for the USE questionnaire for the sip/puff switch, pt.2. No significant difference amongst the
three types of assistance for these questions of the usability, satisfaction and ease of use questionnaire.
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(c) Results for the USE questionnaire for the sip/puff switch, pt.3. No significant difference amongst the
three types of assistance for these questions of the usability, satisfaction and ease of use questionnaire.
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(d) Results for the USE questionnaire for the sip/puff switch, pt.4. No significant difference amongst the
three types of assistance for these questions of the usability, satisfaction and ease of use questionnaire.
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Figure 6.8: Human factors results for the sip/puff switch. From the USE questionnaire, overall, PSC
is the preferred form of assistance for the sip/puff switch. No statistically significant difference between
PSC and linear blending was observed for other human factor metrics.
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6.7

Discussion

This study set out to investigate improving the adequacy of alternative interfaces using the probabilistic shared control. Indeed, probabilistic shared control has been demonstrated to improve
the adequacy of the alternative interfaces, head-array and sip/puff switch as proposed in the second hypothesis in Section (2.6.1). Evidence that probabilistic shared control (PSC) improves the
adequacy of alternative interfaces is seen in the results. In particular, driving with PSC significantly reduces number of collisions for both the head-array (Figure (6.5)) and sip/puff switch
(Figure (6.7)) compared with driving with no assistance. Furthermore, PSC does improve certain aspects of user’s satisfaction. In particular, for the sip/puff switch, participants rated PSC
as significantly more useful than no assistance.
Both PSC and linear blending improved the safety of driving a wheelchair. However, whilst
PSC reduced number of collision the most for the sip/puff switch, linear blending reduced the
number of collision the most for the head-array. Also, PSC was the preferred form of assistance
when using sip/puff switch and linear blending was the preferred form of assistance when using
the head-array.
However, controlling a wheelchair in a simulation may differ from controlling a wheelchair
in real-life. For one, in the simulation, the user has full knowledge of the dimensions of the
wheelchair in relation to obstacles at all directions. This knowledge is absent when a user is
on a real-life wheelchair. In particular, the backside of the wheelchair is not visible to any user
driving a physical powered wheelchair. The environment to each side of the wheelchair is only
partially visible when a sip/puff switch or a joystick is used. The sides of the wheelchair are
completely invisible when a head-array is used. Thus, the thesis further confirms the hypotheses
and general findings with real-life experiments in the subsequent chapter.
In general, these findings indicate that perhaps for more difficult interfaces (in this case,
sip/puff switch [Ezeh et al., 2016]), or tasks, PSC performs better. However, for simpler interfaces (in this case joystick and head-array), linear blending performs better than the novel
shared control framework, PSC. This result is closely similar to that in the literature where a
softer assistance results in better performance but a more constrained/harder type of assistance
provided safer motion [Wang et al., 2017].
Thus, it turns out that probabilistic shared control validates the third hypothesis (Section (3.7.1)) when used with difficult interfaces and for difficult tasks. For more difficult-to-use
interfaces or for harder tasks, PSC should be employed in place of the more traditional form
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of assistance, linear blending. However, for easier-to-use interfaces and for easier tasks, linear
blending should be employed instead of the more complex probabilistic shared control.

6.8

Conclusion

We have demonstrated in a simulation experiment, our second hypothesis in Section (2.6.1) that
PSC improves the adequacy of alternative interfaces. We validated the hypothesis by showing
that PSC improves the safety and satisfaction of inexperienced healthy participants acting as
proxies to novice wheelchair users driving on the wheelchair. We also benchmarked our shared
control against a traditional shared control approach, linear blending. We see that for difficult to
use interfaces such as sip/puff switch, PSC performs better in terms of reducing the number of
collisions and generally keeping far from obstacles, without increasing the duration of the task
or increasing the distance travelled. The result supports both our second and third hypothesis in
Sections (2.6.1) and (3.7.1) respectively, that collectively state that shared control will improve
both the satisfaction and adequacy of interfaces compared with driving with no shared control
and PSC, in particular will improve both safety and satisfaction compared with the traditional
form of shared control. However, for easy to use interfaces i.e., the joystick and head-array,
linear blending performs better than PSC.
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Chapter 7

Improving Adequacy of Alternative
Interfaces for Everyday Tasks
This chapter investigates and elaborates on how our shared control improved the adequacy of
alternative wheelchair interfaces in a physical experiment. We investigate the effects of our
probabilistic approach to blending the user’s intended trajectory with that of the path planner, across several tasks targeting different wheelchair skills. To the best of our knowledge, no
other work in the literature has investigated the effects for a probabilistic approach to blending, applied to alternative interfaces: head-array and sip/puff switch, and across several tasks
that target different wheelchair skills. The results of the real-world experiment are similar to
those observed in the simulation experiment of the last chapter. This outcome validates in reallife, our second hypothesis in Section (2.6.1) that PSC improves the adequacy of wheelchair
interfaces and in addition, supports simulation as a tool for assessing the adequacy of smart
wheelchairs.

7.1

Introduction

To validate our shared control architecture, we aimed to test it in the physical world. In the
previous chapter, we had investigated our shared control in a simulation world. However, the
real-world can introduce unexpected effects, such as motion perturbation from caster wheels
and changes in friction. The real-world presents realistic evidence of the effects of shared
control even though the simulation can provide a perhaps idealised picture of what the shared
control does [Graham, 2009].
In this chapter, we investigate and validate our probabilistic shared control (PSC) in the
physical world. We made some improvements to the shared control system to adapt our simula139

tion solution to the real-world. These improvements are detailed in the subsequent section. The
section after discusses the methodology of our study, and afterwards, we highlight our results.
We then discuss the implications of our study’s outcomes, limitations of the study and possible
future work.
We conclude that we have validated probabilistic shared control in real-world environments
to show that it reduces the number of collisions without significantly impacting on other metrics
of performance. We find that the experiments in the real-world give a similar result to the
simulation experiment in Chapter (6).

7.2

Shared Control Design

We used our shared control framework validated in the simulation experiment (Chapter (6)).
However, we adapted it to work in the physical world based on lessons learnt from the preliminary study.
From our preliminary study in Chapter (5), we learnt that we needed more reliable sensors.
In this chapter, we used sonar sensors to detect obstacles in the environment. We, however,
augmented the sonar’s reliability using infrared sensors. Using sonar sensors meant we did
not continue to use laser scanners as we did in the simulation. The justification is that a laser
scanner is expensive and can only view obstacles along a single plane, allowing it to detect
obstacles only at a specific height. Sonar sensors, on the other hand, are low-cost and can detect
obstacles at different depths making them promising sensors for near future adoption in simple
environment settings [Simpson, 2005].
Another improvement we made to our shared control framework was to compensate for
errors in the ranging sensors. We also enabled the wheelchair to move smoothly in tight areas, employed a faster processor to reduce latency in the shared control and moved the visual
feedback discussed in Section (6.4.2) into a screen attached to the left armrest of the wheelchair
(Figure (7.2a)). We discuss further in this section, the modifications we made to our shared
control architecture.

7.2.1

Improved Ranging Sensors

Our improved ranging sensor system included a fusion of sonar sensors and infrared sensors to
provide more reliable readings (Figure (7.1)). Sonar sensors have cone-shaped beams and are
good at detecting obstacles at different heights, unlike laser scanners that only detect obstacles
at a specific height.
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Figure 7.1: The improved ranging sensor. This ranging sensor contains three sonar sensors (in red) to
detect obstacles at a long range and four infrared ranging sensors (in black) to detect nearby obstacles.

However, if obstacles are near parallel to the direction of the sonar beam, the sonar sensors
may not detect the obstacle, as the emitted beam may not return back to the sensor from the
obstacle but may reflect away. When the beam does return to the sensor, it may do so at a
much later time if it takes a path different from the direct straight line from the obstacle, leading
to the sonar sensor overestimating the distance to the obstacle. In this case, it is a good idea
to have infrared sensors to detect obstacles very close to the wheelchair whilst sonar sensors
detect obstacles much further away. We assume that obstacles have a much greater probability
of being detected by the very narrow beams of the infrared, the closer these obstacles are to the
wheelchair. The assumption is particularly reasonable for large objects and thus our solution
can be applicable to simple environments, with mostly large objects as obstacles.
To fuse results from the infrared sensors with the sonar sensor, we made both sonar and
infrared sensors face the same direction. When the infrared detects that the distance is above
a threshold, the ranging system outputs the distance measurement given by the sonar sensor.
However, when the infrared, detects a close-by object, the system outputs the distance determined by the infrared. In this way, we use sonar sensors to detect faraway objects and infrared
to detect nearby objects.
Another modification we made to our ranging sensor system was to add sensors to the
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footplate of the wheelchair. The sensors were enclosed in casings to protect against impact
from potential collisions. The sensor layout is as shown in Figure (7.2a). Having sensors at the
footplates greatly improved the performance of the sensors to prevent collision by compensating
for the blind spot in front of the wheelchair from our preliminary study shown in Figure (5.3).
To be able to have an increased number of sensors, we used the SRF08 sonar sensor rather
than the HC-SRF04 sonar sensor [Bonail et al., 2009]. The SRF08 sensor allows us to tune its
sonar energy so that we can reduce the distance of detection to around 1.5 m for the forward facing sensors and for the sensors on the foot plate of the wheelchair; and to around 0.5 m for every
other sensor (see Figure (7.2b)). Reducing the energy of the sonar beams and consequently the
operating range meant the energy of the beams decayed faster allowing us to fire more sensors at
a faster rate whilst avoiding cross-talk. This tuning allowed us to achieve a higher sampling rate
of 10 Hz, which is an improvement from the 5 Hz of our preliminary study. A 10 Hz sampling
rate has been used successfully in the literature [Carlson and del R. Millan, 2013, Carlson et al.,
2012]. However, we also needed to understand the kinds of errors to expect from the sensors,
which are discussed next.

7.2.2

Compensating for Dynamic Errors

There are two kinds of errors we observe in estimating distance using sonar sensors. One is the
static error that occurs when the relative velocity between the wheelchair and the environment
is zero. The other is the dynamic error that occurs when the wheelchair moves with respect to
its environment. The static errors for the SRF08 are well understood and were less than 0.02 m
for obstacles around or near perpendicular to the sensor beam. Although error in estimating
distance increases for surfaces nearly parallel to the sonar sensors, we could sense these surfaces with our infrared sensors. We therefore, used infrared sensors as a fail safe for when
the wheelchair gets too close to obstacles, in case the sonars overestimated the distance to the
obstacle.
However, we also wanted to ensure the sonar sensors detect an obstacle from afar in sufficient time so that the wheelchair can slow down before the obstacle becomes so close that the
wheelchair is unable to prevent/avoid collision in time. As a result, we implemented a technique
to compensate for the dynamic errors as well as the static errors of the sonar sensors detailed in
Appendix (B.2). The final characteristics for ranging sensors are given in Table (7.1).
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(a) Final layout of the wheelchair showing
sonar sensors (in white casing) and infrared
sensors (the black strips on the white casing) at
the sides and at the footplate. Sensors are also
at the either sides at the back of the wheelchair
(not fully shown). The wheelchair also has
a visual feedback display, a joystick, a headarray, a sip/puff switch (not shown) and an
emergency stop button.

(b) Diagram showing the field of view of the
sonar beams (grey triangles) and the infrared
rays (red arrows). In our setup, we added the
infrared to compensate for the limitations of
the sonar sensors. As shown, the system has
no significant blind spot. All diagrams are proportional in dimension.

(c) ROS framework showing the connections of our shared control. Here we have that ranging
sensor node also listens to the odometry commands to optimise the distance readings based on
whether the wheelchair moves or not.
Figure 7.2: Diagrams showing the improved sensor design (Figure (7.2a)), the field of view of the sensors (Figure (7.2b)), and the ROS framework of our final shared control architecture (Figure (7.2c))
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Device
Final Ranging Sensor
(SRF08 Sonar Sensor +
Sharp GP2Y0A21YK0F IR Sensor)

Parameter

Value

Sampling rate
10 Hz
Precision
1 cm
Accuracy (Static & Dynamic) ±0.5 cm, ±10 cm
3 sonar + 4 IR sensors on each of the four castor wheel
No of sensors per array
1 Sonar + 2 IR on each footplate.
.

Table 7.1: Specifications for the ranging sensor.

Figure 7.3: Layout of the wheelchair showing escape zones near the wheelchair to optimise mobility
of wheelchair in tight spaces. If an obstacle falls within a zone, the only motions permitted are those
directions detailed in the table. Without these zones, an obstacle that is, for instance, observed behind
the wheelchair, that is close enough to the wheelchair’s occupancy grid, will prevent the wheelchair from
moving forward even when no obstacle is in front of the wheelchair.

7.2.3

Implementing Escape Zones for Path Planner

A further improvement to our architecture was to solve the problem of protrusion of obstacles
into the occupancy grid of the wheelchair, which causes the wheelchair to stop or not move from
a stationary position. The wheelchair stopped many times in tight spaces, and so we focussed
on allowing the wheelchair to escape from being stuck when very close to obstacles.
Our approach was to define zones similar to the work of Carlson and del R. Millan [2013].
In their case, they defined zones so that if obstacles are detected there, the wheelchair experiences a repulsion force to steer it away from the obstacle. In our approach, we use zones
around the wheelchair to only allow motion that moves the wheelchair away from the obstacles
detected in those zones. We call these zones, escape zones. The rules for our escape zones are
depicted in Figure (7.3).
We hypothesise that our improved physical wheelchair will improved the adequacy of the
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alternative interfaces for powered wheelchair control in the physical world (Section (2.6.1)).
We, therefore, present our experiment to validate our hypothesis.

7.3

Methodology

Having improved upon the physical design of our shared control architecture, we proceeded
to investigate the extent to which our shared control framework improves the adequacy of
wheelchair users in the physical world. The general idea was to design a set of tasks, recruit
participants, execute the study and analyse the results of the study.
What then would be a suitable test of our shared control? In Chapter (4), we had shown objective task-based evidence suggesting an opportunity for shared control to improve adequacy
of alternative interfaces. In the subsequent chapter, we implemented a novel theoretical framework to show that, with a limited number of subjects, our probabilistic shared control (PSC)
improves safety. In Chapter (6), we demonstrated that in a simulation environment, our probabilistic shared control performs comparably to the more traditional form of shared control,
linear blending. However, for harder tasks, our shared control improves safety better than linear
blending (in that particular case, the difficult task was manoeuvring using the sip/puff switch).
We measured safety by the number of collisions.
In this chapter, we validate our improved shared control architecture in a physical world
experiment to support the evidence from the simulation-based study. As a result, we selected
tasks that are related to our studies in the previous chapters for comparison. We also investigated
if our shared control generalises over several tasks as the type of task may influence both the
degree and precision of assistance needed.

7.3.1

Tasks Selection

Like our studies in previous chapters, we selected tasks from the wheelchair skills [MacPhee
et al., 2004]. The tasks we selected were “steering forward”; “parking sideways” and “reversing whilst turning into an elevator”. From our first study on characterising the adequacy
of wheelchair interfaces, we showed that participants had the most difficulty with steering in
reverse followed by parking sideways. Thus, we had decided to include these tests as probabilistic shared control (PSC) appears to show task improvements for more difficult tasks. We
also included turning whilst moving forward to provide comparisons to Chapters (5) and (6).
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7.3.2

Metrics

We employed similar metrics as in the previous chapter. The task-based metrics were: distance
travelled, task completion time, intermittent level, clearance and smoothness. In this study,
clearance is computed from the image of the environment created from the distance ranging
sensors similar to the last chapter but unlike in Chapter (5). The advantage of this approach is
that we use clearance as seen from the wheelchair’s path planner’s perspective. The disadvantage is that since our ranging sensors are sonar based, we will not have a high resolution image
of the environment like in the previous chapter, in which we used a laser scanner in a simulation
environment.
The objective human factors were: jerk in input velocity, entropy in input commands and
number of commands. Jerk and the number of commands were expected to be less for an easier
task or in the case where shared control helps reduce effort. The subjective human factors were:
NASA-TLX and a selection of questions from the USE questionnaire). From our previous studies, we realised there were too many questions in the questionnaires for the participants to fill
and hence, experiments last under an hour (many people would not attend experiments lasting
more than an hour). We decided to reduce the number of questions in the USE questionnaire by
selecting at least two questions from each of usability, satisfaction and ease-of-use sections of
the questionnaire.

7.3.3

Assessment Course

Our assessment course was located in the dance studio at the Aspire National Training Centre at
Stanmore, UK. The dance studio had light rigs that allowed us to mount some CCTV cameras
high up looking down at the floor. We used these cameras as part of our trajectory tracking
toolkit, MoRe-T2, to capture the motion of the wheelchair [Ezeh et al., 2015]. We also used
cardboard boxes to demarcate the assessment course and as obstacles so that any potential
collisions would not cause any harm to the participants. Our setup is shown in Figure (7.4)
(Dimensions of the course is given in Figure (C.1) of the Appendix).

7.3.4

Protocol

We successfully recruited 19 able-bodied people and 1 tetraplegic patient who used a powered
wheelchair, which exceeded our minimum sample size of 8 (the calculation for the sample size
is given in Appendix (B.1.2)). We had approached 25 able-bodied and 5 powered wheelchair
users, but 6 of the able-bodied persons cancelled their appointments and most of the powered
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Figure 7.4: The assessment course with cardboard walls and obstacles. Motion capture cameras (MoReT2) are above mounted on a lighting rig in the ceiling (not shown).

wheelchair users cancelled their appointments either due to health or transport reasons. Four of
the participants were part of our previous studies but since those studies were short and occurred
more than a year earlier, we assume that the participants are all novice wheelchair users.
We collected data on driving alternative interfaces with and without our probabilistic
shared control to observe the effects of our shared control on driving performance. We tracked
the trajectory of the wheelchair using MoRe-T2 and we also recorded information about the
user’s commands and the shared control at each point in time.
Participants had only one trial for each interface-assistance pair to ensure that we do not
take too much of the participants’ time as we had a high dropout rate in past studies where
experiments lasted more than an hour. The order of the interface and assistance pair was pseudorandomised for each participant to minimise any learning effect and the effect of fatigue.
After each trial for the interface-assistance pair condition, we asked participants to complete both the NASA-TLX questionnaire and the shortened form of the USE questionnaire.
Each study lasted about 50 minutes.
For each condition, we asked the participant to test drive the wheelchair for 10 minutes to
get familiar with the tasks. Afterwards, we instructed the participant to begin the tasks. The
tasks began with steering whilst moving forward through two obstacles in the path. After the
participant completed this first task, we asked him/her to stop at or around a point that indicated the beginning of the next task: parking sideways. After the participant finished parking
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sideways, we asked him/her to reverse into an elevator. We asked the participant to pause between each task so we could identify the start and end of each task from the video recorded by
MoRe-T2.

7.3.5

Ethics Declaration

The experimental protocols were approved by the University College London Research Ethics
Committee (reference number: 6545/003) and experiments were performed in accordance with
the ethical standards laid out in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.
We also received NHS approval to recruit wheelchair users through the Royal National
Orthopaedic Hospital (RNOH), but due to the time taken to gain Health Research Authority
(HRA) approval (5 months), funding for the project had expired. Therefore, we could only
recruit wheelchair users from outside the hospital (Section (A.1)).

7.4

Results

Interface, Assistance, Task

Distance (m) Duration (s)

Collisions

Clearance (m)

Intermittent

Smoothness

HA, NA, All Tasks
HA, PSC, All Tasks
HA, NA, Reverse into Elevator
HA, PSC, Reverse into Elevator
HA, NA, Park Sideways
HA, PSC, Park Sideways
HA, NA, Steer Forward
HA, PSC, Steer Forward

16.20±2.84
18.84±4.21
5.19 ±2.06
5.01±1.89
4.4±1.12
6.36±2.49
6.4±0.59
7.09±0.98

8
1
6
1
1
0
0
0

0.73±0.08
0.61±0.07
0.71±0.11
0.62±0.12
0.65±0.12
0.54±0.13
0.89±0.08
0.76±0.15

0.71±0.11
0.73±0.15
0.70±0.14
0.691±0.23
0.73± 0.23
0.71± 0.26
0.62±0.30
0.60±0.28

-6.30±8.43
-11.47±11.90
-10.29±16.56
-12.00±16.77
-5.08±9.13
-13.32±17.77
-5.31±6.84
-7.17±10.07

126.2±31.08
176.97±58.04
48.44±24.33
54.381±33.14
43.49±15.90
73.38± 35.28
32.85±4.42
47.65±18.41

Table 7.2: Table of task-based results for different tasks using the head-array. We see that probabilistic shared control reduced collisions but at a cost of degrading other metrics. We believe this behaviour
implies that probabilistic shared control helps “too much” for the head-array (NA =⇒ no assistance and
PSC =⇒ probabilistic shared control)

Interface, Assistance, Task

Jerk (ms−3 )

HA, NA, All Tasks
7.44±1.61
HA, PSC, All Tasks
7.22±1.12
HA, NA, Reverse into Elevator 7.46±2.37
HA, PSC, Reverse into Elevator 6.68±2.02
HA, NA, Park Sideways
8.54±2.12
HA, PSC, Park Sideways
8.52±2.01
HA, NA, Steer Forward
5.49±2.31
HA, PSC, Steer Forward
5.95± 2.55

Entropy (Sh)

# of Commands

1.01± 0.09
0.93±0.14
1±0.11
0.96±0.09
1.04±0.21
0.89±0.16
0.90±0.22
0.90±0.29

97±47
118±51
39±27
34±22
36±19
54±29
20±14
31±19

Table 7.3: Table of human factors outcome for the different tasks using the head-array. We see that
for probabilistic shared control reduced jerk and entropy for the most part but increased the number of
commands executed. All increases and decreases were not at a significant level. (NA =⇒ no assistance
and PSC =⇒ probabilistic shared control)
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We used an ANOVA to analyse the results of this study. Significant differences found were
computed post-hoc using Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD). Our alpha level was
5%. We investigated whether shared control improved the adequacy of the alternative interfaces.
To do so, we compare performance metrics within each alternative interface when using shared
control and when not using any assistance to drive the wheelchair. Our experiment involved
several tasks. We used the time-stamped video recording of the participants’ motion by MoReT2 to select the portions of the data that corresponded to each task. We also compared the
effects of shared control for the aggregate of all the tasks.

7.4.1

Results for Head-array

Our results for the aggregate of all tasks using the head-array in our real-world study showed
a consistency with our previous chapters. Shared control reduced the number of collisions, in
this case, from 8 to 1 (see Figure (7.5)). Although shared control improved safety (measured by
number of collisions), it did so at a cost to other metrics of performance such as distance, duration and clearance. However, for workload and satisfaction, there was no significant difference
between no assistance and shared control.
The numerical results for the task-based metrics are detailed in Table (7.2) and Table (7.3)
for the result of the human factors. Let us now consider the results for each specific task.

7.4.1.1

Results for Reversing into the Elevator Using the Head-array

For the task of reversing into an elevator, probabilistic shared control reduced total number of
collisions from 6 to 1 (see Figure (7.7) for all task-based results) without any significant difference to other metrics besides intermittent level. Shared control degraded intermittent level.
However, our result indicates that for the elevator, which we can say was the hardest task according to our first study (Chapter (4)), shared control improved the adequacy of the head-array,
relative to the aggregated results. Unlike for the aggregate of all tasks, shared control improved
safety without significantly degrading the other metrics of performance (see Figure (7.8) for
human factors results). In addition, this phenomenon supports our claim in the previous chapter that probabilistic shared control (PSC) helps more for more difficult tasks although it could
degrade performance (but not safety) for easier tasks.
The results for the workload (NASA-TLX), and usability, satisfaction, and ease of use were
only collected for the aggregate of all tasks, so we do not show these results for individual tasks.
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Figure 7.5: We compare task-based metrics for the aggregate of all task using head-array with (PSC)
and without shared control (NA). PSC reduced number of collision at the cost of significantly increasing
distance and task time, and reducing intermittent level (∗p < 0.05).

7.4.1.2

Results for Parking Sideways Using the Head-array

For parking sideways, probabilistic shared control reduced the total number of collisions from 1
without assistance to 0 (see Figure (7.9) for task-based metrics). It did not significantly change
clearance, trajectory smoothness and input jerk (Figure (7.10) for human factors results).
However, probabilistic shared control significantly increased distance travelled, task time
and number of commands. As a result, probabilistic shared control provided slightly more
safety than no shared control at the cost of degrading several key performance metrics.
It also significantly reduced the intermittent level and the entropy in the user’s commands.
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Figure 7.6: No significant difference in jerk, input entropy number of commands and workload for the
aggregate of all task using head-array. Figure continues on next page.

7.4.1.3 Results for Steering whilst Moving Forward Using the Head-array
The results for steering forward using the head-array are very similar to parking sideways. Like
in the parking sideways task, probabilistic shared control significantly increased the distance
travelled and task time, and reduced intermittent level (Figure (7.11)). There were no significant differences between using the head-array with and without assistance for clearance, and
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NA
PSC

It works the way I want it to work.
I am satisfied with it.
I easily remember how to use it.
I learned to use it quickly.
It is simple to use.
It is easy to use.
It makes the things I want to accomplish easier to get done.
It gives me more control over the activities in my life.
2

4

6

(e)
Figure 7.6: Combined human factors results for all tasks using the head-array. Human factors results
for driving with probabilistic shared control were not significantly different from the results for driving
with no assistance.
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Figure 7.7: We compare task-based metrics for reversing into the elevator using head-array with
probabilistic shared control (PSC) and with no assistance (NA). PSC reduced total collisions from 6 to
1, however, it significantly reduced intermittent level (∗p < 0.05).

smoothness. However, no collision occurred when steering forward using the head-array.
For the human factors result (see Figure (7.12)), PSC did not significantly change the jerk
in input commands, entropy in input commands and number of input commands.

7.4.2

Results for Sip/Puff Switch

Six of our participants could not complete tasks using the sip/puff switch. They reported it was
too hard to consistently blow into the tube to give the commands they intended. For the participants who were able to use the sip/puff switch in this real-world study, we found that shared
control reduced total number of collisions from 32 to only 7 (Figure (7.13)) and significantly
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Figure 7.8: We compare human factors outcome for using the head-array to reverse into the elevator
with and without shared control. We found no significant difference, however.

reduced entropy in commands issued from the switch (Figure (7.14)). At the same time, shared
control did not significantly change all the other metrics except for distance, which it increased.
These results align closely with what we have observed in the simulation in Chapter (6); in
particular, that probabilistic shared control reduces number of collisions without degrading performance for difficult driving cases.
The mean and standard deviations for the task-based metrics are shown in Table (7.4) and
in Table (7.5) for the human factors. Let us now discuss how probabilistic shared control fares
for the different individual tasks when using the sip/puff switch.
Interface, Assistance, Task

Distance (m) Duration (s)

Collision Clearance (m)

Intermittent Smoothness

SP, NA, All Tasks
SP, PSC, All Tasks
SP, NA, Reverse into Elevator
SP, PSC, Reverse into Elevator
SP, NA, Park Sideways
SP, PSC, Park Sideways
SP, NA, Steer Forward
SP, PSC, Steer Forward

18.11±4.39
25.68± 8.23
5.88±2.66
9.3 ±5.45
5.59±2.58
6.61±2.6
6.86±1.01
8.36±1.59

32
7
16
5
16
2
1
0

0.67±0.16
0.71±0.17
0.58±0.26
0.51±0.38
0.63±0.29
0.62±0.40
0.64±0.25
0.65±0.13

156.01±51.49
276.56±162.08
59.03 ±33.71
115.92±100.18
58.75±26.06
76.68±31.49
44.95±17.38
80.32±57.88

0.67±0.10
0.59±0.13
0.65±0.14
0.60±0.18
0.58±0.10
0.53±0.09
0.80±0.15
0.67±0.22

-6.86±5.99
-3.11 ±3.29
-7.90±11.50
-2.42 ±2.03
-10.43±12.9
-1.99±0.39
-2.08±1.89
-5.69±13.94

Table 7.4: Table of task-based results for different tasks using the sip/puff switch. Probabilistic shared
control reduced collisions and improved the trajectory smoothness. It did not degrade other metrics of
performance at a significant level except for distance travelled. (SP =⇒ sip/puff switch, NA =⇒ no
assistance and PSC =⇒ probabilistic shared control)
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Figure 7.9: We compare task-based metrics for parking sideways using head-array with and without
shared control. Shared control eliminated collisions completely but also degraded performance by significantly increased distance travelled, task completion time, and reduced intermittent level (∗p < 0.05).

7.4.2.1

Results for Reversing into the Elevator Using the Sip/Puff Switch

Probabilistic shared control reduced the number of collisions from 16 to 5. At the same time,
shared control did not significantly change any other performance metric: the task-based metrics
(Figure (7.15)) or human factors (Figure (7.16)). As in the case of the head-array, the reduction
by more than half the number of collisions whilst not degrading other performance metrics
validates our shared control’s capability to improve safety whilst not degrading performance.
Indeed, we see this effect for the more difficult tasks as we have noted throughout this thesis.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of human factors results for using the head-array to park sideways with and
without shared control. PSC significantly reduced the entropy in input commands even as it increased
the number of commands (∗p < 0.05).

Interface, Assistance, Task

Jerk (ms−3 )

SP, NA, All Tasks
4.8 0±2.07
SP, PSC, All Tasks
5.8±1.49
SP, NA, Reverse into Elevator 4.98±2.71
SP, PSC, Reverse into Elevator 5.26±3.51
SP, NA, Park Sideways
5.6±2.41
SP, PSC, Park Sideways
5.87±1.74
SP, NA, Steer Forward
3.92±2.81
SP, PSC, Steer Forward
4.43±1.63

Entropy (Sh)

# of Commands

0.94±0.11
1.06± 0.10
1.02±0.15
1.02±0.16
0.99±0.14
1±0.13
0.79±0.20
1.07±0.25

75±477
121±66
29±25
46±43
33±27
39±15
16±10
29±19

Table 7.5: Table of human factors outcome for the different tasks using the sip/puff switch. Probabilistic shared control increased workload but not at a significant level by increase jerk, entropy and
number of commands. (SP =⇒ sip/puff switch, NA =⇒ no assistance and PSC =⇒ probabilistic
shared control)

7.4.2.2

Results for Parking Sideways Using the Sip/Puff Switch

Similar to reversing into the elevator, probabilistic shared control reduced the number of collisions from 16 to 2. At the same time, shared control did not significantly change all other
performance metrics: the task-based metrics (Figure (7.17)) and human factors (Figure (7.18)).
The only exception is trajectory smoothness, which shared control increased significantly.
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Figure 7.11: Comparing task-based metrics for driving forward using head-array with and without
shared control. Shared control degraded performance by increasing distance travelled, task completion
time and intermittent level (∗p < 0.05).

7.4.2.3

Results for Steering whilst Moving Forward Using the sip/puff Switch

For steering forward, we recorded 1 collision with the sip/puff switch using no assistance and
no collision using shared control. For other metrics, we observe a pattern similar to the headarray. Shared control significantly increases the distance travelled and task time (Figure (7.19)).
Shared control also significantly increased entropy and the number of commands issued (Figure (7.20)). This result may indicate that the task was easy and so probabilistic shared control
degraded performance even as it improved on safety.
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Figure 7.12: Comparing human factors results for using the head-array to steer forwards with and
without shared control. Shared control did not significantly alter the results of the human factors.
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Figure 7.13: Comparing task-based metrics to perform a group of tasks using sip/puff switch with and
without shared control. These tasks are: steering whilst moving forward, parking sideways and reversing
into an elevator. PSC significant reduced distance travelled and reduced number of collisions without
changing the other task-based metrics (∗p < 0.05).
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Figure 7.14: No statistically significant results were observed for input jerk, input entropy, and number
of commands for the aggregate of all tasks when driving the smart wheelchair using a sip/puff
switch. Figure continues on next page.
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NA
PSC

It works the way I want it to work.
I am satisfied with it.
I easily remember how to use it.
I learned to use it quickly.
It is simple to use.
It is easy to use.
It makes the things I want to accomplish easier to get done.
It gives me more control over the activities in my life.
2

4

6

(e) Usability, satisfaction, ease of use did not indicate any significant different for shared control and no
assistance when using the sip/puff switch.
Figure 7.14: Comparing human factors outcomes for using the sip/puff switch to perform a group
of tasks with and without shared control. These tasks are: steering whilst moving forward, parking
sideways and reversing into an elevator. Shared control increased entropy alone, without changing other
results for human factors.
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Figure 7.15: Comparing task-based metrics for using the sip/puff switch to reverse into the elevator,
with and without shared control. PSC reduced number of collisions without significantly changing the
results of any other task-based metric. The fact that clearance goes to zero for PSC might mean that the
wheelchair was always very close to some obstacle for some experiments. Recall that clearance in this
study was derived from the sonar sensors which due to poor resolution, is very likely in tight spaces to
indicate an obstacle within the boundary of the wheelchair.
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Figure 7.16: Comparing human factors results for using the sip/puff switch to reverse into the elevator
with and without shared control.
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Figure 7.17: Comparing task-based metrics for parking sideways using a sip/puff switch. PSC reduced
the number of collisions and improved the smoothness of trajectory, without significantly changing the
results of other task-based metrics of performance (∗p < 0.05).
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Figure 7.18: Human factors results for using the sip/puff switch to park sideways. PSC did not
significantly change the human factors results.
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Figure 7.19: Shared control reduced the number of collision for the forward steering task using the
sip/puff switch but at a cost of increasing distance travelled and task completion time (∗p < 0.05).
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Figure 7.20: PSC significantly increased entropy and the number of commands issued when driving
forward using sip/puff switch compared with no assistance (∗p < 0.05).
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7.5

Discussion

We have validated probabilistic shared control in the physical world and the results we observe
for the real-world experiment closely coincide with the results of the simulation. We had seen
from the discussion of the previous chapter (Section (6.7)) that shared control reduced the number of collisions with no significant difference in other performance metrics such as distance and
completion time. In this chapter, this outcome is true for both head-array and sip/puff switch for
the task of reversing into the elevator, which was the most difficult task of the study. Although
we analysed the significant difference for most metrics, we emphasised the absolute decrease
in number of collisions because of the importance of safety. One of the primary reasons people
are refused powered wheelchairs is that they cannot drive it safely [Fehr et al., 2000]. Thus,
an absolute decrease in number of collisions is a significant improvement as opposed to only
viewing a statistically significant decrease as the only measure of a worthwhile improvement.
It, therefore, appears that our implementation of the framework for probabilistic shared
control improves safety for difficult tasks without significantly changing any other metric of
performance. However, for easy tasks, our probabilistic shared control can degrade performance
significantly despite increasing safety. This phenomenon, as we had also noted in Chapter (6),
is seen mostly for a strong type of assistance that restricts motion more than the linear blending
approach might [Wang et al., 2017].
A major challenge in making the probabilistic shared control less limiting even as it improves safety is that its final velocity depends on an accurate and precise kinematic models of
the wheelchair and reliable sensor readings but such a model is difficult to achieve because of
the noisiness of sonar sensors and castor effects, among other reasons. Thus, as in Chapter (6),
we have reduced collisions but ideally, the number of collisions should be zero, which suggests a room for improvement in our actual implementation of the path planner used by our
probabilistic shared control as a potential future work.
We reiterate that the strength of our probabilistic model over linear blending is that we
have a framework upon which we can include uncertainty in interactions to model different
interpretations such as treating a kerb perhaps as either an obstacle or a path. Our current
implementation is still a simplistic version of the probabilistic approach. In a future work, we
could improve the framework, for example, to reason over more complex trajectories such as
one that leads into an elevator, considering these trajectories from several time steps in advance.
The idea is to determine the likelihood of the user wanting to reverse into the elevator and
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then to implement a trajectory following assistance to guide a user into an elevator. This might
perhaps not only reduce number of collisions but might quicken the task completion time for
tasks such as passing through a doorway or reversing into an elevator.
Since our probabilistic framework accounts for uncertainties, it is a potential tool to develop robust and data-driven models of shared control that work in the often noisy problem
space that is intrinsic to the real-world.

7.6

Conclusion

We have shown supporting evidence that our probabilistic shared control in the physical world,
reduces the number of collisions without significantly changing other important metrics of performance such as distance travelled and task completion time. We showed this evidence using
healthy novice participants as proxies to novice wheelchair users. Furthermore, we have corroborated the results of our simulation to show that testing using simulation and real-world settings
produce somewhat similar results.
The study supports, in the physical world, our second hypothesis in Section (2.6.1)
that jointly states that shared control will improve the adequacy of alternative interfaces for
wheelchair control. Controlling alternative interfaces can be a complex task. However, by
leveraging the strengths of our probabilistic framework, which are to guarantee safety and to
capture uncertainty in interaction, we can develop assistance for much more complex interactions than is currently being explored in the literature.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter concludes the thesis by discussing the contribution and impact of our research
both theoretically for the research community and practically, for clinical settings.

8.1

Discussion of Contributions

We conclude this thesis with a discussion on its contributions.

We recall that powered

wheelchairs are inadequate and in particular, alternative interfaces for driving the powered
wheelchair are very difficult to use safely [Fehr et al., 2000]. We also recall that smart
wheelchairs, which are powered wheelchairs fitted with sensors, can provide some assistance to
help drive wheelchairs. In particular, shared control, which is the moment-to-moment sharing
of control between the user and the smart wheelchair, is critical in guaranteeing the safety of
drivers and ensuring smooth and effortless driving [Argall, 2016]. From these points identified
in the literature, we proposed three hypotheses, which were:
• It is more difficult to control a wheelchair using either the head-array or the sip/puff
switch than it is to control the joystick. This difficulty can be quantified using various
metrics of performance (Section (2.6.1)).
• By combining information from the user’s interface and information from on-board sensors, we can make driving a powered wheelchair with alternative interfaces more controllable and safer to use than without this combination of information (Section (2.6.1)).
• Probabilistic shared control will improve the safety and satisfaction of users compared
with linear blending (Section (3.7.1)).
We provided supporting evidence for the first hypothesis in our study in Chapter (4) showing that distance travelled and task completion time were at their lowest when driving with a
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joystick, followed by a head-array and then a sip/puff switch. Workload and skills followed a
similar trend but in the reverse order. These outcomes suggest that indeed joystick was the easiest interface to use, followed by the head-array whilst the sip/puff switch was the most difficult
interface to use, thus supporting our hypothesis.
We also validated our second hypothesis and third hypothesis in a simulation experiment
in Chapter (6). Probabilistic shared control significantly reduced the number of collisions and
increased clearance for both the head-array and sip/puff switch. Also for several questions on
satisfaction, usability and ease-of-use, PSC was preferred to using no assistance, which supports
our second hypothesis that shared control can be used to improve the usability and satisfaction
of the alternative interface.
Beyond simulation, we further validated our second hypothesis in the physical world in
Chapter (7). We showed PSC reduces the number of collision for both head-array and sip/puff
switch. However, for harder tasks (reversing whilst steering and parking sideways) and for more
difficult-to-use interfaces such as sip/puff switch, PSC reduces the number of collisions without
significantly degrading other metrics of performance. However, for easier-to-use interfaces such
as the head-array and for easier tasks such as steering forward, PSC will still reduce the number
of collisions but can also degrade other metrics of performance.
Our third hypothesis is validated for the most difficult interface according to our first study
in Chapter (4), sip/puff switch and for difficult tasks also according to our first study such as
reversing whilst steering and parking sideways. In this case, probabilistic shared control reduced more collisions and maintained a larger clearance than the more traditional form of share
control, linear blending. For the easier interfaces to use, such as joystick and head-array, linear
blending resulted in a lower number of collisions even though PSC still maintained a higher
clearance from obstacles. The differences between PSC and linear blending were not at a statistically significant level but we insist that absolute decrease in the number of collisions is an
important result even if the decrease is not statistically significant.
The similarity between results from the experiment in the physical world and those from
the simulation encourages us to leverage the simulation more to exhaustively explore very complex tests of probabilistic shared control that may be too difficult to investigate affordably in
the real-world. A shared control framework can be rapidly developed and tested in a simulation
world, which allows us to simplify the problem space and debug quickly. We then validate the
framework in the physical world showing that our parameters are robust to the uncertainties of
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the real-world.
To shed more light on the significance of our contribution, we discuss the significance and
outcomes of the different metrics of performance.

8.2

Discussion of Outcomes of Performance Metrics

We divide our metrics of performance into two groups: task-based metrics and human factors. We recall that task-based metrics are only concerned with how well the task was performed whereas human factors focus on the participant’s state as a measure of performance
(Section (2.2.2)).
Our task-based metrics were number of collisions, distance, task completion time, intermittent level, clearance from obstacles and smoothness of trajectory. The major task-based
metrics were distance, time, and number of collisions as these have been used the most in the
literature [Urdiales et al., 2009]. We have already seen that the number of collisions validated
our hypotheses. However, distance and task completion time did not. In fact, we see that our
brand of shared control extracts a “cost” in terms of sometimes increasing both distance and
task completion time to provide a safer motion. However, it shouldn’t necessarily be the case.
We must be able to construct a flavour of probabilistic shared control that reduces this “cost”.
Indeed, we see that as we improved upon the shared control system from the work in Chapter (5)
to Chapter (6), shared control does better in terms of reducing the “cost”.
Metrics such as intermittent level, which is the ratio of time spent moving to total task
time, did not did not exhibit trends consistent with the major metrics. For our studies, which
were self-paced, a higher intermittent level indicates that the participants spent most of his/her
time moving, rather than stopping to think or evaluate the next sequence of action to take. Thus,
ideally, a high intermittent level suggests that the participant found the task easy to perform
since the participants ought to be moving throughout the task.
However, the intermittent level may no longer be reliable when the wheelchair and not
the user, initiates the stopping. In such a case, intermittent level no longer indicates if the
user stops to evaluate the next sequence of action. This observation explains why intermittent
level may not have supported the use of our shared control. Indeed, we see that since PSC is
cautious, it can increase the number of times the wheelchair stops if near an obstacle, which
in turn, lowers the intermittent level even as distance and task completion time report that PSC
improves performance.
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A metric similar to intermittent level is trajectory smoothness. Trajectory smoothness
measures the jerkiness of the linear component of velocity. Thus, if PSC often stops or slows
down the wheelchair near tight spaces, smoothness may also be reduced. However, unlike
intermittent level, smoothness assesses the trajectory making no assumption about the intention
of the user. In this case, a smoother trajectory can indicate a good performance. We indeed see
that smoothness follows trends similar to distance and task completion, and does not follow the
trends of the intermittent level, even though it is supposed to be similar to the intermittent level.
Clearance is the last task-based metric we used. We measured clearance as the average
across all points in time of the minimum distances of the wheelchair to an obstacle. The idea is
that ideally, a safer driving will on average be further away from obstacles. However, proximity
to an obstacle that is not very close to the wheelchair does not really indicate safety. The user
may just prefer to be closer to a wall for instance than to drive in the middle of a corridor.
As a result, clearance did consistently correlate with number of collisions that one may expect
of a metric of safety. This outcome is interesting because it also suggests that a path planner
optimising for clearance like our initial path planner in the preliminary study (Chapter (5)), may
not be an ideal strategy because wheelchair users may not be optimising for clearance, at least
not on a moment to moment basis.
Our human factors were: jerk, entropy, number of commands, NASA-TLX’s workload and
satisfaction. Jerk, entropy, number of commands and NASA-TLX measure workload that the
user may have experienced. The results for these measures of workload did not show statistically significantly results most of the times. In general, we see that in absolute terms, these
workload metrics increase when distance travelled or task completion time increases. Thus,
we may conservatively infer that contrary to our third hypothesis in Section (3.7.1), our shared
control did not improve or degrades satisfaction.
It is worth noting that linear blending in the simulation experiment in Chapter (6) and for
the head-array, appears to validate our third hypothesis in Section (3.7.1) that shared control improves satisfaction. However, this is not the case for the more difficult to use interface, sip/puff
switch, perhaps because the sip/puff switch may have needed a more tightly coupled assistance
closer to probabilistic blending. Nevertheless, the question of which metric of satisfaction perhaps if reduced to singular value, should be the most important in determining satisfaction, is
the subject of further research.
A possible reason why probabilistic shared control did not improve satisfaction signifi174

cantly in the physical world experiment in Chapter (7), and the simulation experiment in Chapter (6), is that shared control may not provide enough assistance at the right times. In other
words, improvements in capability to accomplish driving tasks by using shared control may
simply not have been large enough for the participants. Most of our participants were healthy
people or wheelchair users who comfortably use a joystick. As a result, they may have had
enough capabilities to demand a higher quality assistance that helps adequately when and only
when needed. This assistance may be based on a motion planner specialised for each type
of wheelchair skill that accounts for individual preferences or behaves in a way natural for a
particular driver for the particular wheelchair skill.
The degree to which the effects of our shared control can be generalised to our ideal target
users remains a topic for further studies. Let us recall our ideal target users are people with
disabilities who are not able to use existing interfaces for controlling a wheelchair. It could be
that our ideal target users may benefit from our shared control and linear blending approaches
as using them may be better than not being able to move at all or it could be that the nature of
assistance our target users may need, may be different in ways yet unaccounted for. The use of
novice participants as proxies for novice wheelchair users may indicate that the outcomes of this
research could benefit people who are recently prescribed one of the interfaces but have some
difficulty in using these interfaces. In this case, shared control may be used either as a training
tool or a permanent part of the powered wheelchair. Further work can also look into using more
participants, since, the studies in this thesis used a limited number of participants (<20), which,
although is backed by statistical analysis given in Appendix (B.1), did not take into account factors such as attitude towards assistance [McCreadie and Tinker, 2005] and appearance [Robins
et al., 2004].
Nevertheless, we have gained a better understanding of the probabilistic approach to shared
control, which appears to be a small step in the right direction. With this insight, we now discuss
the impacts of the work in this thesis on the wider world.

8.3

Impact of Contributions and Further Work

The thesis essentially develops a framework for sharing control between a wheelchair user
and a control interface (it may be a discrete and potentially difficult-to-use interface), whilst
guaranteeing safer motion than is offered by the more tradition form of shared control, linear
blending. The developed framework for shared control framework has been tested and validated
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for the joystick, head-array and sip/puff switch, improving the safety of these interfaces, which
are the most commonly used interfaces. The research done thus paves the way for improving the
driving safety of alternative interfaces for wheelchair control, that are commercially available
such as chin joystick, buttons and simple switches.
In addition, since the framework blends the intended trajectory from the human and the
path planner in a probabilistic manner, and naturally accounts for uncertainty in sharing control, we postulate that it can be extended to novel interfaces such as Brain-Computer Interface
(BCI), or eye control. Also, the probabilistic formulation of the human model for an interface under the probabilistic framework reveals that we can indeed model this interface using
probabilities. BCI is essentially a noisy discrete interface with some latency. Eye control is
essentially a continuous or discrete interface with uncertainty in whether an eye movement is a
command at all and with uncertainty in the direction of the command, given the eye movement
is in fact a command. These behaviours can be modelled using probabilities and accounted for
theoretically and fundamentally in the probabilistic shared control.
The probabilistic nature of our shared control also paves the way to implementing shared
control for other complex or difficult cases beyond driving with alternative interfaces. We recall
the original equation for probabilistic shared control, Equation (5.4), accounts for uncertainties
of the environment in the joint probability distribution. Thus, the framework can naturally be extended to more complex environments than is currently considered in the literature. Most work
in the literature deals with simple environments, yet real-life is often a complex environment,
containing moving obstacles and different features like kerbs and ramps. Thus, this observation
raises interesting research questions of how probabilistic shared control might perform in more
complex environments.
One such complex environment is a crowd of people. Our research on probabilistic shared
control can potentially extend the research on crowd dynamics into navigating in crowds [Paris
et al., 2007]. Indeed, our research laboratory, Aspire CREATe Lab is part of a large European research project, that will be starting soon, called CROWDBOT. CROWDBOT sets out to enable
mobile robots to navigate autonomously and assist humans in crowded areas, rather than simply
stopping when the going gets tough. Within CROWDBOT, our shared control framework will
inform the design of new algorithms for semi-autonomous navigation in crowded spaces while
our smart wheelchair will serve as a platform to test out the new algorithms.
Another complex environment is one with features that can both be interpreted as obstacles
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or paths. These features such as kerbs or ramps are inherently probabilistic in nature, depending
on the particular context. For instance, a wheelchair user may want to drive along a kerb (the
kerb is treated as obstacle) or may want to climb up or down the kerb (the kerb is treated
as path). Modelling these features in a probabilistic form is very possible, and perhaps the
probability assigned to switching between a feature treated as an obstacle or a path can follow a
distribution that depends on the input command of the user, and the position and orientation of
the feature with respect to the wheelchair. The derived probability can then be naturally infused
in the joint probability distribution of PSC.
Beyond the theoretical impacts of our research, a clinical impact is that we have paved
the way towards enabling people who are not able to use currently available interfaces for
wheelchair control to be able to move around safely and independently using a smart wheelchair.
Using our approved NHS ethics, we will be conducting a clinical trial of our shared control as an
intervention for mobility impaired patients, who are unable to use currently available interfaces
for wheelchair control, as a step towards making mobility more accessible. In this case, we are
interested in understanding how much satisfaction our shared control provides our target users
since we have already established the safety of the system.
Our research on incorporating alternative interfaces into a probabilistic framework for
shared control will be used in another European project called Assistive Devices for Empowering Disabled People Through Robotic Technologies (ADAPT), that also will begin soon.
ADAPT aims to enhance standard electronic powered wheelchairs, currently used by health
services in the UK and France, by adding driving assistance technologies such as obstacle
avoidance, route selection and autonomous driving. ADAPT is a joint partnership between
universities, small and medium businesses (SMEs), charities, and hospitals, all across Europe.
The output of this project includes bringing smart wheelchairs (including those with shared control) into the market, thereby making mobility more accessible. Since we use novice healthy
participant as proxies for novice wheelchair users, our framework can potentially inform on
developing training tools for new wheelchair users as part of ADAPT.
Thus, our work in this thesis has joined other studies in the literature such as the survey of wheelchair adequacy by Fehr et al. [2000] to pave the way towards making powered
wheelchairs safer, improving the adequacy of alternative interfaces. The grand vision is that our
effort contributes towards eventually providing independent mobility and improved quality of
life to people currently unable to use commercially available forms of assistive technology for
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mobility.
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Appendix A

Ethics Application
Throughout our research, we had to apply to ethics committees to approve our experiments since
ethics approval has become a compulsory requirement in UK before experiments involving
people can be carried out. We applied for three ethics approval from University College London
(UCL)’s ethics committee, which only covers studies on the university’s premises. We also
applied for an NHS ethics approval, which gave us access to the NHS database and patients. The
NHS application was much more rigorous and consisted of strict requirements that encompasses
those of UCL. Thus, in this chapter, we detail our ethics application that was approved by the
NHS, as a recommendation for conducting research in shared control with patients.

A.1

NHS Ethics Application

To validate our shared control, we initially planned to investigate its effects on vulnerable patients who could not use a joystick but could only use an alternative interface such as head-array
or sip/puff switch. We wanted access to the NHS network for its potentially large number of
patients as prospective participants. We applied and successfully got ethics approval from the
NHS, UK. The total application process took two years.
The process involved first critiquing and designing the study with our local research innovation centre (RIC), which is a joint partnership between University College London and the
Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital, UK.
The next step was to inform the Joint Research Office (JRO) at University College London
Hospital (UCLH) of our study. UCLH was the partner hospital of our research institute (UCL).
The JRO recommended completing an Integrated Research Application System (IRAS) online
application to obtain approval from a Research Ethics Committee (REC). A REC is a part of
the HRA, which is the national body governing ethical research in United Kingdom. REC’s
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job is to ensure a research proposal is in line with the national ethical standards of the research.
Throughout the process of the IRAS application, the hospital (UCLH) via JRO) acted as our
research sponsor and helped us in filling out the online IRAS forms. After we obtained approval
from a REC, we contacted the HRA to obtain an additional and final approval before our study
could be carried out on NHS sites in England.
Unfortunately, we ran out of funds by the time when we had successfully obtained the
NHS ethics approval and were unable to carry out a clinical trial via the NHS. We, however,
carried out our studies without involvement of the NHS but we used the same methodologies in
our experiment as we had outlined in our NHS ethic application. Nevertheless, our success in
securing an ethics approval from the NHS indicates a sound understanding of the ethical process
of conducting experiments involving people and medical devices (in our case, the wheelchair).
Now, people who are prescribed a head-array or a sip/puff switch will have a severe form
of disability making them very vulnerable participants. Anyone designing a study for these
participants will have to consider a key number of factors so that the process is ethical and
the risks to all stakeholders and participants are minimal. These factors are highlighted in the
good clinical practice, which is an established national standard for designing and implementing
clinical research [Department of Health, 2005]. Some of these factors are: recruitment process
and channels; personal data storage and privacy; capacity of participant to consent; wheelchair
dimensions, seating and other specifications; how long the study would last for; and availability
of clinical staff.
Recruitment Process and Channels Recruiting participants requires careful consideration of
how to reach patients, get their data and then successfully schedule a date and time that works
for everyone, whilst minimising drop out rate of participants. To recruit vulnerable patients,
we went through charities that focussed on helping people with disabilities (such as Aspire and
Back-up Trust). In our NHS ethics application, we specified that we would also reach potential
participants from the main hospital we were in collaboration with (Royal National Orthopaedic
Hospital) as follows:
• Approach consultant staff at the Hospitals and Rehabilitation centres via phone.
• Ask consultants to identify potential participants amongst his/her patients who fit into
our criteria and to send out our invitation letter and participant information sheet to the
potential participants.
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• Our NHS clinical staff at the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital can also approach
eligible patients identified from an NHS database search, during their routine visit to the
hospital.
• Finally, we ask NHS sites to put up our posters on their premises and in their newsletters
sent out to patients to advertise our studies to interested people.
• We then send out a letter containing a reply slip and information of the study to potential
participants identified.
• Patients would indicate their interest to participate and their available times via a reply
slip.
• After we receive a patient’s reply slip, a clinical member of our team would contact the
patient via phone inviting the patient to come in on an agreed date depending on whether
the patient agreed to be contacted by a member of the team.
• We then try to get the assessment test to coincide with the patient’s routine appointment
to reduce the transportation burden on patients.
Our recruitment strategy also extended to NHS hospitals acting as Participant Identification
Centres (PIC) as follows:
• The identified local collaborator provides eligible patients with the study pack consisting
of the patient information sheet, letter of invitation and reply slip.
• Participants willing to be part of the study then contacts the main study team directly
using contact details provided in the study pack.
Personal Data Storage and Privacy It is important that participants’ data do not get into the
wrong hands or are used for purposes other than what the participants were informed. We had
to collect only information that was useful to us. We had to then store this information in a
secured physical or encrypted digital storage. When reporting on information collected from
participants, we ensured that individuals are not identifiable from the results. Where individuals
are indeed identifiable such as in the video recording of the experiment, we collected additional
permission from participants to use videos that may reveal their identity in presentations and
conferences.
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Capacity of Participant to Consent It was extremely useful that we were able to correctly
obtain consent from vulnerable participants. In general, participants who are unable to consent
via signing a paper form by themselves perhaps due to insufficient physical capability, can
do so via proxy. By proxy, we mean that their carer can consent on their behalf provided
that the patient has indicated a willingness to participate, perhaps orally before the start of the
experiment and on the site of the experiment.
Wheelchair Dimensions, Seating and other Specifications We had to account for the
wheelchair dimensions when inviting vulnerable participants to use our smart wheelchair during experiments. The posture of vulnerable patients is very critical to their well-being and
performance. As a result, we had to fit our wheelchair as close as possible to the medically
prescribed powered wheelchair that the patients already used. We transferred the seating of the
patient’s wheelchair unto ours to prevent pressure sores. We also specified the dimensions of
the wheelchair and the range of adjustments as an exclusion criterion for anyone who cannot be
accommodated on our smart wheelchair.
The motivation for this specification as an exclusion criterion is to avoid a situation where
after spending a lot of time recruiting a participant, we discover on the day of the experiment
that we would need to retrofit our wheelchair beyond what we are able to. To be able to test
participants with extreme disabilities, a reconfigurable backrest amongst other things, might be
needed as an additional part of the wheelchair.
Duration of the Study We considered the ideal duration of an experiment. From our past
studies and fairly obviously, we found that participants do not like experiments that last too
long. An ideal experiment in our study lasted an hour or less. Any experiment requiring more
time commitment than this may need to compensate participants financially or otherwise.
Availability of Clinical Staff Having qualified NHS staff as a member of the clinical trial team
is crucial to the success of the trial. Clinical members have access to the NHS database and
are authorised to recommend, assess, and screen patients as potential participants. Clinical
members of the team also bring in clinical experience to augment the engineering and research
expertise of the rest of the team. Crucial clinical members include occupational therapists with
specific experience in the types of interfaces being tested; rehabilitation assistance to help with
hoist transfer and to check the integrity of the patient’s skin in the absence of the occupational
therapist; and an administrative staff to store sensitive information on participants.
Recruiting clinical staff will incur some costs that need to be accounted for in the research.
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Appendix B

Extra Information on Methodology
B.1

Selecting Number of Participants

The calculations we followed to obtain the number of participants for our studies is detailed
below.

B.1.1

Simulation Experiment: Sample Size Calculation

Our sample size calculation for the experiment in Chapter (6) was informed from the outcomes
of the pilot study on characterising the adequacy of wheelchair interfaces (Chapter (4)). In the
pilot study, we had three main conditions/control interfaces for a wheelchair: driving using
joystick, head-array and sip/puff switch. We primarily investigated the difference in the distance travelled for these three conditions. We had that distance travelled for a joystick was
[mean=26.9 m, s.d.=7.5 m], for head-array [mean=32.3 m, s.d.=10.5 m] and for sip/puff switch
[mean= 42.9 m, s.d.=16.8 m].
The data collected from the experiment for the different interfaces were dependent since
each person tried all interfaces three times. We simply used the compiled data from each trial
in our analysis instead of averaging the data from the three trials for each interface. However,
we weren’t able to collect the same number of samples from everyone within the allocated time
because of participants who experienced difficulty in using an interface or trials that sometimes
resulted in a collision. Also, when processing the data from participants, we discover some
errors for some trials in the data collection process. The effective sample size for the three
interfaces, joystick, head-array and sip/puff switch ended up being 46, 59, 31 respectively.
We calculated an effect size of the increase in distance when using the head-array compared
with using the joystick by putting the mean and standard deviation of the distance travelled for
both interfaces into the Cohen’s D equation. We then calculated the power of this effect using a
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t-test for paired samples with the help of the G*Power software [da Silva Cameirão et al., 2011].
The power we obtained was 1.0. A power greater than 0.8 means our effect size was significant
enough [Cohen, 1988]. We computed the effect size to be 3.0 m.
Mathematically, we have:
M2 − M1
SD pooled

(B.1)

(N2 − 1) · SD21 + (N1 − 1) · SD22
N1 + N2 − 2

(B.2)

Effect size (Cohen’s D) =

where,
s
SD pooled =

The descriptions of the parameters are given below: M1 is the mean of the metric for the
Parameter Description
M1
SD1
N1
M2
SD2
N2

Value

Mean distance travelled when using the joystick
Standard deviation for distance travelled when using the joystick
Number of participants who used the joystick
Mean distance travelled when using the head array
Standard deviation for distance travelled when using the head array
Number of participants who used the head array

26.9 m
7.5 m
46
32.3 m
10.5 m
59

Table B.1: Descriptions of parameters for calculating effect size.

joystick
Recall that the experiment in Chapter (6) is about bringing performance with the head-array
as close as we can to the performance of the joystick with the help of shared control. Using the
effect size, we calculated the number of participants we would need to detect at least half of this
effect. We used a t-test for paired samples, with effect size of 1.52 m derived from Cohen’s D,
power of 0.8 and alpha level of 0.01 to calculate a sample size of 8. This sample size analysis
has been approved by a staff statistician at the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital.

B.1.2

Physical Experiment with Alternative Interfaces: Sample Size Calculation

We based our estimation of the minimum number of participants required for our experiment in
Chapter (7) on the results of the previous experiment in Chapter (6). Since the primary purpose
of our shared control is to improve safety, we use the number of collisions as the metric of our
estimation. We use a conservative estimate of effect size by estimating based on the number
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of collisions from the head-array. Our estimate is conservative because the effect size from the
head-array was less than that from the sip/puff switch.
From the previous experiment, and from results for the head-array, the number of collisions
for no assistance was 9±8, and for probabilistic shared control, it was 3±2. For the sample size
in the previous Chapter (6) of 10, we get an effect size of 1.03 using Cohen’s d equation in the
previous section. Using this effect size derived from the last experiment, we aimed to select
the sample size for our current study to detect a similar effect. We selected a default power of
0.8 and a significance level of 0.05 [Cohen, 1992]. We obtained a minimum sample size of 8
participants from the paired t-test approach.

B.2

Compensation of Sonar Sensor Dynamic Error

Dynamic errors are errors that arise when the wheelchair is in relative motion to the environment. To compensate for dynamic errors in the sonar sensor readings, we first characterised
these errors by measuring them. To measure the dynamic errors in sensor reading, we assumed
that measuring the errors whilst rotating the wheelchair best revealed the nature of errors to
expect. The reason is that, with the maximum angular and linear velocities we set for our
wheelchair, the environment changed much faster when the wheelchair rotated than when the
wheelchair only moved linearly. This observation justifies calculating dynamic errors from
the rotation alone as an upper bound of errors to expect from the sonar sensors for when the
wheelchair is in motion.
Thus, we positioned the wheelchair within a rectangular space bounded by cardboard
boxes, which were of the same materials as those used in our studies. We then attached a
marker onto the wheelchair. This marker’s pose was tracked using our low-cost tracking system,
MoRe-T2 [Ezeh et al., 2016]. We also measured the initial pose and position of the wheelchair
in the real-world. Given that we also know the position and orientation of each individual sensor
across all the sensor nodes, we were able to match the measured distance of each sensor with
the expected distance derived from MoRe-T2’s measurement.
Our results revealed that absolute dynamic errors followed a somewhat predictable pattern,
being least when a sensor’s beam was perpendicular to the obstacle. However, the error had
both positive and negative components when obstacles were nearly parallel to a sonar beam.
This unexpected finding suggests that sonar sensors may underestimate or overestimate the
distance to obstacles. We had expected mostly positive errors from the sonars overestimating
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the distance to obstacles, as reflected echoes would travel a longer path before returning to the
sonar sensors. However, our findings make sense for continuously firing sensors. The sensors
were likely experiencing cross-talk during motion, in which the wrong sensor picked up the
beams emitted from a different sensor or perhaps the system may have also had echoes such
that the same sensor picked up its own beam fired in the past.

B.2.1

Compensation

Based on our findings, we modified the occupancy grid of the path planner. Instead of using
an arc representation of an obstacle at the detected distance when the wheelchair was moving,
we used a rectangle of length stretched to ±0.1 m about the detected distance to represent the
obstacle. So, the rectangle had a width equal to the width of the sonar beam at the detected distance and a length of about 0.2 m to reflect our uncertainty. However, when the wheelchair was
stationary, we represented an obstacle typically as an arc with length equal to the arc length of a
sector of a circle with the central angle equal to the beam angle and radius equal to the detected
distance [Thrun, 2001]. We then updated the probability of grids in the region surrounded by
the obstacle by incrementing and decrementing the occupancy values of grids [Thrun, 2001].

B.3

Tuning Weights for Path Planner Objective Function

The weights for the objective functions dynamic window approach (DWA) determine to a great
extent the behaviour of the planner. Recall that the cost functions are heading, velocity, and
clearance. To tune these weights to change the behaviour of the system, we used inequality
algebra on values for the objective functions recorded near an obstacle in the simulation world.
For instance, if we want to give higher preference to avoiding an obstacle at a specific distance
from the obstacle than continue to approach the obstacle, we can represent the problem as an
equality. In this case, we make the total objective function of the trajectories that lead to the
desired avoidance to be greater than the trajectories that approach the obstacle. We can construct
several such inequalities and then select the weights that satisfy the constraints.
To give a more concrete example, assuming the data collected from placing an obstacle in
front is the wheelchair is given below:
In this example, we simply are saying that the linear and angular speeds we choose to
present going straight, right and stopping have (non-normalised) costs ( heading, clearance and
velocity) evaluated as given. Now, we want to select weightings for the objectives so that the
resultant total score for turning right (avoid the obstacle ahead) is greater than the total score for
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Direction

Heading(Rads)

Go straight 3.14
Go right
1.57
Stop
0

Clearance (m)

Velocity (m/s)

0.1
0.5
1

0.1
0.3
0

Table B.2: Example of data collected for tuning path planner’s objective function. In this example, the
objectives are not normalised for better illustration and the values are obtained for a hypothetical case
that we want the wheelchair to turn right when an obstacle is placed in front of it. We also want the
planner to prefer going straight towards the obstacle to stopping the wheelchair.

going straight. In this case, lets assume we don’t want very cautious planner, we make the total
score for going straight greater than the total score for stopping. These formulations give us two
inequality conditions. Now, assuming we fix the weight for heading as one, the inequalities are
given below as:

1.57 + 0.5C + 0.3V > 3.14 + 0.1C + 0.1V

(B.3)

3.14 + 0.1C + 0.1V > C

(B.4)

Simplifying the two equations result in:
C > 3.925 − 0.5V

(B.5)

3.14 + 0.1V > 0.9C

(B.6)

Substituting C in the first equation into the second equation gives:
V > 0.7136

(B.7)

Lets choose V close to the boundary so that V = 0.8. We substitute this V in Equation (B.6).
This gives:
3.57 > C

(B.8)

We then set C = 3.5 so that weighting H, C, V that satisfy our tuning criteria are 1, 0.8 and 3.5
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respectively. The objective function, f for our planner then becomes:
f = H · Heading +C ·Clearance +V ·Velocity

(B.9)

∴ f = Heading + 3.5Clearance + 0.8Velocity

(B.10)
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Appendix C

Devices and Equipment Specification
Device

Parameter

Derivation Procedure
Upper bound is set from
using equation (5.2)
but using 10Hz as frequency and
the size of occupancy grid (0.05 m)
as minimum clearance.
To make the system safer,
we took a speed value
less than the resulting
Maximum linear velocity (Forward , Reverse)
maximum speed of 0.5 ms−1
Maximum Angular Velocity
Similar to above.
Wheelchair Kinematics
Set from the
wheelchair’s programmer software,
Wizard 5 and verified
from examining the
trajectory profile of
Maximum Linear Acceleration & Deceleration
wheelchair using MoRe-T2
Maximum Angular Acceleration & Deceleration Similar to above.
Final Ranging Sensor
Sampling rate
Derivation procedured given in Section (7.2.1).
(SRF08 Sonar Sensor +
Precision
Derivation in given in Section (B.2)
Sharp GP2Y0A21YK0F IR Sensor) Accuracy (Static & Dynamic)
Similar to above.
Static Position Accuracy

Derivation given in [Ezeh et al., 2016]

Static Precision

Similar to above.

Dynamic Accuracy

Similar to above.

Dynamic Precision

Similar to above.

MoRe-T2

Value

+0.25 m/s(0.4 m/s in simulator), −0.1 m/s
±0.7 rad/s

0.3 m/s2 , −1.86 m/s2
0.75 rads/s2 , −1.5 rads/s2
10 Hz
1 cm
±0.5 cm, ±10 cm
0.09 %
0.57◦ (Z axis)
±1.35 mm in X axis
±1.35 mm in Y axis
±2.31 mm in Z axis
±0.41 in Roll (Z axis)
3.00 % (X,Y,Z Axis)
0.00◦ in Roll Angle (Z axis)
±5.22 mm (X axis)
±5.53 mm (Y axis)
±28.76 mm (Z axis)
±4.83◦ in Roll Angle (Z axis)

Table C.1: List of specifications for wheelchair kinematics, sensor characteristics and trajectory tracking
toolkit.
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C.1

Simulation Assessment Course Layout

The simulation was done in a 3D maze-like course shown in Figure (C.1). Since the wheelchair
skills test did not specify the path width for the move forward skill, we used arbitrary widths
around 1.2 m. This gives a clearance of at most 0.5 m from either side of the wall for a
wheelchair of width 0.7 m. Note that performance can vary with path width [Wang and Majewicz Fey, 2018].

Figure C.1: Assessment course dimensions for simulation experiment. The path widths vary slightly
around 1.2 m, which gives a clearance of about 0.5 m for the wheelchair of width 0.7 m. The path width
was chosen arbitrarily as performance can vary with path width.
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